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A Major Shift is Under Way:  mCrime 

We’re now watching the entire threat landscape evolve before our very eyes.  

Evolutions like these don’t happen in a day.  It all started when Apple, Google and 

Microsoft began the battle for the Smartphone and Tablet markets.  Each learning from 

each other about the monetization of consumer data across all devices.  Search 

results, App stores, in App purchases and Advertising networks require one thing – 

consumer analytics.  Enter the world of wide open developer toolkits.  Who makes 

these?  Why Apple, Google and Microsoft, of course.  You can’t sell a Billion dollars 

worth of iPhones and iPads in only weeks without consumers wanting.  How much do they want?   It’s all riding on 

the iTunes store – the more robust utilities, games and other apps made available for end-consumers, the more they 

want the device.  Why is the Microsoft phone, developed with a more solid operating system spin than the normal 

Windows 8, not taking off?  Just checkout their App store – it’s really negligible compared to Google Play or Apple 

iTunes, hence the Windows phone, a brilliant device, is not high on consumers list.  But what is the real issue here, 

when it comes to  privacy and security on-device?  There is none.  Nation states that want to perform cyber 

espionage and criminal rings that want to steal your identity have found a wonderful new attack vector – your 

Smartphone and Tablet.  Simply put, one needs only integrate with a development kit from Apple, Google or 

Microsoft and they have nearly total control of the device – not only for consumer analytics and advertising (when’s 

the last time you clicked an ad in a free app anyway?) but as cover for their true intentions – eavesdropping and 

stealing.  Yes, with my article on the Uber breach last week, and Uber not taking any blame for it, we have to look to 

the platform for the problem.  Uber’s app is most definitely being spied on by other malicious apps on the 

Smartphone.  Who’s fault is it?  We’ll, the criminal of course.  But who is liable because they moved a point of sales 

experience into a mobile crime device?  Why, Uber, of course. As you read on, in this edition of Cyber Warnings, 

you’ll hear about other targets like Medical but ultimately a common theme is becoming – you, the consumer.  It’s 

your personal device coming and going.  It’s the doctor installing fun apps on his work tablet. We have all made 

ourselves easy prey and soon to be victims in a wave of mobile crime – mCrime – which will be used to harvest more 

credit cards, bank information and of course, full consumer personally identifiable information (PII).  The shift has 

begun so at CDM we will look towards RSA Conference 2015 to find the new innovators in Mobile device Security, 

internet of things (iOT) security and Bring your own device (BYOD) management.  This event is only weeks away and 

we look forward to sharing our findings in the May edition of Cyber Warnings. 

 

To our faithful readers, Enjoy 

Pierluigi Paganini 
Pierluigi Paganini, Editor-in-Chief, Pierluigi.Paganini@cyberdefensemagazine.com  
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Critical Infrastructure Security and Safely Navigating a Hostile 
Cyberspace 
By Adam C. Firestone 

Critical infrastructure is often maligned as unprepared for the current cyber threat environment.  
It’s true that the impacts of a cyber attack on critical infrastructure could be catastrophic and this 
evokes great fear and trepidation.  But focusing on potential consequences ignores the quality 
and nature of the engineering behind critical infrastructure systems.  Contrary to the popular 
negative stereotype, the methods, practices and perspectives found in critical infrastructure 
engineering may well hold the key to safely navigating today’s hostile cyber environment.  

Cyber is sexy in a New York Times bestseller kind of way.  The imagery evoked is vivid: 
Shadowy figures huddled behind laptop computers prosecute activist agendas, conduct 
espionage operations and sabotage systems half a world away.  At the same time, frenzied 
fingertips fly across keyboards as harried cyber defenders perform down-to-the-wire heroics that 
seek to thwart ever-multiplying legions of threats.  And all the while, armies of hackers dissect 
our most mission critical software, looking for vulnerabilities to exploit.  It’s the stuff of thrillers. 

What makes this perspective both fascinating and terrifying is that there’s a grain of truth behind 
it.  There are indeed hacktivists, spies, terrorists and criminals pursuing nefarious agendas from 
locations across the globe.  Network engineers and security professionals log overtime hours in 
the thousands trying to counter threats and eliminate vulnerabilities.  And the black market for 
stolen credentials, cyber-crime services and software vulnerabilities may be “more profitable 
than the illegal drug trade.”   

Critical infrastructure encompasses everything that makes modern society function.  According 
to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), this includes chemical manufacturing and 
storage, commercial facilities, telecommunications, manufacturing, dams and water control 
facilities, the defense industrial base, emergency services, the energy sector, the financial 
services industry, food and agriculture production, government facilities, healthcare, information 
technology, the nuclear industry, transportation and water/wastewater management.  

Joel Brenner, former senior counsel at the National Security Agency (NSA) and former head of 
US counterintelligence, paints an accurate picture of the potential consequences of realized 
critical infrastructure cybersecurity risks in his excellent book, Glass Houses.  However, not all 
authors and publications are as analytical as Mr. Brenner, and this contributes to rapidly 
escalating tensions and fears.   

For example, the March 2015 edition of Signal Magazine, the monthly journal of the Armed 
Forces Communications Electronics Association (better known as AFCEA), has a lead article by 
Sandra Jontz entitled “Critical Infrastructure Is Cyberterrorism’s Next Likely Target.”  The 
article’s opening sentence reads: 

http://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/research_reports/RR600/RR610/RAND_RR610.pdf
http://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/research_reports/RR600/RR610/RAND_RR610.pdf
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“The next big cyber attack likely will strike critical infrastructure assets in the United States, 
which could bring the world’s remaining superpower to its knees, according to cybersecurity 
experts.” 

While undoubtedly attention grabbing, this introduction both indulges in cyber’s bestselling 
thriller aspects and misleads the reader as to the nature of the cyber challenge and the most 
effective mechanisms with which to manage it.  This is, unfortunately, not uncommon.  There 
are myriad voices in government, industry and academia using terms gleaned from kinetic 
warfare like “kill chain,” “opposing forces,” “enemy” and “interdiction” to describe cyber activities.  
The perpetuation of such perspectives is at best incorrect and at worse, may squander precious 
resources on approaches that exacerbate the problem. 

Interestingly, it’s the critical infrastructure community, often derided for being a latecomer to the 
cybersecurity arena, that has accumulated significant wisdom with respect to strategies that can 
transform the security landscape.  Rather than channeling their inner Curtis “Bomb them into the 
Stone Age” LeMay and taking a fruitlessly combative stance, critical infrastructure engineers 
have long recognized that operations take place in an atmosphere that is ipso facto hostile and 
that system reliability, achieved through risk mitigation, is the top level requirement.  

Given the dire consequences of system failures or service interruptions, that’s not surprising.  
Operational safety of nuclear reactors, for example, is paramount just as datalink continuity is in 
the telecommunications and aviation industries.   

As a result, safety and reliability are emphasized to an extent that seems to conflict with 
conventional cybersecurity requirements.  The operative word here is “seem.”  What critical 
infrastructure engineers are actually doing is managing the risks attendant to operating in an 
inherently hostile environment.  Individual threats aren’t addressed, per se.  Rather, the safe 
and continuous continuity of operations is assured. 

Taking a systems view and mitigating risks through systems engineering to assure safe and 
continuous operations in a hostile environment happens on a routine and ongoing basis.  In 
2014, some 661 million people spent nontrivial amounts of time at altitudes ranging from 25,000 
to 35,000 feet.   

Average temperatures at these heights range from -30 to -65 degrees Fahrenheit, and human 
survival times in such conditions range from three to five minutes.  People also routinely travel 
in conditions of hard vacuum and baseline temperatures of -454 degrees Fahrenheit.  Others 
ply their trade in a liquid environment where fatal respiratory impairment is an ever present 
danger. 

Despite the inherent hostility of these environments, fatalities are few.  Up-front systems 
engineering ensures that risks are understood and managed through solution architecture and 
design.  People survive at 35,000 feet because the environment’s inherent risks are mitigated 
by wrapping a Boeing 777 (or other) aircraft around them.  Spacefarers negotiate conditions of 
vacuum, significant background radiation and fatal temperatures because the International 
Space Station’s design manages these issues.   
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Naval architects have used engineering to reduce the likelihood of realizing risks inherent to 
blue water seafaring since at least 980 - 982 CE, when Erik the Red discovered Greenland. 

Clearly, it’s neither engineering quality nor myopic perspective that results in critical 
infrastructure’s perceived security shortcomings.  These putative deficiencies are actually 
reflections of a perceptual bias resulting from viewing the situation through an information 
technology (IT) colored lens.  Indeed, what are seen as critical infrastructure’s security 
weaknesses may, if properly managed, become force multiplying assets. 

For example, critical infrastructure evolves at a relatively slow pace.  This frustrates 
cybersecurity advocates who demand rapid application of security updates to what are, 
unarguably, assets that are both essential and vulnerable.  However, what the cybersecurity 
community often overlooks is that this slow pace is itself a risk mitigation strategy.   

Change introduces unknowns, which in turn introduce risks that may result in unplanned 
downtime.  Unplanned downtime is unacceptable in mission-critical systems such as power 
generation and delivery, water delivery and wastewater management or air traffic control.  As a 
result, changes are tightly controlled and subjected to intensive and long-term predictive vetting 
prior to implementation. 

One needs only to look at the headlines to understand the benefits conferred by this approach 
to conventional, IT-based cybersecurity.  The recently uncovered “FREAK” (Factoring attack on 
RSA-EXPORT Keys) vulnerability derives from a US government policy, in force from 1992 to 
2000, that restricted the export of strong encryption.   

As a result, weaker “export-grade” encryption was built into software intended for the global 
market.  This weaker encryption was incorporated into widely proliferated browser software that 
eventually came back into the United States.  Browsers can be forced to use the weaker 
encryption which can be defeated in a matter of hours.  Once the encryption is defeated, 
passwords and other personal information can be stolen and used as the basis for a more 
comprehensive attack. 

Make no mistake, FREAK is not about clever subversion of software security routines.  FREAK 
is about a lack of rigor, integration and foresight with respect to software change engineering 
and configuration management.  That’s a longer way of saying that vulnerabilities like FREAK 
are more about poor risk management practices than brilliant evil hackers.    

So where does that leave the state of security? 

First, nobody’s making an argument (at least, no reasonably prudent people) that critical 
infrastructure’s security posture doesn’t require upgrades and improvements to cope effectively 
with the current threat environment.  Instead, the argument is to base critical infrastructure 
security improvements on two pillars: 1) The implementation of security upgrades should be 
made as part of an overall risk management and mitigation approach that accounts for the risks 
inherent to operating in a hostile environment, and 2) This approach must embody orthodox 
systems engineering approaches (as defined in standards including MIL-STD 499 and IEEE 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/the-switch/wp/2015/03/03/freak-flaw-undermines-security-for-apple-and-google-users-researchers-discover/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/the-switch/wp/2015/03/03/freak-flaw-undermines-security-for-apple-and-google-users-researchers-discover/
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1220) and be consonant with critical infrastructure’s historic emphasis on safety, reliability and 
availability. 

Next, the continued insistence on viewing cybersecurity as the plot of a thriller featuring zero 
sum combat between anthropomorphized electronic adversaries is, at best, counterproductive.  
Cyber isn’t about electronic duels and dogfights, it’s about understanding that, like air, space 
and sea, cyber is an inherently hostile environment in which we must operate.  In such an 
environment, risks cannot be eliminated, but they can be understood and mitigated.  Effective 
risk mitigation starts with identifying risks inherent to the operational requirements at the 
requirements phase.  Additionally, security and other non-functional requirements must be 
understood as being of comparable importance to functional requirements. 

Systems engineering, as practiced by the critical infrastructure and defense communities among 
others, is the single most effective tool for both identifying risk and understanding how solutions 
affect the severity and likelihood of risk realization.  These communities, far from being out of 
touch with security requirements, may provide the fundamental insights that allow us to turn the 
cybersecurity page. 

About the Author 

As President and General Manager of Kaspersky Government Security 
Solutions, Inc. Adam Firestone is responsible for providing world class 
cybersecurity intelligence and systems engineering services as well as 
innovative product solutions to meet the needs of government, government 
contractor and national critical infrastructure organizations.   

Adam leverages more than 20 years of experience in the defense, intelligence 
and government contracting industries. Prior to joining Kaspersky Government 
Security Solutions, Inc. in 2013, Adam led the defense and federal subsidiary 

of a global middleware company where he was responsible for understanding and crafting 
advanced technology solutions for the challenges faced by military, intelligence and government 
organizations. Adam is a former United States Army officer, and also possesses a legal 
background, holding a Juris Doctorate degree, and having practiced law in New York.  
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Billions of nodes. Trillions of patches. Good luck with that IoT 
thing.  
By Chris Rouland, founder & CEO, Bastille 

The Internet of Things (IoT) has taken the world by storm. For the past year, seemingly every 
day has been defined by the emergence of a new IoT development platform; and as a result, 
everything from cars and pacemakers to soccer balls and watches can now connect to the 
Internet.  

For me, the current landscape is eerily reminiscent of the Internet circa 1992, as the mish mash 
of converging operating systems, wireless protocols and embedded processors that define the 
IoT are bound by no laws and beholden to no governance. And much like the early days of the 
Internet, the IoT is not very safe. 

I’m often asked what exactly defines the IoT, as its rapid assent into the mainstream has elicited 
some confusion and even doubt as to its relevance and impact on the enterprise. By its most 
simplistic definition, the IoT includes any networked device or sensor that is not a computer, 
router, switch, etc. In fact, an IoT device is just a physical object that is digitally connected and 
able to communicate data, geography and other types of sophisticated information with ease.  

There are some who openly question the merits of IoT and why there is a need to have 
universal connectivity across all devices. While there may be merits to having that debate, it 
doesn’t mitigate the reality that the IoT is in an accelerated state of proliferation and is extremely 
vulnerable to the unintended consequences of rapid growth, such as those that adversely 
impact security and privacy.   

The cybersecurity market is an estimated $71 billion industry, which is expected to reach over 
$155 billion by 2019, as new technologies continuously emerge to keep up with the evolving 
threat landscape.  

However, the ingenious of network security has not yet matured to encompass the scope of IoT, 
in which each device seemingly runs on a tiny embedded computer with network access. For 
the enterprise specifically, which has already been the recipient of costly cybersecurity attacks, 
the IoT should represent a driver of fundamental change to existing governance; in particularly 
with how situational awareness is determined and how risk management is achieved.  

In a world saturated by IoT (a predicted future of 5-10 connected devices per person), an 
organization’s risk assessment obligations will expand exponentially. The enterprise will face 
new threats from devices coming in and out of corporate environments every day, far 
surpassing the traditional threats generated by computers and cell phones connecting to the 
private network.  

Adding to the threat landscape are the permanent IoT devices being adopted and deployed in 
organizations to reduce cost and improve workflow efficiencies. As such, organizations need to 
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realize the extent and seriousness of these threats, the potential attacks made possible with the 
IoT, and strategies for securing their corporate networks.  

 

The Internet of Things is Exploding 

Analysts predict that there will be at least 50 billion IoT devices by 2020. In order to reach this 
number, 15 million new IoT devices would have to connect to the Internet every single day for 
the next five years. To put this number in perspective, there are only about 333,000 human 
births per day – meaning, the IoT is growing 50 times faster than the human population. 

While a large number of these devices will be consumer products with no direct impact to 
business, enterprises are also rapidly deploying IoT devices in their environment to reduce 
costs and improve workflow and operational efficiencies. In fact, by 2016, more than half of 
enterprises will adopt IoT in some way, shape or form.  

Examples of enterprise IoT adoption can be found throughout many organizations. For example, 
some enterprises are deploying smart light bulbs that turn off when they detect that there are no 
employees in the room.  

Manufacturing companies, which are widely regarded as the fastest sector to adopt IoT, are 
adding equipment to self-update and detect breakdowns in the manufacturing chain. In addition, 
companies large and small are installing connected HVAC systems to better regulate room 
temperature. As a result, Verizon predicts that organizations that adopt IoT will be at least 10% 
more profitable than their competitors that do not.  

But is Verizon’s profitability projection sustainable? Only time will tell, but the forecast does raise 
some initial skepticism. The emergence of IoT brings with it profound new threats, which result 
from an average of 25 vulnerabilities per device. Using the December 2013 Target breach as an 
example, hackers successfully penetrated its network through their connected HVAC system.  

In total, 40 million credit and debit cards were stolen, costing the company $191 million to date. 
Is the money that Target will save by using “smart” HVAC systems enough to offset the millions 
of dollars and customers lost; as well as the reputational damage incurred as a result of the 
breach?  

With the rapid deployment of permanent IoT devices in corporate environments, few 
organizations have policies to limit or prevent employees from bringing personal devices into the 
workplace. These devices collect an extraordinary amount of data including user location, 
sleeping patterns, and banking information.  

While storing this information, IoT devices create their own mesh networks, not secured by 
corporate WiFi, which serve as yet another threat vector for a hacker to exploit. Even in the rare 
instance that an employee does not have a connected device, employers are starting to hand 
them out.  
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According to Verizon, organizations will introduce more than 13 million fitness trackers in the 
workplace by 2018 as part of health and wellness programs. While these devices can greatly 
benefit organizations and employees alike, the security vulnerabilities and privacy concerns in 
each device cannot be overlooked.  

 

The Reality of IoT Threats to the Enterprise 

The proliferation of IoT brings with it new, complicated and unknown cybersecurity threats to 
both the consumer and the enterprise. Each and every device that connects to the Internet 
poses a risk, and the potential effects of any successful intrusion are significant and startling. 
Yet, organizations are rapidly deploying IoT devices throughout their environment, and allowing 
the devices of employees and guests come in and out of their airspace with seemingly no 
concern for security.  

Some organizations mistakenly assume that their current BYOD policy scales to include IoT 
devices, when in actuality most do not, enabling devices to freely connect to mesh networks and 
collect, store and transmit sensitive data. What’s worse, organizations do not have any visibility 
into these networks – so they cannot even see what is coming in and out of their environment, 
or if a hacker has used an IoT device as a pathway to gain access to the corporate network. 
Which, unfortunately, isn’t very hard to do.  

According to HP Security Research, there are an average of 25 security vulnerabilities in each 
IoT device, or 25 different opportunities for a hacker to infiltrate the device and all its data. With 
15 million devices coming to market every day, it is impossible to patch and secure them all, 
leaving the vulnerabilities vacant for adversaries to exploit.  

It is absolutely within the realm of possibility for a hacker to hot-mic a CEO’s Bluetooth device 
and overhear financial negotiations or acquisition discussions. An adversary could also 
penetrate the collection of fitness-tracking devices provided by an organization and follow the 
location-based signals to determine where an executive is in the building at any given time.  

These connected devices go beyond just fitness trackers and Bluetooth headsets, however. 
While the world transitions to connectedness, so too does critical infrastructure. Companies in 
the energy and utilities sector are expected to add IoT technology to 80 percent of smart meters 
by 2020, and technology is already being added to control systems to enable remote 
manageability.  

While there are standards and frameworks in place and in process to protect control systems in 
critical infrastructure, they do not account for the connected devices brought in by facility owners 
and operators. Because of the significant vulnerabilities in IoT devices, anyone that enters a 
control system environment is now a potential national security threat.  

We have seen successful cyber attacks result in financial losses and leaked photos, but the 
potential damage of a hack in the IoT is far worse. Hackers are no longer rebel teenagers trying 
to crack the code, and breaches are no longer due to accidental infections; today’s cyber threats 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/parmyolson/2014/11/16/fitbit-data-court-room-personal-injury-claim/
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are the result of targeted attacks by highly skilled and persistent adversaries, including those in 
China, Russia and the Middle East.  

What could happen if just one of these nation states or cyber terrorists were able to infiltrate all 
of the connected cars in New York City? Just last month the Government Accountability Office 
reported “significant security control weaknesses remain, threatening the (FAA)’s ability to 
ensure the safe and uninterrupted operation of the national airspace.”  

So, what are the potential damages of a terrorist accessing airport control systems? The reality 
is that cybersecurity is not only about financial loss anymore, but public safety – and because of 
this, the government is starting to take notice.  

In February, the Senate held its first-ever hearing on the topic of IoT. The discussion focused on 
the risks and privacy concerns of connected devices, but also brought into question how 
lawmakers can potentially regulate the production of these devices while still encouraging 
innovation. However, even if the government determines that the risk is great enough to 
become involved, it will likely to take several years for a law to be written and passed.  

As a result of the Senate hearing, the Federal Trade Commission recently released a report, 
The Internet of Things – Privacy and Security in a Connected World, which also discusses 
privacy concerns, but was void of any actionable advice. Consumers, organizations and the 
government are slowly, and reactively, realizing that serious and severe attacks are made 
possible through the proliferation of the IoT, but there is not a clear solution. While the future of 
the IoT is still unknown, there are some proactive measures organizations must take in order to 
protect their critical data and ensure the safety of their employees and customers.  

 

Mitigating the Threats in the IoT  

Technology takes time to mature, and the IoT is still in its very early stages. It is safe to say that 
the security weaknesses in IoT devices will persist for at least the next five years – leaving 
organizations highly vulnerable to the increase in threat vectors available for exploit.  

BYOD policies, in their current state, do not encompass IoT devices, and there is currently no 
standard IoT policies, procedures or guidelines regulating security in the production of devices, 
let alone their presence in the workplace.  

Device manufacturers are not security companies, and they have no real incentive –besides, 
perhaps a moral proclivity- to add security to their devices. These companies are venture capital 
funded out of Silicon Valley, and they want their products out the door as quickly as possible. 
Until there is a massive IoT security disaster, or the government passes regulations, devices will 
remain insecure.  

Some may argue that segregating networks is the security solution for protecting an 
organization’s data. Creating a separate network for guests and third parties to connect to would 
certainly, in theory, protect the corporate network from a cyber attack. However, there is no real 
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way to segment network traffic effectively and as such, this action provides organizations with 
nothing more than a false sense of security. Segregation is a step in the right direction, but it 
should only be a piece of a more broad defense-in-depth strategy.   

 

The enterprise will be responsible for implementing IoT policies that ensure the security of their 
corporate airspace, while not infringing on the privacy of employees, customers, and the 
thousands of others that come in and out of their environments each day. New technology 
needs to come to market to provide vulnerability assessment, intrusion detection and 
localization across the wide spectrum of protocols of the IoT. The tremendous growth of IoT 
brings the opportunity for innovation in security in the space. Organizations must be stay up-to-
date with these innovations, as well as government regulations, to best keep their environment 
safe.  

IoT is going to dramatically shift the way we think about the Internet, data and connectivity. We 
are reaching a fundamental change in the perception of useful technology and the next five 
years is going to be as disruptive to corporations as the Industrial Revolution. Information 
Technology professionals need to remain mindful of these forthcoming changes, and never 
assume that they have network security figured out, as organizations are going to face threats 
and hacks that we never thought possible. From now until 2020, it is going to be one hell of a 
ride.  

About the Author 

Chris Rouland is a cybersecurity expert and entrepreneur, and founder 
and CEO of Bastille, the first company to detect and mitigate threats to 
the Internet of Things. 
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Where Is The National Cyber Incident Response Plan? 

What happens if we experience a cyber event with national impact? 
By Robert B. Dix, Jr. 

 
Which federal agency is in charge if we experience a major national cyber event in the United 
States? Is it the Department of Homeland Security (DHS)? Is it the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI)? Is it the Department of Defense (DoD)? Is it the White House National 
Security Council (NSC)? It would seem that in 2015, there should be clarity in the answer to this 
important question. However, as we sit here today, there is no clarity because there is no official 
National Cyber Incident Response Plan (NCIRP) that defines specific roles and responsibilities 
for government, or the engagement model with the private sector. There is only a draft interim 
version of a NCIRP that has been sitting at the White House since 2010. 

Given the complex nature of cybersecurity and the fact that the prevailing majority of critical 
infrastructure in this nation is owned, operated or controlled by the private sector, there is a 
serious gap in the United States without an approved NCIRP or the attendant operational details 
that lay out the roles and responsibilities of various government agencies and entities; much 
less the manner in which the private sector will be engaged to achieve timely, reliable, and 
actionable ground truth and situational awareness to inform the decision making process about 
how to mitigate, respond to or recover from a significant national cyber event. 

Finalizing the overarching strategic approach to this critical national and economic security 
issue through an NCIRP, which is regularly reviewed and updated based on lessons learned 
from real life experience and periodic national exercises, as well as operational playbooks 
connected to thresholds of escalation in cyber events that result in national or even global 
consequences, is an essential element to the mission of preparedness, protection, and 
resilience to make our nation safer and more secure. 

In August 2008, the White House launched an effort that was originally intended to be an inter-
governmental effort. However, after an intervention by a group of leaders from the private sector 
critical infrastructure owner and operator community, the approach to the initiative was revised 
by the White House National Security Staff to include a broad base of stakeholders, including 
private sector critical infrastructure and key resource (CI/KR) representatives. This was done in 
a collaborative effort to improve cybersecurity and resilience, which was followed by an intense 
effort that included discussion, debate, research and writing driven by communication, 
coordination and collaboration with stakeholders to produce a draft version of the NCIRP that 
was delivered to the White House in 2009.  The product was then advanced into the federal 
interagency process and the outcome of that review process was a document that was sent to 
the White House for final review and approval in 2010.  As of today, the document remains in a 
draft interim status. 

An obvious question that has yet to receive a tangible or definitive answer is why?  Why is it that 
almost five years later, there is still no approved NCIRP or a successor version?  Why have the 
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operational playbooks that identify roles and responsibilities for various federal departments, 
agencies and entities not since been produced? Thus far, nobody in government has been able 
or willing to answer these very legitimate questions. 

For example, what is the intersection of the seven major cyber centers across the government 
during various thresholds of escalation of any cyber event? What is the collaborative role of the 
National Infrastructure Coordinating Center (NICC) and the National Cybersecurity and 
Communications Integration Center (NCCIC) at DHS, especially given the fact that manmade or 
natural disasters with physical impact can also produce a cybersecurity challenge and cyber 
events may produce a physical impact, particularly in the critical infrastructure sectors?  What 
role will the newly proposed Cyber Threat Intelligence Integration Center (CTIIC) play in the 
effort to coordinate a national approach to mitigation, response and recovery from cyber events 
that may produce a national consequence? 

Another example, at what threshold of escalation or impact does a cyber event transition from 
being within the purview of the Department of Homeland Security or the Department of Justice, 
and become a matter for the Department of Defense and the White House? In each of these 
examples, what is the engagement model for including the private sector in the efforts and 
deliberations to inform the decision making process for an appropriate response, investigation, 
and recovery?  These are not questions that should be considered in the heat of the moment in 
a real life event, in which today we might not even be able to imagine.   

During the Cyber Storm III national level exercise in 2010, many of these very questions were 
identified as the exercise scenario evolved.  Those issues produced arguments and acrimony 
among participating government representatives about who was in charge and where decisions 
were to be made.  Those questions were not answered during the exercise and remain elusive 
even today.   

It is important to note that even while there remains a lack of clarity as to the various roles and 
responsibilities within the government, the private sector works diligently to deliver resilience 
even in the face of ongoing criminal and malicious activity in cyberspace.  Mature information 
sharing regimes exist within and across the critical infrastructure community and include a broad 
range of stakeholders. Improving access to threat intelligence / information, which is primarily 
located within the domain of the government, will better enable timely, reliable, and actionable 
situational awareness that contributes to improving cybersecurity and resilience. 

Imagine a situation where the FBI detects a cyber attack targeting a health insurer, an attack 
that appears to be siphoning corporate information and consumer records and has the 
characteristics of a nation state intruder.  In spite of its own cyber defenses, the health insurer 
learns of the attack from the FBI, therefore what should the insurer do once becoming aware of 
this event?  The immediate concern is to contain the event and any impact from the intrusion. 
Given that attribution is often difficult to affirm early in many cyber events, yet the characteristics 
are familiar to the government and appear to be similar to recognized nation state tactics, 
techniques, and procedures, is the healthcare provider on their own to deal with this matter? 
What are the consumer and privacy impacts associated with the event? What if the health 
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insurer serves primarily U. S. government employees, does that change the dynamic of the 
event?  Rather than simply blame the victim of a criminal attack, how will industry and 
government collaborate to mitigate and recover from the event and establish evidence of the 
perpetrator in order to pursue prosecution or other steps against the actor? 

In our history, there has never been an expectation that industry would be left to defend itself 
against attacks from nation state entities. While there is always room for improvement in 
identifying and managing cyber risk, it is not possible to protect everything all of the time.  Much 
like physical security, it is about assessing and managing risk and that relies on knowledge of a 
threat to make informed risk management decisions. Improving our collective ability to improve 
detection, prevention, mitigation and response through information sharing, analysis and 
collaboration to achieve timely, reliable and actionable situational awareness is essential to 
improving our overall security and resilience. While there is a great deal of resilience built into 
our nation’s communication systems, power systems, banking systems and information 
technology systems, today’s threat environment has evolved to include more sophisticated 
nation states and even terrorist organizations that present our nation and the world with new 
and growing challenges. The advent of destructive malware that threatens our critical 
infrastructure and the possibility of nation states engaging in cyber warfare prompt an even 
greater urgency to insuring some measure of predictability and sustainability to the manner in 
which we will work together to meet and mitigate any cyber challenge that may confront us. 

As we continue the debate in Congress, the Administration and across the country about basic 
risk management requirements, isn’t it also time for us to move beyond a draft NCIRP to finalize 
a National Cyber Incident Response Plan that provides a strategic blueprint for how government 
and industry will work together? Given the growing potential threat of a cyber attack with 
national impact, the nation needs a clear understanding of the roles and responsibilities for 
various government agencies and entities, and a documented engagement model for 
information sharing with private sector partners and other stakeholders around the world? 

Instead of pursuing new private sector information sharing organizations that are certain to 
create more confusion in the overall national cybersecurity protection effort and create more 
government bureaucracy in addition to existing organizations, let’s immediately re-establish a 
national priority to finalize the NCIRP to enhance our protection, preparedness, and resilience in 
the face of a growing and evolving cybersecurity risk challenge. In doing so, we can make our 
nation safer and more secure.  

About the Author 
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Anthem data breach – A Wakeup Call for Us All 
 
US Health insurance giant Anthem confirmed last month that data (demographic and indicative 
in nature) on approximately eighty (80) million customers was stolen by hackers. The stolen 
data / information in question turned out to be names, birth dates, social security numbers, 
street addresses, email addresses, and employment information per Anthem. It is safe to 
assume that the attack Anthem experienced was an attack that went unnoticed for months 
inside the organization perhaps starting in December of 2014, while others are reporting this 
attack could have started in April of 2014.  
 
In 2014, according to Healthcare IT News; healthcare has surpassed retail as the sector with 
the highest number of reported security / data breaches. Not only is patient data at risk; 
intellectually property concerning medical device development, advanced medical research, 
drug discoveries and research, even information regarding medical / drug trials are all high-
value assets that are attractive to data thieves / hackers. This shouldn’t come as a surprise to 
anyone that a giant within the healthcare sector was targeted in this most recent highly 
publicized attack.  
 
Every individual should be extremely concerned about the Anthem security breach and the 
growing trend of cyber criminals focusing on healthcare data. This focus by cyber criminals 
represents the emergence of a huge threat surface that potentially puts millions of consumer 
identities at risk; including the possibility of putting healthcare innovation at risk.  
 
The “Risk” Contextualized 
 
Cyber-crime / theft is the new breed of organized crime that generates a significant return on 
their investment via illicit trading of personal / sensitive data. The black market (dark web) is a 
thriving market that provides a vehicle for cyber criminals to exchange for profit information 
acquired from security / data breaches.  
 
However; a data breach like Anthem is a unicorn event that cyber criminals strive to achieve 
due to the plethora of sensitive and highly commoditized information acquired: Names, 
birthdates, Social Security numbers, income, family information (children, parent, next of kin), 
insurance information, even financial information (bank accounts and credit cards).  
 
A breached organization can offer free credit monitoring for a number of months, which is 
helpful if the only credit card information is stolen during the security / data breach. Consumers 
have the ability to cancel a stolen credit card and request a new credit card number – 
consumers do not have the ability to request a new identity: names, birthdates, social security 
numbers, family information can’t be canceled and reissued. Once sensitive information of this 
nature is acquired by cybercriminals; they can use this information literally forever.  
 
Picture for a moment how beneficial it would be for a hacker to have indicative data like annual 
income for each person whose records have been stolen. Knowing the annual income allows a 
cybercriminal the ability to determine who they want to steal. Simply sorting by annual income 
enables a cybercriminal to determine their most profitable victims – pretty simple. If your record 
is chosen; a cybercriminal can inflict irreparable damage before the victim is even aware 
someone is posing as them – taking a major loan out in their name, forging checks, even 
acquiring credit cards.  
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The Anthem breach to date doesn’t appear to have included electronic protected health 
information (ePHI). However; cybercriminals do not need ePHI data to commit medical fraud. A 
cybercriminal just needs your name, social security number, and date of birth and they can 
obtain medical care or even purchase prescriptions. What is even scarier is if the wrong 
information is posted to your medical record, the results could be catastrophic – even loss of 
life. 
 
What can we learn from Anthem? 
 
Firstly; I want to commend Anthem for their appropriate response to security event. Upon 
discovery of the breach, Anthem initiated their internal security response plan that resulted in 
reaching out to the FBI. (I have personally seen cases where a company that was breached 
only found out about the breach when the FBI, NSA, a customer, or an external third-party 
company notifies them.) Anthem’s President and CEO Joseph Swedish as part of Anthem’s 
security breach response plan released a public statement, and Anthem immediately launched 
a website for their consumers to acquire more information about the breach.  
 
What is most impressive to me as a Security Executive is how the breach was discovered and 
what that discovery says about Anthem’s security culture. It appears a suspicious database 
query alerted someone in Anthem’s Information Technology (IT) department and due to the fact 
this query was abnormal; the individual rang the internal alarm bells accordingly. What is scary 
is these types of anomalies often go undetected in many organizations (healthcare, financial 
services, information technology, etc.). Anthem’s swift response indicates that Anthem takes 
security and monitoring seriously but they have also built security awareness as a foundational 
principal within their security culture. 
 
No organization can ensure their data is 100% safe; however, having the appropriate security 
response plan for the type of data and industry vertical an organization operates in is critical to 
reducing the impact of breach when it occurs. Anthem is a great example of this mantra.  
Anthem likely has sophisticated controls (security, audit, compliance, regulatory) within their 
environments, but they still fell victim to a serious security / data breach – the difference was 
Anthem had a plan. If the industry overall would focus on tightening controls, monitor systems 
for abnormal patterns, and draw up comprehensive response plans – we as Security leaders will 
show cybercriminals we are just as sophisticated, passionate, and driven to protect 
organizational data as they are to take it! 
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Medical Identity Theft: The Next Wave in Cybercrime 
 
By Todd Weller, VP, Corporate Development, Hexis Cyber Solutions 
 
The digitization of patient records has unlocked a vast potential for efficiency in both business 
processes and treatment in the healthcare industry. 
Those operational benefits have not, however, come 
without their risks.  

As it becomes more difficult for hackers to penetrate 
networks of financial institutions due to industry-wide 
improvements to cybersecurity standards, they're 
turning to other verticals with less stringent 
frameworks surrounding network security.  

Specifically, hackers are going after identity data 
stored in healthcare networks. Names, addresses, 
Social Security numbers, health records - all of these 
can form a plentiful bounty for enterprising cybercriminals.   

The recent attack on Anthem Healthcare and its network is a prime example. Personal 
information (including medical identification and social security numbers) of approximately 80 
million health insurance customers was compromised, making it likely the biggest data breach 
ever in the healthcare industry 

Data shows that we can likely expect more attacks like this to occur on other healthcare 
organizations. 
 
In a study sponsored by the Medical Identity Fraud Alliance that surveyed nearly 50,000 
individuals across the United States, the Ponemon Institute found that the rate of medical 
identity theft has almost doubled since 2009, and in 2014, there were nearly 500,000 more 
incidences of such thefts than in 2013. Thieves most commonly used the stolen credentials to 
obtain healthcare services or treatments, to obtain prescription pharmaceuticals or medical 
equipment or to receive government benefits, including Medicare or Medicaid. 
 
Healthcare providers are well-aware of the costs they can incur for noncompliance with various 
data protection and reporting standards, but they’re not the only ones who end up paying for 
identity theft.  

The Ponemon study found that in 2014, medical identity theft victims paid an average of 
$13,000 in various fees for cleaning up the mess left behind by the loss of their data. 
 
 

http://www.hexiscyber.com/
http://medidfraud.org/2014-fifth-annual-study-on-medical-identity-theft/
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With so much at stake, healthcare providers cannot afford to be lax with their data security. At 
the same time, with limited IT budgets and a shortage of cybersecurity talent, they can’t simply 
hire the talent they need and try to combat attacks using traditional technologies and manual 
methods. They’ll have to begin adopting modern cybersecurity tools like continuous network 
detection and automated threat removal in order to efficiently combat the rising tide of 
healthcare-related cybercrime.  
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Alternatives to the Cloud: Tips for Ensuring Secure File 
Transfers  
By Vinod Mohan, Product Marketing Manager, SolarWinds 

Over the course of just one day, most organizations generate, store and share massive 
amounts of information. At the same time, their work environments are becoming increasingly 
collaborative and cloud-based, creating a growing need for employees to easily transfer files 
over the Internet—often using one of many free data transfer and storage solutions, such as 
Dropbox, Hightail or Google Drive.  
 
While these tempting freeware services may seem like simple, convenient solutions to end-user 
pain points such as email attachment limits or remote VPN connection difficulties, the reality is 
that the security concerns of sharing data outside a company network is often overlooked, 
putting organizations at risk for confidential data leakage.  
 
Forrester predicts that in 2015, cloud breaches will be a sure thing—and without deploying 
proper, perimeter-based security measures, we’ll see even more organizations affected by data 
loss. Of course, such breaches bring with them expensive consequences: according to 
Ponemon Institute’s recent Cost of a Data Breach study, each lost or stolen customer record 
now costs an organization approximately $201.  
 
In the absence of a secure, self-hosted and properly managed file transfer infrastructure, 
employees will continue to turn to third-party cloud solutions, putting their organizations’ data at 
risk in the process. 
 
To address these concerns, organizations should establish internal IT policy and set security 
standards to help define what methods of data transfer is permissible and what is not. Educating 
employees about the security risks of unauthorized file transfers is also a must.  
 
However these alone are all too often not enough—adopting an on-premises managed file 
transfer (MFT) solution should also be a top priority. Such tools combine several encryption 
policies and protocols to ensure security for data in transit, and also allows for security policies 
and user access limitations to strengthen security for data at rest.  
 
The following best practices can help organizations get the most out of MFT software and 
services:  

 
1. Know Your Network: A major problem most companies face today is that they don’t 

realize they actually have a file transfer security concern. Some organizations 
assume homegrown solutions and encrypted email are good enough, while others 
believe their employees do not rely on anything other than work email to exchange 
files.  
 
The reality is otherwise: there are employees in every organization who use some 
kind of non-IT-approved file transfer platform to exchange information.  

 
To help identify where company data may be leaving the network unprotected, IT 
pros should always have access to real-time file transfer statistics, and track File 

http://www.zdnet.com/article/forresters-2015-cloud-predictions-docker-rises-storage-pricing-war-claims-lives/
http://www.darkreading.com/cloud/1st-of-its-kind-study-quantifies-cost-of-a-cloud-data-breach/d/d-id/1269448
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Transfer Protocol (FTP) logs for greater visibility into file transfer operations. 
Reviewing these logs will ensure timely flags of compliance violations, provide insight 
into reasons for errors (why a file transfer failed or when it failed), diagnose potential 
threats such as repeated attempts at failed login, and provide an audit trail for 
compliance. IT pros must gain full visibility and governance of all file transfer activity 
on the network. 

 

2. Encryption is Key: Whether it’s a small business or a Fortune 500 company, the 
possibility of data leakage and breaches happening outside the private network—
when the data transmission reaches the Internet—is always there. In January, the 
second largest healthcare provider in the U.S., Anthem, was the victim of a 
sophisticated cyber-attack that resulted in the leakage of 80 million customers’ 
personal financial and healthcare data. If the cost of each customer breach is 
approximately $201, Anthem could potentially be looking at massive financial 
consequences, not to mention the unfortunate position its customers are now in. 
 
While the Anthem breach was traced to a hacked administrator account and no 
amount of encryption could have prevented the incident, IT pros should always err 
on the side of safety and make sure they have control over security and encryption 
levels of file transfers.  
 
Based on day-to-day business requirements and the overall IT environment, it’s 
critical to determine the best mode of file transfer and apply the right protocol and 
encryption ciphers, certificates and private keys to enhance security.  
 
To compound this layer of security, admins should also enable password protection 
for external file transfers, where clients can be made to enter a password before 
downloading a shared file from the file server. In addition, when file transfer with FTP 
is not sufficiently secure, organizations can also use MFT solutions to gain enhanced 
security with protocols such as FTPS (FTP over SSL) and SFTP (FTP over SSH). 
 

 
3. Authenticate, Authenticate, Authenticate…and then Authorize: In this era of 

corporate data breaches, ensuring users are indeed who they say they are is also 
critical. The Anthem breach was the result of a hacked administrator account that 
then allowed access to an unencrypted database. Authentication is not just a best 
practice, but a necessity for companies in the age of cloud.  
 
Settings and features that allow enable the granting and denying of access to 
employees by leveraging integration with Active Directory and LDAP servers should 
be sought out and used.  
 
Contrary to popular opinion, not everyone in an organization needs the same level of 
access to exchange files, and IT must have control limits and permissions for file 
transfer, including who has access to send what type of file, what size of file and 
when.  

 

http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/data-breach-at-anthem-health-insurer-could-impact-million-users/
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Ultimately, what cannot be seen cannot be monitored or secured. As cloud solutions and 
“shadow IT” continue to permeate organizations of all sizes, the amount of unprotected data 
leaving networks through free transfer platforms will only grow.  
 
To mitigate the risk of potential breaches and data compliance violations, IT pros need to be in 
control of file transfer security, operations and file storage. Deploying a self-hosted MFT solution 
is one way to gain complete control of enterprise file transfers. 
 
About the Author 
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IT Crystal Ball: How Cloud and Cyber Warfare Will Change 
Things This Year 
By Chris Ortbals 

 

With the breakneck pace of cyber warfare, it’s difficult to predict what this year holds for 
information technology at enterprises – other than, of course, dealing with the tsunami of data 
breaches and attempted cyber thefts that are making headlines. Still, it’s becoming clearer that 
several major trends are emerging from which CIOs and IT professionals can gain an 
advantage. 

Among the key prognoses we’re already seeing materialize are these:  

1. This year will be the year of cloud recoverability. 

2. The application landscape will continue its shift toward being virtualization-ready. 

3. Security partnerships will be a necessity, not an option.  

4. CIOs must fight for relevance as business unit leads assume more IT buying power.  

Let’s take them one by one.  

 
It’s cloud recoverability’s year.  

If cloud services are the “new normal for IT,” then data recovery in the cloud is the “new 
expectation” – and reality. There will be no let-up in the avalanche of data being stored. Yet 
enterprises increasingly desire to recover data more quickly and to have that data always 
available. 

What good is a backup system if your data can’t be retrieved quickly? Or if it is unusable after 
an IT system failure? Backing up data in the cloud doesn’t necessarily mean it’s recoverable, as 
you have to go deep into the application layer to recover data and many data backups merely 
scratch the surface. That’s why a well thought out disaster recovery plan for the cloud is critical.  

Off-site backup and recovery will gain critical importance. Some companies think that because 
they move to the cloud, their data automatically becomes highly available. But many times, this 
isn’t the case; they’re really highly available in one environment. 

This is where virtualization comes in because with it, it’s simpler to shift data to another data 
center and quickly bring it back up. More and more, we’re seeing companies have two active 
cloud environments running in high availability and in close proximity. But that’s not a true 
recovery solution. What if a natural disaster strikes the region? The data should be replicated in 
a distant location as a backup.   
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Recovery time objectives (RTO) will continue to push into the sub-four-hour range, with 
pressure mounting to move towards two hours or less. What’s important is to identify the 
different layers in an environment and define your service level agreement against each. Also, 
recognize that not every application is priority No. 1 or T1, and that physical assets may take 
longer to recover than virtual assets. 

This year, more companies will take steps to ensure their invaluable data is truly recoverable 
through the cloud, even in the event it is lost, corrupted, damaged or destroyed. 

 
Adoption of virtualization-ready apps will escalate.  

As cloud technology matures and becomes more trusted, an increasing number of mission-
critical applications will be virtualized this year. This will make automated application-level 
recovery a requirement.  

It is now critical for the recovery of environments to enable complex applications to be part of 
the recovery process and automation. Virtualized cloud recovery will evolve past just the data 
and operating system and deeper into the application portfolio. 

In addition, recovery environments will become agile in nature and leveraged for non-disaster 
recovery application testing and development. With virtualized recovery and automation, these 
environments are no longer just used for at time of test/at time of disaster (ATOT/ATOD) 
purposes. Application developers will be able to leverage recovery environments for testing, 
development and quality assurance easily instead of relying on separate environments for these 
as in the past. From the perspective of CIOs, this enables them to maximize their IT 
infrastructure costs by sharing assets across traditionally separate areas of the business. 

 
Security partnership will be a necessity to survival. 

A data breach is always disastrous and the repercussions almost always land on the CIO and 
the IT staff since data protection is often assumed to be their responsibility. So as security 
awareness rises, data security will be allocated more efficiently. 

CIOs must build an ecosystem of trusted third-party advisors to best strengthen their defenses 
against hackers. This sparks growing interest in managed security services. Partnerships 
between enterprises and security service managers will rise sharply in 2015 as interest in 
cybersecurity – largely sparked by the Obama administration’s efforts to curb breaches – 
intensifies.  

Additionally, CIOs will strengthen partnerships with numerous internal departments – from the 
marketing team to the general counsel – to educate employees on how to avoid being the next 
breachable link. 
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The CIO becomes more embattled. 

As technology becomes more consumable, business units are seeking a larger share of the IT 
budget, traditionally under the CIO’s control, and with the chief financial officer’s blessing. But 
this is changing quickly as business units become much more tech-savvy. If impatient with the 
IT department’s response time, many business units are using their own budgets and outside 
vendors to meet their IT needs.  

Consider the case of many marketing departments, for instance, that are running campaigns 
employing advanced cloud-based technology platforms. When they need support, they lean on 
the CIO, and the CIO often responds that there’s no budget for marketing’s desires or that they 
cannot meet the request in the given timeline  

CIOs will seek to become more sophisticated and agile in dealing with this trend. Already, some 
are giving IT-level portals to departments and business units so they don’t go to outside vendors 
to solve their needs. 

For the rest of 2015, the rise in cyber warfare will more than certainly prove to shape the cloud 
landscape, impacting the way we recover, store, use and protect data.   

What other IT issues do you think the industry will have to watch out for this year? 

About the Author 
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The role of cyber technologies within an organized crime 
 
By Milica Djekic  

 
Cyber technologies are gaining popularity nowadays. Unfortunately, they are not necessarily in 
the service of good, but rather in the hands of criminals and terrorists. A very frequent scenario 
of today is that organized crime groups use cyber technologies in order to deal with drug 
trafficking, money laundering, online gambling and so on. In this brief review, we would attempt 
to explain how organized crime groups appear by their hierarchy, how they rely on IT services 
and why a cyber tracking takes advantage over the physical one.       
 
 
The operational level of responsibility 
 
Today’s organized crime market is getting highly competitive and very well-organized. In the 
practice, only the armatures would try to commit a crime without careful planning and 
preparations. Professionals would never do that. They carefully plan every their step and do 
things with the lowest possible amount of improvisation.  
 
The crime itself is a consequence of a long-term preparation and careful gathering of 
information about their targets or goals. Once everything is prepared, the bad guys would make 
a move. Also, they would carefully assure the information to their organization about their target 
using different ways of tracking – either in physical or cyber sense.  
 
As an example of cyber tracking at operational level of responsibility within an organized crime 
environment, we would mention cyber operators which purpose is to gather information through 
cyber means about the target and to transfer them to higher level of hierarchy.  
 
The role of cyber operators is to track someone’s e-mail account, SMS messages or even 
phone calls in order to provide a report about such a person’s activities to the higher level of 
responsibility within their organized crime group.  
 
In a reality, it’s necessary to discover each of these cells, because they are something on which 
an organized crime hierarchy relies. They use highly skilled individuals to provide such a sort of 
service.  
 
Although their activity leaves evidence in the cyberspace, it is recommended to security 
services to periodically investigate if there was any sort of cyber breaches regarding persons 
that may be exposed to the risk.    
 
 
The tactical level of responsibility 
 
This level of responsibility within an organized crime group is supposed to manage cells at an 
operational level and serve as a link between an operational and strategic level.  
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In the practice, as a way of communications within criminals, it is normally used a system of 
communication known as a Darknet. This sort of network offers a certain amount of anonymity 
which makes it suitable to criminals and terrorists.  
 
It’s not a rare case that the bad guys exchange the information, make a deal or even organize 
their activities through such a communication channel.  
 
Very often it’s a connection between an operational and strategic level of an organized crime 
group and something that criminals at tactical level regularly use for their deals. 
 
As a link between the highest and the lowest level of an organized crime hierarchy, the tactical 
level could be seen as a point of vital importance in its network. Once the tactical level is shut 
down, there is no information exchange between an operational and strategic level.    
 
The strategic level of responsibility 
 
Finally, the strategic level of responsibility is a stage with the highest level of responsibility within 
an organized crime group. It’s a level at which criminals develop a plan, make decisions and 
issue orders about the future actions.  
 
The power of this level of responsibility could be in hands of one person only or shared amongst 
several of them.  
 
Even if a criminal justice arrest the head, there would always be his fellows to coordinate the 
rest of their criminal group. 
 
Here, we would give a brief illustration how these three levels of reasonability work. A graphical 
representation is given in Figure 1.  
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. The levels of responsibility within an organized crime group 
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With this illustration, we plan to complete our overview how an organized crime hierarchy 
appear and how cyber technologies could be used within each of the levels. 
 
 
Instead of conclusions 
 
The purpose of this article would be to suggest how the structure of an organized crime group 
looks like in the practice and also provide some review on applications of cyber systems in a 
modern criminal environment.  
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A Weather Service-type Capability For Cybersecurity Is Essential 
To National And Economic Security 
By Robert B. Dix, Jr. 

 
The challenge and risk presented by cybersecurity today demands that we move beyond politics 
and rhetoric and establish a fully functioning national cyber protection and resilience operational 
capability through information sharing, analysis, and collaboration.  The U.S. has been talking 
about this for far too long and has spent a great deal of taxpayer dollars on failed efforts that 
even government leadership have determined to be ineffective.  The most important 
requirement necessary to move the needle in a positive direction is leadership, and a true 
willingness to pursue a meaningful and effective partnership model between government and 
industry. 

The U.S. needs to move forward immediately with the establishment of a cyber operational 
capability that not only  receives information from stakeholders, but also includes the ability to 
conduct meaningful analysis to identify abnormal, anomalous, or even malicious cyber behavior.  

The results of the analysis can then prompt timely, reliable, and actionable alerts and warnings, 
and even recommended protective measures to improve detection, prevention, mitigation, and 
response to cyber events that may become incidents of national or even global consequence.   

Without a capability that delivers timely and actionable cyber situational awareness, we will 
continue to be caught in response and recovery mode after something bad has happened.  
Meanwhile, the adversaries continue to invest time, energy, and resources to becoming even 
more proficient at their craft.  We can – and must – be better. 

Take for example, the capability that has been developed at the National Weather Service or 
even the Centers for Disease Control.  In both cases, those operational entities are able to 
receive and analyze streams of information to identify patterns and trends of concern, and issue 
early warnings.  We have evolved to being able to improve detection, prevention, and mitigation 
of severe weather events such as hurricanes, snow storms, and more.   

We have developed a similar capability regarding disease and other health concerns.  In both of 
these cases, the ability to provide early warning is often the key to saving lives and preventing 
injury. 

If we are able to create and evolve that type of capability in the area of weather or disease, then 
certainly we should be able to achieve a similar result in the cyber domain.  In fact, much work 
has been done to demonstrate how to deliver such a capability.   

However, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) chose an architecture for the National 
Cybersecurity & Communications Integration Center (NCCIC) that is not a joint effort with the 
private sector critical infrastructure owners and operators, is not integrated, is not cross sector, 
cannot scale to a broad range of stakeholders, does not include a meaningful analytic capability, 
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and is not delivering the necessary results to significantly improve our national cybersecurity 
and resilience posture. 

Rather, the current construct of the NCCIC is heavily government focused and includes a series 
of one-off agreements and relationships with various private sector entities where the 
engagement model is one to one, cannot scale widely, nor does such architecture provide any 
opportunity for broad and productive collaboration between and among stakeholders. Of note, 
there are 18 private sector Information Sharing & Analysis Centers (ISACs) across the critical 
infrastructure owner and operator community in sectors like transportation, energy, financial 
services, communications, information technology, defense, and more.   

These ISACs represent thousands of companies and organizations and routinely engage in the 
activity of information sharing, analysis, and collaboration to promote cybersecurity protection, 
security, and resilience.  After more than five-and-a-half years of the existence of the NCCIC, 
only four of those ISACs have onsite participation at the NCCIC.  How can that possibly be the 
case when policy makers at every level and industry leaders agree that cybersecurity is a real 
and dangerous concern?  In most cases, the barriers to participation are just too significant to 
overcome.  This should be corrected immediately. 

What makes this matter more curious is the fact that the President’s National Security 
Telecommunications Advisory Committee (NSTAC), in response to a request from the White 
House, delivered a Report to the President in May 2009 that recommended the establishment of 
a joint, integrated, public – private capability with 24 x 7 operational presence. The capability 
envisioned would be designed to improve detection, prevention, mitigation, and response to 
cyber events that may become incidents of national consequence through information sharing, 
analysis, and collaboration.   

The recommendation included a three-phased approach that included federal, state, and local 
government, private sector, academia, non-governmental organizations, and our international 
partners.  The concept of the Joint Coordination Center (JCC) was specifically referenced as the 
foundation for the NCCIC when it was launched in October 2009, but the recommendations 
have never been implemented as articulated in the Report. 

The fact that the White House recently announced the creation of yet another entity to analyze 
cyber threat intelligence for the government, the Cyber Threat Intelligence Integration Center 
(CTIIC), seems to affirm a White House view that the NCCIC has not been successful in fulfilling 
that role.  The initial concept for the JCC included a robust analysis component, but also active 
participation by the private sector critical infrastructure owner and operator community. 

In fact, following the efforts of the NSTAC Cybersecurity Collaboration Task Force, which 
included about 80 subject matter experts from industry and government, a number of private 
sector companies decided to pursue a pilot project to test and examine industry cross sector 
information sharing, analysis, and collaboration capabilities across four distinct critical 
infrastructure sectors.   
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Those sectors were Financial Services, Defense Industrial Base, Communications, and 
Information Technology.  The participating companies funded the pilot, and established a set of 
objectives and performance measures prior to the launch.  This effort was pursued fully 
expecting to apply lessons learned to a joint, integrated, public – private operational effort as 
recommended by NSTAC to the President. 

The volunteer subject matter experts included technical and policy professionals, but mostly 
experienced cyber practitioners.  The group developed a concept of operations and built a set of 
standard operating procedures.  After appropriate research, a decision was made to partner 
with the Financial Services Sector ISAC to create a compartment on their established portal to 
leverage the relational database for receipt of anonymized data flows from the ISACs supporting 
each of the four sectors.   

Those data flows would initially derive from the member companies who identified abnormal, 
anomalous, or even malicious behavior in the environment based on a developed matrix of 
relevant information to be included in the analysis effort.  The information was initially reviewed 
and analyzed by the technical experts at the ISACs, anonymized, and then forwarded to the 
JCC for further review.   

Two dedicated cyber analysts would then examine and fuse the information in an effort to 
identify patterns and trends of cyber activity of concern that would prompt issuance of 
appropriate alerts and warnings, and even recommended protective measures that would be 
then distributed across the membership of the participating ISACs, companies, and 
organizations.  This cross sector effort was joint, integrated, and coordinated on a regular basis 
with the JCC analysts, the ISAC analysts, and the participating cyber practitioners. 

Those issued notices would continue to be updated as more information became available or 
the matter was resolved.  Access was limited to credentialed participants and a Traffic Light 
Protocol was utilized to identify the sensitivity level of the information submitted or distributed. 

At the conclusion of the pilot, the evaluation demonstrated a significant success, meeting or 
exceeding the performance measures established at the beginning.  There were several 
examples with empirical evidence of the ability to identify an issue in one sector that had an 
impact in multiple sectors, and the early warning capability was able to improve detection, 
prevention, mitigation, and response. 

Throughout the pilot effort, updates were provided to DHS in anticipation of taking the findings 
and results and applying them to the joint, collaborative, and integrated effort with the 
government to achieve the vision of the JCC as manifested in the construct of the NCCIC. 

However, that step never materialized as the Department of Homeland Security opted instead to 
pursue a path of one-off engagements with private sector entities, invited by DHS in a non-
transparent manner, through a Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) 
instrument.   
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This direction would ensure the fracturing of the effort and is further demonstrated in the lack of 
overall coordination, even with the various government cyber centers, departments, and 
agencies. 

Over the five-and-a-half years since the NCCIC launched, some progress has been made in the 
ability to send out a great deal of information.  However, measuring success based only on the 
volume and number of threat indicators issued fails to understand that absent the necessary 
analysis to identify the most prevalent threat vectors and what measures, if in place, would 
prevent or reduce the impact of an attack is a huge gap in delivering a truly meaningful and 
productive capability. 

If we could move beyond the government’s “we have to be in charge” mentality to one of true 
partnership and collaboration with stakeholders in industry, government, academia, and our 
international partners, then we could collectively make significant progress toward improving our 
national critical infrastructure protection, cybersecurity, and resilience.   

Taking lessons from the successes built by the National Weather Service and the Centers for 
Disease Control to achieve timely, reliable, and actionable situational awareness through 
information sharing, analysis, and collaboration, we could set a course for an operational 
capability in cybersecurity that would improve our ability to detect, prevent, and mitigate cyber 
events, and contribute to making our nation safer and more secure. 

We can get started today, we can get this done – let’s get to it. 
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Security and Privacy in the Internet of Things 

Observations from Privacy Day 2015 
By Darin Andersen, CEO of CyberTECH  

 

At the end of January, CyberTECH sponsored a day-long conference on data privacy and 
security in the Internet of Things (IoT).  We are one of the nation’s leading cybersecurity and 
IoT-based network of ecosystems providing cybersecurity and IoT resources, strategic 
programs and thought leadership events across the country—in other words, we bring together 
top security professionals from government, academia, business and non-profit organizations to 
discuss the biggest and most critical problems along implementable solutions.   

Our mission is to stimulate innovation and advance the adoption of cyber and IoT technologies 
for both the economic and social benefit of the country. 

IoT has become one of the biggest concerns within the security industry, and rightly so.  We are 
at a critical juncture where the concerns around the Internet of Things can actually be 
addressed before the tidal wave of products it encompasses is actually brought to market.  The 
issues of security and privacy need immediate attention if consumers, government, law 
enforcement, schools and corporations are going to get ahead of these problems and assure 
themselves protection.   

At this point, the understanding of the problem has been well articulated within the security 
community and is beginning to be appreciated among IoT manufacturers that will connect their 
devices to the Internet.  Many of these manufacturers are entering a brave new world by 
connecting their previously non connected products to the Internet many times out of necessity 
and in competition with smaller but rapidly growing new players.   

In Las Vegas, during the Black Hat conference, CyberTECH brought together some of the 
world’s largest IoT manufacturers and put them in the same room with ethical hackers and 
privacy experts.   

The general consensus is that we need to change product development so security and privacy 
are built in to products, by design, and early in the process.  Of course, this is opposed to the 
way we built the Internet itself, which was designed as a collaboration tool without privacy or 
security.  As we now know this “add on” approach with products and networks has made 
companies very susceptible to being hacked.  The IoT will compound that exponentially.   

Current projections by General Electric and Cisco predict 50 billion or more devices will be 
connected to the Internet by 2020.   

That’s not surprising considering that in 2007, we actually crossed an inflection point  where 
there were more devices connected to the Internet than human beings on our planet.  And with 
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most of those devices manufactured somewhere in Asia--typically China or Taiwan, a different 
set of competitive, political and privacy issues are seen.   

According to a recent New York Times article, China recently established draconian regulations 
forcing tech companies (including Microsoft and Cisco) to reveal secret source code, to submit 
to invasive audits and business practices that compromise sensitive IP through malware attacks 
and hardware backdoors built in to Chinese made products. 

Our invitation only event, held on National Data Privacy Day, featured Dr. Larry Ponemon, 
founder of the Poneman Institute, Ryan Gillis, former director of legislative affairs and 
cybersecurity policy of the National Security Council Staff at The White House now Vice 
President of Government Affairs and Policy for Palo Alto Networks 

; Mike Coomes, Director of DoD International Cybersecurity & Internet Governance; Peter 
Evans, VP of the Center for Global Enterprise; Mark Weatherford of the Chertoff Group and 
other industry experts and practitioners.   

There were several key findings from the day.  First, the security industry needs to do a better 
job of educating consumers about IoT and steps that protect sensitive personal information 
online.  At the same time, we need to urge industry to engineer better and more secure 
products.   

Many of our experts agree that there is going to be a need for government regulations that must 
be examined right away in conjunction with the business community.  If we wait too long, we’ll 
be faced with the same problems the Obama Administration has today—attempting to solve the 
problem through “jawboning” and coercion rather than working together with the security 
industry from the beginning to develop viable solutions within the next three to five years.  

The time is rapidly approaching were we may ask why things aren’t connected to the Internet 
rather than why they are connected. 

The Federal Trade Commission recently unveiled its report on IoT, concluding that it is still too 
early for legislators to craft data privacy and security protection laws specific to Internet-
connected devices and products.  Considering the amount of time necessary to arrive at the 
right protection laws, there isn’t really a sound reason to wait.   

The fact that they are even considering a delay means that we haven’t done a good enough job 
alerting members of the Administration, Congress, business, and consumers to the problem—
let alone any attempt at communicating the possible solutions. 

The conference was designed to be interactive in order to generate some intriguing and 
potentially actionable ideas.  Dr. Larry Ponemon of the Ponemon Institute designed scenario-
based group exercises that assigned subgroups the responsibility for a specific role for 
consumers, consumer protection advocates, manufacturers, law enforcement, the legal 
community and members of the manufacturing supply chain.   

The findings of the exercise will be made public through videos and white papers, co-authored 
by Dr. Ponemon and Pell Center Fellow Francesca Spidalieri.   
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Ultimately, I will be blogging on those finding here in Cyber Defense magazine as well.  We are 
making our results as public as possible to encourage the development of actionable solutions.  
This was not a day for theory; it was a day for action.  Of course, we’re not suggesting our 
results will provide all the answers, but they should provide some of the right questions and 
many of the right areas for further exploration.  Our next “think tank” event will take place at the 
RSA Conference on April 20th, 2015 and you can register at http://cybertech.ticketleap.com/ 
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2015: The Year Of The User In Cyber Security 
by Idan Tendler, Chief Executive Officer and Co-Founder, Fortscale 

 

“Perimeter Security” is nearing the end of its historic run. Revolutionary new approaches are 
emerging and are looking to replace the age-old model with bold statements and promises of 
innovation. But can these vague promises really deliver the desired change required to 
successfully battle the sharp increase in cyber risk?  

It’s no secret that attackers’ success rates against major retailers, banks, and healthcare 
providers are at an all-time high. Behind just about every headline regarding a massive data 
breach, sophisticated attack, or stealthy rogue insider leak is a trail of outwitted end-point 
security products tossed aside by skilled attackers who have learned how to evade the 
defenses these products once provided. With attacks becoming more personal and 
personalized, and crafty social engineering enabling access to more secured targets, it's clear 
that a different approach is required. The bottom line is that most issued security software and 
appliances are failing daily in blocking intrusions and identifying leaks.  

For years, the security industry has focused on cracking the digital fingerprints attackers are 
leaving behind. However, we have been so caught up with figuring out all the different ways 
there are to crack operating systems and common applications, we have forgotten about the 
person behind the far end of the keyboard. 

Here is another important thing that has happened over the past couple of years: attackers are 
simply better. An unprecedented proliferation of advanced cyber knowledge has led to the 
entrance of a new generation of hackers that are more organized and better equipped than in 
the past. Customizable exploit kits are widely available and contain flexible backdoors and 
malware that can easily be altered to fit any desired destination.  

Moreover, attackers facing a pre-ordered and neatly packaged security layout thrive with 
endless opportunities to infiltrate and cause damage. The domination of a closed group of 
security vendors in a small, but selective, service market led to the formation of custom-made 
attack packs, making a successful attack a matter of perseverance more than a matter of skill.  

In this landscape, the only way to take matters into our own hands is by developing 
methodologies that create an improved combination of technology and practices. Threat 
distinction and threat classification are two exciting new ways that help organizations better 
describe and better prepare against specific threats that can cause the organization actual 
damage. By producing specific and precise modeled descriptions of potential attack vectors and 
rogue network usage, organizations arrive better equipped to the complex market of security 
services and achieve the correct balance between in-house talent and bought security products. 

Threat distinction and threat classification are rooted from one simple cyber-philosophy – the 
“User-Centric” philosophy. As “user-centralists,” we primarily have one thing in mind: “Protect 
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People, Not Machines.” We believe that the growing attention to the devices and appliances that 
form our networks has diverted security professionals from the true root for cyber-vulnerability: 
the actual people behind sophisticated attacks and rogue usage of IT assets. Implementing a 
“User-Centric” approach means that while continuing to patch, update and remedy, security 
teams must focus their efforts at pinpointing the users that can potentially harm their network 
infrastructure or try and steal sensitive data. While “Perimeter Security” promised to keep 
intruders out and rogue insiders away, a new generation of cyber incidents is teaching us that 
"out and away" doesn't necessarily mean prevention. Custom backdoors used to infiltrate the 
networks in the Anthem breach and in the “Minduke” and “Aurora” APT campaigns are sore 
evidence that with attackers’ technical advantage, more specific real-time intelligence is needed. 
The one thing all these attacks had in common is that certified user-credentials were at some 
point either stolen or abused in order to obtain actual access to a target resource.   

Sound complicated? It’s much more simple and intuitive than you think. For example, one of the 
first things to look for when seeking to implement the “User-Centric” approach are users whose 
credentials have, for some reason, become compromised. This action will help profile the 
different user groups that could potentially become vulnerable and be abused in an attack or 
insider leak. The compromised credentials you will find are a prime target for malicious users 
seeking a covert identity in which they can collect valuable information regarding the network.  

Identifying compromised credentials is usually offered with many identity management and 
SIEM products. The problem usually arises with accounts that fail to fit the exact standard pre-
defined profiles your vendor has set up. And that’s exactly where technologies such as Big-Data 
Analytics, Machine Learning, and Behavior Analytics come in and offer a turning point.  

Using collected system logs, a new layer of behavioral attributes can be added to the existing 
security dataset. For example, continued behavior analysis and machine learning based 
anomaly detection can provide the context and visibility to rule out or reaffirm a suspicion 
regarding a specific user who is suspected to have been compromised. 

The challenge facing CISO’s is not only to learn the market, but also to proactively seek the 
products that can best fit the company’s unique threats. Organizations embracing the 
advantages of better distinct cyber security and adopting the “User Centric” approach over 
traditional “Perimeter Security” gain a crucial advantage in this showdown. 
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Preparing Today’s IT Professional for Tomorrow’s Challenges 
By Robert Craig, Executive Vice President and Co-Founder, Indigo IT 

 

There is no doubt that the information technology (IT) industry is increasingly dynamic. From 
rapidly evolving technologies to heightened security threats, today’s information security 
landscape demands highly skilled IT professionals who continuously develop their skills. 
Because attacks against information technology assets are becoming more brazen and 
destructive, it’s essential for IT solution companies to not only assemble teams of highly skilled 
professionals, but to also provide a corporate environment that encourages on-going training 
and professional development. This way IT companies are maximizing their existing human 
resources, and are attractive to the next wave of available talent.  
 
IT professionals need to possess an arsenal of knowledge to defend and reduce system 
vulnerabilities. In order to secure and maintain the enterprise IT infrastructures in this 
environment, companies must make an investment in their employees. By creating an 
atmosphere that both challenges individuals and is conducive to professional development, 
employees will be better equipped to look beyond today’s attacks and prepare for tomorrow’s 
challenges.  
 
At Indigo IT, we cultivate professional development through a program known as the Indigo IT 
Service Delivery Academy (SDA). The SDA provides a roadmap to guide employees through 
various levels of IT expertise. By honing in on every individual’s potential for success, we help 
our employees challenge themselves to be consummate learners and advance professionally. 
With an environment focused on growth and education, our employees are driven to leverage 
their capabilities, achieve up to date industry certifications, and bolster their skill set through 
educational courses. This framework brings value not only to our business, but also provides 
our employees with the opportunity to gain experience outside of their contract portfolio.  
 
Components of a Successful Professional Development Program: 
 
Continuing Education and Training Programs 
Certifications provide a tangible scale of an employee’s level of expertise. While it’s true that 
certifications are defined as a professional’s mastery of existing systems, communities of 
practice and continuing education provide the direction for professionals to think critically and 
innovatively when tackling future complexities. Even professionals with the highest ranks can 
benefit from a program that offers technical training. By providing access to the certifications as 
well as technical training courses, employees will be well rounded, and better prepared to solve 
unpredictable situations.  
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Peer-to-Peer Mentoring 
Internal programs ensure that professionals at every level continue to grow in their areas of 
service. Despite their positions, even senior level professionals have the ability to refine their 
skills and grow through communities of practice. At Indigo IT, our SDA program encourages 
higher-level professionals to act as mentors to novice employees and challenge them to excel in 
their areas of expertise. For example, our “Dean of Cyber Security,” Senior Solutions Architect, 
Norm Frazier, acts as the head resource to ensure each employee is readily certified, educated, 
and prepared for the most critical attacks. Internal programs have the power to bring entire 
companies together to ensure that clients are getting the most forward-thinking solutions. 
 
 
Client-Employee Relationship Development   
Though a service professional may be quite skilled in implementing technical solutions, 
employees who communicate and build relationships with clients are often times a company’s 
greatest asset. Through these initiatives, employees can learn how to better communicate with 
their clients and by doing so, increase the value of their services. Professional development 
programs that help employees fine tune their communication skills not only bridge the gap 
between customers and their service providers, but also lead to greater enterprise collaboration 
and an increase in client retention. 
 
Employee Retention Initiatives  
Employees want to feel comfortable, yet challenged in their place of work. When a company 
fulfills an employee’s needs, the direct correlation between employee growth and company 
growth becomes evident. These programs should demonstrate a level of commitment and 
encouragement from the leadership team to allow each employee to feel valued. For instance, 
when a company is learning new initiatives together, it creates a cohesive and inspiring work 
environment for all. Through professional development programs, employees are able to view 
their company as more than just a workplace and achieve their full potential.  
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Security Today Q&A with Jon Oltsik, principal analyst at 
Enterprise Strategy Group 
By Todd Weller, VP, Corporate Development, Hexis Cyber Solutions 

This past February, Hexis hosted the 2015 USA Exchange conference in Las Vegas, which was 
a day and a half of cybersecurity workshops, discussion around industry trends, and networking. 
The keynote speaker was Enterprise Strategy Group principal analyst Jon Oltsik, and we caught 
up with him to get his take on where the security market is today.  

 

Hexis Cyber Solutions: What is the current perception of advanced security solutions such as 
security automation tools; are companies still shying away from advanced solutions or are they 
beginning to embrace machine-guided technologies? 

Jon Oltisk: The perception really all depends on the type of industry the organization operates 
in. For example, financial services companies and defense contractors are more aggressive 
when it comes to investing in cybersecurity solutions. This is mainly true because of the fact 
that, historically, these industries have been under attack the most. Additional factors that add to 
this aggressive nature in adopting advanced cybersecurity solutions is the need to protect 
intellectual property and maintain a certain level of regulatory compliance. At the same time, 
financial services companies and defense contractors are more experienced in the field of 
analytics as a whole, therefore lending to the ease of managing security analytics tools and 
technologies. By better understanding the complex nature of leveraging data analytics to better 
secure network infrastructure and the endpoint, these industries are capable of being able to 
better triage incidents in a more effective manner. Companies in other industries lack the 
experience and therefore don’t trust a solution that can be machine-guided. 

Hexis Cyber Solutions: What is the biggest problem that IT security professionals face today? 

Jon Oltsik: As we can all attest, the threat landscape has changed significantly; because it is 
more sophisticated and attacks are more frequent, the landscape demands a certain skillset and 
overall philosophy when it comes to security. In the past, we focused more on preventing things 
that could happen, instead of recognizing that things will happen. Through this change, our 
mentality has evolved and is better personified as a “hunter state of mind.” This means that 
we’re spending more time detecting and responding to malicious things that could be 
happening; we’re being smarter about our security posture and finding ways to better protect 
our data. The hunter mentality is not one that is easily achieved, mainly because there are 
certain skills that are unique and hard to acquire. Instead of being forced to shell out big bucks 
on skillsets that only certain individuals carry (think malware analysts, forensics investigators 
and threat intelligence researchers) there are intelligent solutions out there that can handle the 
investigation and analysis for you. Hexis Cyber Solutions is a great example of a company that 
is accurately increasing the data collection process and analysis to get security workers closer 
to isolating and remediating the problem.  

http://www.hexiscyber.com/
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Hexis Cyber Solutions: 2014 was a difficult year for retailers; if you could give industry giants 
that have yet to be targeted one piece of advice as it pertains to their security posture, what 
would it be? Would that advice change for industries outside of retail – i.e., healthcare, 
government, and education? 

Jon Oltsik: I have a few pieces of advice: 

• Stop minimizing your attention to security. Always assume that there is a risk of being 
breached. 

• Take the fiduciary actions and responsibilities needed to protect your assets. Just like 
you would protect your employees, you must also be protecting data, as well as your 
customers.  

• Assess your capabilities and resources. A lot of companies don’t have the necessary 
resources to securely protect themselves. It’s important to be honest about what you 
need.   

Organizations can no longer assume preventative measures will stop them from being hacked; 
it’s no longer a matter of “if” but rather “when” a company will be breached. To truly gain an 
advantage against attackers, security and IT teams need to adopt a proactive approach to 
incident response with policy-based automation so that organizations can reduce the time and 
costs the team spends to detect, investigate and remove a threat. Then they can shift the bulk 
of resources from focusing on what happened in the past, to creating a safer future. 

 

About the Author 

Todd Weller, VP, Corporate Development, joined Hexis Cyber Solutions in 
March 2014. His responsibilities include analyst relations, competitive and 
market intelligence, corporate visibility, M&A, and strategic partnership 
development. Todd draws on his 17+ years of experience as an equity 
research analyst where he covered the security industry for much of that time. 
In his equity research career Todd provided research coverage of over 60 
companies across several technology sectors, including security, infrastructure 

software, data center/cloud hosting, and healthcare IT. 

Connect with Hexis online: http://www.hexiscyber.com/ 

Hexis Blog: http://www.hexiscyber.com/blog  

Twitter: @hexis_cyber 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/hexis-cyber-solutions  
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Mainframe Data Virtualization is the Future 
It is impossible to underestimate the importance of data in today’s business environment, data 
that comes in a variety different forms, from Big Data to streaming data. This data moves 
quickly and is always increasing, necessitating a comprehensive solution from businesses, 
industries, institutions, and other entities. Such a solution is necessary, because dealing with 
this data effectively can drive business success, by assisting businesses with leveraging new 
trends, identifying threats, and even finding new opportunities. 

Of course, a comprehensive solution to all of this data is a huge challenge. And, there’s always 
more data that needs to be taken into account. Regulations are constantly expanding, requiring 
businesses to keep track of more than ever before. And, there is even new technology like RFID 
tags that need to be taken into account. 

There is a name for all of this new data, and that name is “Big Data”. However, there’s another 
form of data, one which has existed for much longer, that deserves just as much attention: 
mainframe data. This data exists at the same volume as Big Data, and it moves at the same 
speed. Because of this, comprehensive analytics tools are needed to address it. 

Mainframe data can include a wide variety of things, all of them important for essential business 
functions. This data could include things like tax and financial records, or it could include 
something like reservations. Banks understand the importance of this kind of data, as their 
mainframes are responsible for handling an incredible amount of transactions around the clock. 
That data involved in those transactions must be readily available, current and reliable in order 
for a bank to function. 

Any business though, must have a comprehensive solution for mainframe data if its analytics 
strategies (and Business Intelligence strategies) are to be effective. This comprehensive 
solution must offer a way from mainframe data to be moved closer to analytics. Further, this 
comprehensive solution must facilitate the easy blending of relational data and non-relational 
data. Once combined, this data must then be capable of being accessed easily, meaning that 
traditional methods of physically moving data must be eliminated. 

This level of convenient, quick access isn’t optional; it’s a must. Both customers and the people 
that make business decisions expect this level of access. Offering this level of access involves a 
number of different challenges. How can data from many different sources, including mainframe 
sources, be combined and integrated? How can such data be standardized, so that it is the 
same for customers as it is on the business side of things?  

Mainframe data virtualization is the answer to all of these questions. It provides a much more 
efficient manner of dealing with mainframe data than methods that have been employed 
heretofore. Extract, Transform and Load (ETL) methods have been largely employed in such 
scenarios, but these methods cannot achieve the level of efficiency, consistency, and immediate 
access that businesses need. Because the data must first be extracted before anything can be 
done to it, the data that results from this method can never be timely, resulting in the 
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tremendous problem of latency. Further, the methods used to transform the data can often lead 
to inconsistency, something that dramatically reduces the efficacy of BI tools and analytics tools. 

It’s clear that ETL doesn’t cut it in today’s business environment. Mainframe data virtualization is 
the future. The software required to do this runs directly on a mainframe, but not through its 
central processors. Rather, the software is run concurrently on specialized processors, like the 
IBM System Z specialty processor. This architecture obviates problems with software license 
charges, as well as problems with MIPs capacity. Overall, the TCO of a mainframe is reduced, 
and the production of data can continue on the mainframe unabated. 

Mainframe data virtualization is the future, as it’s capable of bring analytics and mainframe data 
as close together as they can possibly be. Latency is no longer an issue with this method, and 
consistency is strictly enforced on the data. Further, non-relational data can be accessed easily 
through SQL queries, and the data, overall, can be easily dealt with through Business 
Intelligence tools and analytics tools. Finally, there is no need for developers to familiarize 
themselves with any specific mainframe, because the virtualization software takes care of that. 

This method of dealing with mainframe data allows business decision makers to do what they 
do best: grow their businesses and mitigate the risk facing their businesses. It allows for 
relationships to be developed between the systems, processes, and people that make up a 
business, by allowing vital information to be accessed in real time. The end result is that 
businesses employing mainframe data virtualization are better able to identify impending 
threats, maximize new opportunities, and effectively manage the expectations of their 
customers. 

About the Author 

Mike Miranda is a writer and PR person for Rocket Software.   

 

 

http://www.rocketsoftware.com/products/rocket-dvs
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PHI – Change the Game – Focus on Prevention 
 

The year is circa 1995; Major League Baseball players end a 232-day strike, Windows 95 is 
released by Microsoft, JavaScript is first introduced and deployed, the Grateful Dead announce 
their break-up, and Toy Story became the first ever wholly computer generated movie to be 
released.  

Did you also know that in 1995 the average hospitalized patient medical record was accessed 
and viewed by at least 150 people during a typical five-day hospital stay by nursing staff, 
receptionists and x-ray technicians? 

Think about this; 150 viewers in 1995! That number has to have quadrupled since then to at 
least 600 health professionals today with health information exchanges, business associates, 
and electronic health records (EHI/EPHI) being the healthcare industry norm.  

Furthermore, there is no end in sight as the number of record viewers continues to grow as 
medical coders, medical billers, insurance companies, and even quality control personnel all 
require access to medical patient information of some degree in order to conduct their day-to-
day work associated with healthcare payment and operations.  

To be honest; these are only just a few of the many legitimate reasons around why a patient’s 
medical records are viewed and in that same light why a patient’s medical information could 
become part of an information breach. 

Securing, protecting, and ensuring health information is private has become an ever increasing 
challenge with fiscal penalties for failure increasing almost at the same rate EHI and EPHI data 
is expanding.  

Adherence to HIPAA must not be focused solely on a “point-in-time” that aligns with the 
organizations audit and compliance review cycle. Therefore, Healthcare organizations must 
embrace HIPAA as an on-going, full-time effort that requires a combined program of resources 
and compliance tools to ensure success. This allows institutions to avoid penalties and 
remediation costs that aren’t budgeted for. 

For example: on the black market a stolen social security card costs one dollar while a stolen 
medical record is worth $50. Healthcare information is ripe for an information breach due to the 
fact that it allows a fraudster the ability to take over the victim’s identity in its entirety. 

Let’s look at some recent HIPAA violations that have materialized in fines: 

• CIGNET à fine: $4,300,000 
• Concentra à fine: $1,725,220 
• Alaska Department of Health and Human Services à fine: $1,700,000 
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• WellPoint à fine: $1,700,000 
• Blue Cross Blue Shield of Tennessee à fine: $1,500,000 
• Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary and Massachusetts Eye and Ear Associates 

à fine: $1,500,000 
• Affinity Health Plan à fine: $1,215,780 
• South Shore Hospital à fine: $750,000 
• Idaho State University à fine: $400,000 
• Shasta Regional Medical Center à fine: $275,000 
• Phoenix Cardiac Surgery à fine: $100,000 
• The Hospice of Northern Idaho à fine: $50,000 

Source: U.S. Dept. of Health & Human Services (HHS), Case Examples and Resolution 
Agreements 

Below is a slide I recently developed that demonstrates the costs of remediation to an 
organization that experiences a breach: 

 

The digital age is driving new restrictions on using Personal Health Information (PHI) within 
Healthcare organizations. HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius recently emphasized that “much 
has changed in healthcare since HIPAA was enacted over 15 years ago” and that the “new 
rules associated with PHI/EPHI data will help protect patient privacy and safeguard patients’ 
health information in an ever-expanding digital age”. 

Prevention is still the best approach for reducing the risk of information breach and ensuring 
your organization is HIPAA compliant.  

http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/enforcement/examples/index.html
http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/enforcement/examples/index.html
http://www.hhs.gov/news/press/2013pres/01/20130117b.html
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The human error factor of security breaches can only truly be solved through educating and re-
educating time and time again the organizational resources that interact with sensitive data 
aligned with HIPAA.  

Prevention at its core isn’t a one and done concept; it must become part of your organizations 
DNA. 

About the Author 

An industry leader and innovator, Kyle F. Kennedy is a Senior Executive who focuses within the 
areas of Information Security, Risk Management, Audit, Disaster Recovery, IT 
Solutions, Business Process Management (BPM), and Information Technology 
Governance-Risk-Compliance (GRC). Kyle is a leading expert on identity 
management, access management, user account provisioning, entitlement 
management, federation, privileged identity management, role design and 
management, and identity management as a Service. Kyle also covers 

enterprise fraud management, which has many synergies with identity and access management 
when an organization needs to protect against risk and wants to manage fraud appropriately.  
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Sure - zero-days increased. But so did just about all other 
vulnerability stats. 2014 was a busy year, as Secunia report 
shows. 
 
By Kasper Lindgaard, Secunia Director of Research and Security 

 
Data just published in the Secunia Vulnerability Review 2015 gives some perspective to the 
challenges IT security teams face when it comes to managing vulnerabilities in their 
environment:  
For one thing, the number of zero-day vulnerabilities took a big leap in 2014. But the 
spectacular zero-day vulnerabilities are of course just the tip of the iceberg – the day-to-day 
trials for IT teams are conditioned by the 18% increase in vulnerabilities from 2013. In fact: In 
2014, Secunia recorded 15,435 vulnerabilities, distributed across no less than 3,870 products 
from 500 different vendors.   

Naturally, not all 15,435 vulnerabilities deserve the same attention as, for example, a zero-day 
in Adobe Flash. Depending on a combination of criticality ratings, market shares and how the 
individual end user – private or corporate – is using the vulnerable product in their infrastructure, 
some vulnerabilities are a bigger threat than others! 
 
The good news in the report is that out of all the 15,435 vulnerabilities, as many as 83% actually 
had a security patch available on the day the vulnerability was disclosed. However, 30 days 
after the day of disclosure, that number is only up to 84.3% of vulnerabilities, indicating that if a 
patch is not available on the first day, the vendor does not prioritize patching the vulnerability. 
 
Bundling open source applications and libraries 
As the several incidents in 2014 of vulnerabilities in open source applications and libraries 
demonstrate, not all vendors can be relied upon to inform their users when vulnerabilities in 
open source applications affect their products.  
In fact, as examples in the Secunia Vulnerability Review show, when we look at the number of 
days lapsed between the times when OpenSSL vulnerabilities were disclosed until third-party 
vendors informed of their product being vulnerable, we find that there is no general pattern to 
response times. Consequently, organizations can not presume to be able to predict which 
vendors are dependable and quick to react when vulnerabilities are discovered in products 
bundled with open source libraries.  
Obtaining full visibility to ascertain risk is not simple, and in addition to known vulnerabilities in 
known products in the infrastructure, users have to deal with vendors bundling their products 
with open source applications and libraries, complicating the customers’ chance of knowing 
which products are in fact present on their systems. 
 
 
 

http://secunia.com/resources/vulnerability-review/introduction/
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Lots of vulnerabilities do not equal insecurity 
Other findings in the report include an overview of the 1,035 vulnerabilities that were discovered 
in the 5 most popular browsers: Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Internet Explorer, Opera and 
Safari in 2014. That is a 42% increase from 2013.  
Google Chrome also tops the list of the 20 core products with the most vulnerabilities recorded 
in 2014, with a total of 504 vulnerabilities. The large numbers of vulnerabilities in Chrome are of 
course not a direct reflection on how secure or insecure Chrome is. Rather, it is a reflection on 
how aware Google as a vendor is about the security of Google Chrome. A large part of 
vulnerabilities recorded in Google Chrome are discovered, fixed, and disclosed by Google 
themselves, because the company puts a lot of resources into identifying the vulnerabilities 
before hackers do. 
Apart from Google Chrome, the list of the 20 products with the most vulnerabilities includes 
other household names like Oracle Java and Internet Explorer. But among the 20 we also find 
software such as VMware vSphere Update Manager and several IBM products - products that 
pervade corporate infrastructures. IBM products dominate with a total of 8 products out the 20.  

 
In the private sphere, the report takes a close look at the 50 most popular applications on 
private PCs – the total number of vulnerabilities, a list of the vulnerable applications on the 
average PC, the split of vulnerabilities in Microsoft and non-Microsoft applications respectively, 
and the criticality ratings of the vulnerabilities.  
 
For more information, read the Secunia Vulnerability Review 2015: 
www.secunia.com/vulnerability-review 
 
You can also sign up for my webinar on April 14:  
“All about the thousands of 2014 vulnerabilities - From Secunia Research” 

About the Author 

Kasper Lindgaard is Director of Research and Security at Secunia. 
He originally joined Secunia as Security Specialist in February 2011, 
and became Head of Research in September 2012.  
Kasper Lindgaard is in charge of developing and managing 
Secunia’s Research Team, and is responsible for the quality and 
reliability of Secunia Research, including the Secunia Advisories. 

Secunia’s Research Team is respected throughout the security industry as provider of verified 
vulnerability intelligence of the highest caliber.  
 
Kasper Lindgaard works closely with software vendors and the security community to ensure 
that Secunia Research is able to deliver the timely and accurate vulnerability intelligence that is 
the core of Secunia’s business. As a Secunia spokesperson, Kasper Lindgaard offers insights 
into vulnerability intelligence and trends in the security community. Prior to joining Secunia, 
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http://secunia.com/resources/reports/vr2015/
http://www.secunia.com/vulnerability-review
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Security Automation: Three Ways to Respond to Cyber Attacks 
by Paul Nguyen, President, CSG Invotas 

Cybercrime is a growth industry, a fact that shouldn’t be a surprise to anyone reading this. In the 
U.S. alone, losses to cyber attacks is growing to the point that they make up more than half of 
one percent of our national GDP. Yet in spite of these numbers and media attention garnered by 
each high visibility breach, our fight to secure our customer data and intellectual property 
appears to be a losing one. 

The reasons are many: skilled cyber defenders are in short supply, and those we do have are 
faced with defending their networks against crippling attack volumes, as well as the persistent 
threats that grow in complexity and scale every year. Worse, the organizations we’re 
commissioned to defend are often not willing or capable to make the necessary internal 
changes to give their security teams firm ground to fight from. 

I believe the solution to the threats we face will only be met through a combination of security 
automation and workflow management. Together, these approaches bring with them the same 
kind of mutually supporting effects that our attackers have been using against us for years.  

When you’re an attacker, time is your friend. You can be patient and strike with precision when 
you’re ready. But the moment you step on the other side of the firewall, everything changes. 
Defenders have massive amounts of surface area to worry about, countless assets to protect, 
and all of these well-intentioned business processes and procedures that must be followed 
while we do it.  

Simply put – it’s too much. Attackers move with machine speed, and defenders just can’t keep 
up. 

I don’t want to make this sound like it’s simple – it’s not. But I believe there are three things you 
can do to get to this level of security automation within your own organization. 

Understand the inefficiencies in your own response plan  

What slows down your response to threats? In many cases, it’s the human element we’re 
fighting against. Our need to triage problems, document our findings in trouble tickets, and seek 
approval to act. Our security teams don’t have the agency to unilaterally move against threats. 
There are change control boards to meet with, executives to brief, and audit trails to keep. But 
how much of this can we parse out and workflow into something faster? 

Identify mechanisms to automate the incident process at a human level  

A recent client of mine was facing a simple security problem. They had a workforce that was 
highly mobile and mostly remote, and all of them utilized a corporate VPN when they were 
traveling. As you can imagine, there were a lot of infected machines that found their way onto 
the network. Once logged on, these malware-infected systems would start passing malicious 
command and control traffic. For this particular client it made up about 30 percent of their overall 
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monthly incident volumes. Each incident took an average of 45 minutes or more to address, and 
brought with it a lot of residual noise and confusion above and beyond the impactful event. 
When an automated solution was built around a pre-approved workflow, the same client saw the 
triage and remediation times drop to less than a minute. 

The amount of time the support staff got back from this one simple change was significant. 
Automation became not only a means of improved efficiency, but also became a force multiplier 
for the staff. Not only could they concentrate on more complicated issues, but the administrative 
overhead of updating trouble tickets, assigning work, and notification of affected users was all 
orchestrated into the automation as part of the workflow. 

Continually measure your level of automation to demonstrate the Return on Investment  

Think about what you could do if you were automating more of your responses. You could 
capture a threat at your SIEM (security information and event management), which – thanks to 
your workflows could trigger an automated response that could shut down a port, disable a user, 
and generate a new trouble ticket that’s already updated with an audit trail and assigned to the 
right team. 

As you build in efficiencies, and strip away redundant, repetitive work, you will create 
efficiencies that can be measured. As you extend the reach and agency of your staff by 
automating solutions to common tasks, you will reduce their workload and allow them to focus 
on more comprehensive problems.  

When used together, automation and workflow management can create an organizational 
culture that truly places security on par with the rest of our business initiatives.  

No one thing will protect our networks or our data, but a more mature security stance lead by 
harmonized business and security interactions will create the environment we need to succeed. 

About The Author 

Paul Nguyen, President, CSG Invotas   
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The Imminent Problem of Surveillance and the Dilemma That It 
Raises 
By Ali Raza, Editor, SecurityGladiators 

 

Edward Snowden has been an eye-opener for the public, bringing to light a plethora of 
surveillance projects and tactics of the NSA and its British counterpart, GCHQ. The privacy of 
the citizens has been severely damaged, due to the invasive methods that the agencies make 
use of towards collecting information to fight crime – or so they tell us. Over time, the agencies 
of both the United States and the United Kingdom have penetrated personal information and 
collected data to use without any limitation. PRISM is the surveillance program used by the US 
since 2007 for Internet communications, if you recall.  

According to the defensive line that these agencies have structured, there are two distinctive 
details that allow them to act as they please and justify their methods; the first detail has to do 
with the correlation of the data collected with the fight against terrorism. Terrorists have always 
posed a threat to the US and Europe, after all. So, it is truly persuasive to use this as a punch 
line and proceed with the collection of data towards getting your way and obstructing terrorists. 
The second detail emerges a different aspect, which is none other than the acknowledgement of 
innocence. If you are innocent, you have nothing to fear of and thus surveillance is not going to 
harm you.  

Nevertheless, these acts of surveillance have placed the citizens in an awkward position. 
Although the presumption of innocence is fundamental for every other aspect of legislation, in 
this case the citizens are all presumed guilty and the collection of data aims to disprove the 
guilt. So, this is a vicious circle that we enter and the freedom of privacy is ruled out by threats 
that are either non-existent or non-proven to begin with.  

Besides the lack of privacy, there is another difficulty that the agencies have to tackle with; the 
mass volume of data collected not only disorientates from the target, but also leads to great 
effort required for storage and analysis. If you get data from everyone without hesitation and 
without any filter that narrows down your target, it is only fair to assume that the data will 
overflow and make your life a lot more difficult and challenging. So, even if real threats are 
among the massive amount of data collected by the agencies, nobody can be too optimistic that 
they will be addressed in time.  

Returning to the grave issue of privacy and personal rights, the American Civil Liberties Union 
has filed a lawsuit against the NSA and the US Department of Justice on behalf of Wikipedia 
and other organizations. The reason is of course the mass surveillance which does not comply 
with the First Amendment of the US Constitution. The EFF has been highlighting cases of the 
NSA spying over people without any just cause, trying to raise awareness over people. As they 
state on their official website: “The US government, with assistance from major 
telecommunications carriers including AT&T, has engaged in massive, illegal dragnet 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Snowden
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PRISM_%28surveillance_program%29
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/technology/tech-news/wikipedia-filing-suit-challenging-nsas-mass-surveillance/article23383318/?utm_content=buffer4a126&utm_medium=social&utm_source=plus.google.com&utm_campaign=buffer
https://www.eff.org/nsa-spying
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surveillance of the domestic communications and communications records of millions of 
ordinary Americans since at least 2001. Since this was first reported on by the press and 
discovered by the public in late 2005, EFF has been at the forefront of the effort to stop it and 
bring government surveillance programs back within the law and the Constitution.” 

There has been a debate as to whether or not the agencies that are trying to target illegal acts 
have got the right to invade our privacy without any restriction. There are pros and cons in each 
case and the one thing that needs to be outlined is the benefit of the people, which is top priority 
and always should be. 

 

About The Author 
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Staying Ahead of the Game 
By Dennis Charlebois, VP, Product Operations, Hexis Cyber Solutions 

More often than not, cybersecurity stories come to light only when things take a turn for the 
worse. You name it, it’s happened: personal information – stolen, private emails – intercepted, 
systems – disrupted. And that’s just a sample since the beginning of 2015. Major brand 
reputations tarnished by a flawed cybersecurity plan are front page stories we too often see. 
Rarely do we see a story about an organization that, in advance, took proper precautions by 
crafting a comprehensive cybersecurity plan that effectively defends against and deals with a 
potential network breach. 

In an effort to highlight success, the following is a story of a government municipality that 
worked through a major IT project and implemented a cybersecurity plan as a means of 
improving operational efficiency, but also found additional benefits in protecting their information 
assets. 

The government municipality illustrated in this scenario was in need of an IT update. As the CIO 
began to further analyze his department’s security posture, he caught a glaring issue. The 
municipality lacked the technology, the employee skillsets and the sheer number of employees 
who would be needed to effectively mitigate a possible security breach. An industry-wide global 
cybersecurity skills shortage created a big problem; high-end digital and cyber forensic analysts 
were very expensive and very difficult to find. The CIO also realized that, in addition to people, 
the right technology was needed to detect and analyze but surgically remove advanced 
malware and threats. The CIO was faced with a time-consuming and costly issue. 

Cyber threats have not only become much more visible to the general public, but also are more 
frequent and more severe in their potential impact on an unsuspecting organization. Following 
an attack, time is of the essence. The longer an organization takes to remediate and remove the 
threat, the higher the chance of rapid widespread infection, and potential loss of data. To 
address compliance and audit requirements, the CIO decided they needed to implement an 
enterprise-wide solution that would better manage and analyze data so that they could 
proactively take immediate action with the limited resources they had. 

His IT team decided to implement a cybersecurity solution that was able to detect, engage and 
automatically remove advanced cyber threats as part of its strategic security objective and five 
year plan to more concrete cybersecurity initiatives. By deploying an automated solution that 
continuously detects and removes network threats, the team eliminated the need to perform this 
work manually, which is critical yet time consuming, saving both time and costs of incident 
response.  

Through this implementation, the government agency has increased operational efficiency while 
greatly improving the protection of personal information of their constituents and stakeholders. 
This security platform will further drive innovation with the ability to deploy advanced solutions 
for the greater good of the organization.  

http://www.hexiscyber.com/
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With workforce limitations and increased frequency of attacks, incidents can easily outpace the 
ability to respond. Accordingly,organizations really have to consider automating response in 
some intelligent way so that they have a fighting chance to stay ahead of the curve. Being 
proactive and taking preventative measures to protect your enterprise – both the network and 
endpoints – must be a core business initiative with key stakeholder input, and hopefully will 
inspire others to take that next step to implement a cybersecurity plan of their own.  

About the Author 

Dennis Charlebois, VP, Product Operations, joined Hexis Cyber Solutions in 
October 2013 and is currently VP of Product Operations covering Product 
Management, Product Marketing, Customer Support and Customer 
Services. Prior to Hexis, Dennis was Director of Strategy & Planning at 
Cisco where he was responsible for Cisco’s worldwide competitive strategy 
in IT Security. Dennis also led Cisco’s Safety & Security solutions business, 
integrating Cisco & Partner technologies with services for turnkey solutions 
to government and commercial markets.  

Dennis holds a B.S. in Engineering from Carleton University, an M.B.A. from Pepperdine 
University, an M.A. in Management, an E.M.B.A. in Business and a Ph.D. in Executive 
Management from Claremont Graduate University-Peter F. Drucker Graduate Management 
Center. Dennis is a board member (emeritus) of Association for Corporate Growth (Silicon 
Valley), is a frequent speaker at technology/business conferences and teaches Strategy and 
Marketing part-time to MBA students at various universities across the US. 

Connect with Hexis online: http://www.hexiscyber.com/ 

Hexis Blog: http://www.hexiscyber.com/blog  

Twitter: @hexis_cyber 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/hexis-cyber-solutions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.hexiscyber.com/
http://www.hexiscyber.com/blog
https://twitter.com/Hexis_Cyber
https://www.linkedin.com/company/hexis-cyber-solutions
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NSA Spying Concerns? Learn Counterveillance 

Free Online Course Replay at www.snoopwall.com/free  
 

"NSA Spying Concerns? Learn Counterveillance" is a 60-minute recorded online instructor-led 
course for beginners who will learn how easily we are all being spied upon - not just by the NSA 
but by cyber criminals, malicious insiders and even online predators who watch our children; 
then you will learn the basics in the art of Counterveillance and how you can use new tools and 
techniques to defend against this next generation threat of data theft and data leakage. 

The course has been developed for IT and IT security professionals including Network 
Administrators, Data Security Analysts, System and Network Security Administrators, Network 
Security Engineers and Security Professionals. 

After you take the class, you'll have newfound knowledge and understanding of: 

1.  How you are being Spied upon. 
2.  Why Counterveillance is so important. 
3.  What You can do to protect private information. 
 

Course Overview: 

How long has the NSA been spying on you? 
What tools and techniques have they been using? 
Who else has been spying on you? 
What tools and techniques they have been using? 
What is Counterveillance? 
Why is Counterveillance the most important missing piece of your security posture? 
How hard is Counterveillance? 
What are the best tools and techniques for Counterveillance? 
 

Your Enrollment includes : 

1. A certificate for one free personal usage copy of the Preview Release of SnoopWall for 
Android 
2. A worksheet listing the best open and commercial tools for Counterveillance 
3. Email access to the industry leading Counterveillance expert, Gary S. Miliefsky, our educator. 
4. A certificate of achievement for passing the Concise-Courses Counterveillance 101 course. 
 
Visit this course online, sponsored by Concise-Courses.com and SnoopWall.com at 
http://www.snoopwall.com/free  
 

 

http://www.snoopwall.com/free
http://www.snoopwall.com/free
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Top Twenty INFOSEC Open Sources 
Our Editor Picks His Favorite Open Sources You Can Put to Work Today  
 

There are so many projects at sourceforge it’s hard to keep up with them.  However, that’s not 
where we are going to find our growing list of the top twenty infosec open sources.  Some of 
them have been around for a long time and continue to evolve, others are fairly new.  These are 
the Editor favorites that you can use at work and some at home to increase your security 
posture, reduce your risk and harden your systems. While there are many great free tools out 
there, these are open sources which means they comply with a GPL license of some sort that 
you should read and feel comfortable with before deploying.  For example, typically, if you 
improve the code in any of these open sources, you are required to share your tweaks with the 
entire community – nothing proprietary here.   

Here they are: 

1. TrueCrypt.org – The Best Open Encryption Suite Available (Version 6 & earlier) 
2. OpenSSL.org – The Industry Standard for Web Encryption 
3. OpenVAS.org – The Most Advance Open Source Vulnerability Scanner 
4. NMAP.org – The World’s Most Powerful Network Fingerprint Engine 
5. WireShark.org – The World’s Foremost Network Protocol Analyser 
6. Metasploit.org – The Best Suite for Penetration Testing and Exploitation 
7. OpenCA.org – The Leading Open Source Certificate and PKI Management -  
8. Stunnel.org – The First Open Source SSL VPN Tunneling Project 
9. NetFilter.org – The First Open Source Firewall Based Upon IPTables 
10. ClamAV – The Industry Standard Open Source Antivirus Scanner 
11. PFSense.org – The Very Powerful Open Source Firewall and Router 
12. OSSIM – Open Source Security Information Event Management (SIEM) 
13. OpenSwan.org – The Open Source IPSEC VPN for Linux  
14. DansGuardian.org – The Award Winning Open Source Content Filter 
15. OSSTMM.org – Open Source Security Test Methodology 
16. CVE.MITRE.org – The World’s Most Open Vulnerability Definitions 
17. OVAL.MITRE.org – The World’s Standard for Host-based Vulnerabilities 
18. WiKiD Community Edition – The Best Open Two Factor Authentication 
19. Suricata – Next Generation Open Source IDS/IPS Technology 
20. CryptoCat – The Open Source Encrypted Instant Messaging Platform 

Please do enjoy and share your comments with us – if you know of others you think should 
make our list of the Top Twenty Open Sources for Information Security, do let us know at 
marketing@cyberdefensemagazine.com.  

(Source: CDM) 

 

 

http://www.truecrypt.org/
http://www.openssl.org/
http://www.openvas.org/
http://www.nmap.org/
http://www.wireshark.org/
http://www.metasploit.org/
http://www.openca.org/
https://www.stunnel.org/index.html
http://www.netfilter.org/
http://www.clamav.net/lang/en/
http://www.pfsense.org/
http://communities.alienvault.com/
https://www.openswan.org/projects/openswan/
http://dansguardian.org/
http://www.isecom.org/research/osstmm.html
http://cve.mitre.org/
http://oval.mitre.org/
http://www.wikidsystems.com/community-version
http://www.openinfosecfoundation.org/index.php/download-suricata
https://project.crypto.cat/about/
mailto:marketing@cyberdefensemagazine.com
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National Information Security Group Offers FREE Techtips 
Have a tough INFOSEC Question – Ask for an answer and ‘YE Shall Receive 

Here’s a wonderful non-profit 
organization. You can join for free, 
start your own local chapter and so 
much more.  

The best service of NAISG are 
their free Techtips. It works like 
this, you join the Techtips mailing 
list.  

Then of course you’ll start to see a stream of emails with 
questions and ideas about any area of INFOSEC. Let’s say 
you just bought an application layer firewall and can’t figure 
out a best-practices model for ‘firewall log storage’, you 
could ask thousands of INFOSEC experts in a single email 
by posting your question to the Techtips newsgroup.  

Next thing you know, a discussion ensues and you’ll have 
more than one great answer. It’s the NAISG.org’s best kept 

secret. 

So use it by going here:  

http://www.naisg.org/techtips.asp  

SOURCES: CDM and NAISG.ORG 

SIDENOTE:  Don’t forget to tell your friends to 
register for Cyber Defense Magazine at: 

http://register.cyberdefensemagazine.com  

where they (like you) will be entered into a monthly drawing 
for the Award winning Lavasoft Ad-Aware Pro, Emsisoft Anti-malware and 
our new favorite system ‘cleaner’ from East-Tec called Eraser 2013. 

http://www.naisg.org/techtips.asp
http://register.cyberdefensemagazine.com/
http://www.east-tec.com/�
http://www.naisg.org/�
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Job Opportunities 
 
Send us your list and we’ll post it in the magazine for free, subject to editorial approval 
and layout.  Email us at marketing@cyberdefensemagazine.com  
 

Free Monthly Cyber Warnings Via Email 

Enjoy our monthly electronic editions of our Magazines for FREE. 

This magazine is by and for ethical information security professionals with a twist on innovative 

consumer products and privacy issues on top of best practices for IT security and Regulatory 

Compliance.  Our mission is to share cutting edge knowledge, real world stories and 

independent lab reviews on the best ideas, products and services in the information technology 

industry.  Our monthly Cyber Warnings e-Magazines will also keep you up to speed on what’s 

happening in the cyber crime and cyber 

warfare arena plus we’ll inform you as next 

generation and innovative technology 

vendors have news worthy of sharing with 

you – so enjoy.   

You get all of this for FREE, always, for our 

electronic editions.  

Click here to signup today and within 

moments, you’ll receive your first email from 

us with an archive of our newsletters along 

with this month’s newsletter. 

By signing up, you’ll always be in the loop 

with CDM. 

mailto:marketing@cyberdefensemagazine.com
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/magazine/subscriptions/
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Cyber Warnings E-Magazine March 2015 

Sample Sponsors: 

  

To learn more about us, visit us online at http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/     

http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/�
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/infosec-innovators-market/�
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Don’t Miss Out on a Great Advertising Opportunity. 
Join the INFOSEC INNOVATORS MARKETPLACE: 

First-come-first-serve pre-paid placement 
One Year Commitment starting at only $199 
Five Year Commitment starting at only $499 
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/infosec-innovators-marketplace 

 

Now Includes: 

Your Graphic or Logo 
Page-over Popup with More Information 

Hyperlink to your website 
BEST HIGH TRAFFIC OPPORTUNITY FOR INFOSEC INNOVATORS 

 

 
 

Email: marketing@cyberdefensemagazine.com for more information. 

http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/infosec-innovators-marketplace
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/infosec-innovators-market/
mailto:marketing@cyberdefensemagazine.com
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/�
http://www.cyberdefensemagazine.com/infosec-innovators-market/�
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Cyber Warnings Newsflash for March 
2015 
Highlights of CYBER CRIME and CYBER 
WARFARE Global News Clippings 
 
Get ready to read on and click the titles below to read the 
full stories – this has been one of the busiest months in 
Cyber Crime and Cyber Warfare that we’ve tracked so far.  
Even though these titles are in BLACK, they are active 
hyperlinks to the stories, so find those of interest to you 
and read on through your favorite web browser… 

 

How the NSA's Firmware Hacking Works and Why It's So 
Unsettling 
http://www.wired.com/2015/02/nsa-firmware-hacking/  
 
'White hat hackers' of Johns Hopkins protect data, thwart cybercrime 
http://hub.jhu.edu/gazette/2015/march-april/focus-jhus-cybercrime-detectives  
 
How Malware Can Track Your Smartphone Without Using Location Data 
http://www.technologyreview.com/view/535346/how-malware-can-track-your-smartphone-
without-using-location-data/  
 
Lenovo and Superfish Penetrate the Heart of a Computer's Security 
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/02/22/lenovo-and-superfish-penetrate-the-heart-of-a-
computers-security/?_r=0  
 
Hacker Extorts Bitcoin Ransom From Illinois Police Department 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/02/22/illinois-police-hacker_n_6730344.html  
 
Cyber insurance: Dare leave home without it 
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/cyber-insurance-dare-leave-home-without-
it/article/2560409  
 
President Obama's cyber pitch misses mark in Silicon Valley 
http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/233400-obama-cyber-pitch-misses-mark-in-silicon-valley  
 
It's a Scientific Cybersecurity Paper Competition! 
http://science.dodlive.mil/2015/02/23/its-a-scientific-cybersecurity-paper-competition/  

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013-3Wwea0PSScIe3nfPIcb1seDKeTmDA2F71WqVq-nlQBswurY33uA6N61W3JAGZrC7rQFdd4rXIe1fTrPc9bNPZ8wH0IIDWPPfa_mohPxJyf3FrFxTCvlGaK1U0jh5LwYfqmSD4tMMvoCCCNJrqCV5WXFnnspf_fXesakcExKLaZJk3Nat_M710Gsyluo9_4A3FXrmaNzjeT9xfOac6B7Q==&c=zjP5-3FVopzYZyVcIxa_cBNZej4Mf_y3BIfQSde6ZIIFXG1qAmqdCA==&ch=sLdrI97goOnRmHFfibZXi4qZQXuvnpWs8GRetNjw7FmLPV_NKtGzow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013-3Wwea0PSScIe3nfPIcb1seDKeTmDA2F71WqVq-nlQBswurY33uA6N61W3JAGZrxzfkAIIIgq43_p50k3op-kA51m-fgeHJ01Ck-KSXbJR6rphbqje2NYnLluPQ2_KwMYDOW9woXjfNkp_Cp8AWETVICfHogGgYaViZPaUCWsOtotDItK0M6asDMUOfRZaGqE-OYej_uGUfk5GpcRUustEfAKGf9cTViyaNQJfx4i6__0kWwuae6HGecEZ6hCVR&c=zjP5-3FVopzYZyVcIxa_cBNZej4Mf_y3BIfQSde6ZIIFXG1qAmqdCA==&ch=sLdrI97goOnRmHFfibZXi4qZQXuvnpWs8GRetNjw7FmLPV_NKtGzow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013-3Wwea0PSScIe3nfPIcb1seDKeTmDA2F71WqVq-nlQBswurY33uA6N61W3JAGZrEvQKveWNYKMVJAJgY-GBaajF9UZhnufSjaIzya1mJYRZjI8CL80C_saNzgQS4NawP48UXFWVZmIIm0-_fBf6xD1Xqugp9aLd5GkOpsb1i6qOPfWl0ZmmE-Z1Ar3R_r3-U871F_v0gEta4vVIqsoaJmK2v-2gpQtVs4noT8JVPGEjglAYxPK2KmKr5WUMATkktWjgP2xxCpc5nBqRADMIBZqj98vhS4_AXA_8-axpKx8=&c=zjP5-3FVopzYZyVcIxa_cBNZej4Mf_y3BIfQSde6ZIIFXG1qAmqdCA==&ch=sLdrI97goOnRmHFfibZXi4qZQXuvnpWs8GRetNjw7FmLPV_NKtGzow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013-3Wwea0PSScIe3nfPIcb1seDKeTmDA2F71WqVq-nlQBswurY33uA6N61W3JAGZrEvQKveWNYKMVJAJgY-GBaajF9UZhnufSjaIzya1mJYRZjI8CL80C_saNzgQS4NawP48UXFWVZmIIm0-_fBf6xD1Xqugp9aLd5GkOpsb1i6qOPfWl0ZmmE-Z1Ar3R_r3-U871F_v0gEta4vVIqsoaJmK2v-2gpQtVs4noT8JVPGEjglAYxPK2KmKr5WUMATkktWjgP2xxCpc5nBqRADMIBZqj98vhS4_AXA_8-axpKx8=&c=zjP5-3FVopzYZyVcIxa_cBNZej4Mf_y3BIfQSde6ZIIFXG1qAmqdCA==&ch=sLdrI97goOnRmHFfibZXi4qZQXuvnpWs8GRetNjw7FmLPV_NKtGzow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013-3Wwea0PSScIe3nfPIcb1seDKeTmDA2F71WqVq-nlQBswurY33uA6N61W3JAGZrqtjMKuYNVRFYVgn7r8uEbZYvJFICtfDzXz9dEMZ_pMsRVIUcAJsiaR-mrOlfXa5Y0KbMbTLgzoU-iZeXR0NJKxwrQJJ9y2pNabkGu5_FhZi6GghUVetvoROy6lyIVUpEjvX7yKRg7xP8W9cSLOXFycdnP9Awye-BxwbJBZWDmvH0R-meMn0lD8IUNHoIUPkN6-jdTbPJz35NaxxARilalntHcboN5watf_hMnNPwy5ff5YqTNM2png==&c=zjP5-3FVopzYZyVcIxa_cBNZej4Mf_y3BIfQSde6ZIIFXG1qAmqdCA==&ch=sLdrI97goOnRmHFfibZXi4qZQXuvnpWs8GRetNjw7FmLPV_NKtGzow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013-3Wwea0PSScIe3nfPIcb1seDKeTmDA2F71WqVq-nlQBswurY33uA6N61W3JAGZrqtjMKuYNVRFYVgn7r8uEbZYvJFICtfDzXz9dEMZ_pMsRVIUcAJsiaR-mrOlfXa5Y0KbMbTLgzoU-iZeXR0NJKxwrQJJ9y2pNabkGu5_FhZi6GghUVetvoROy6lyIVUpEjvX7yKRg7xP8W9cSLOXFycdnP9Awye-BxwbJBZWDmvH0R-meMn0lD8IUNHoIUPkN6-jdTbPJz35NaxxARilalntHcboN5watf_hMnNPwy5ff5YqTNM2png==&c=zjP5-3FVopzYZyVcIxa_cBNZej4Mf_y3BIfQSde6ZIIFXG1qAmqdCA==&ch=sLdrI97goOnRmHFfibZXi4qZQXuvnpWs8GRetNjw7FmLPV_NKtGzow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013-3Wwea0PSScIe3nfPIcb1seDKeTmDA2F71WqVq-nlQBswurY33uA6N61W3JAGZr2egMcyrGRLgNPh_ISqTNl2loRdl0_BAESBwERB6exkiaj54qOcF_6i_LYdFY6Kt1dbvvGzBzAn_ZoDqV8OnH6rqHmrdH0Z7NEnUs1RDTKZJgAKUpq4a-KG7Y97E-U_a8VDX4vh2YITVwyI6m7nVaq0Jzk94MJcS93P6_L-kawmZ0Y-UKJF-CrTNkR6_0ZQUk&c=zjP5-3FVopzYZyVcIxa_cBNZej4Mf_y3BIfQSde6ZIIFXG1qAmqdCA==&ch=sLdrI97goOnRmHFfibZXi4qZQXuvnpWs8GRetNjw7FmLPV_NKtGzow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013-3Wwea0PSScIe3nfPIcb1seDKeTmDA2F71WqVq-nlQBswurY33uA6N61W3JAGZretKrHgIrK1q87Sd83A7lbPxbmsbx0txKYrmokGACKObL4tfhXlZggXwh4TxZWTYR8Gv9sVog5rsqYJtoGcggqq9_uJhbvATjbYTezvy4vfiT4rrvgbv5Wgq1SWVlGQ_MhDegfeEBaHfT9ZBtJB9Wyicn4MMR0bx6jWNJ7xs57XkFXXJ9_6XRaSSETnykKHT1bgM2W5gf_G4=&c=zjP5-3FVopzYZyVcIxa_cBNZej4Mf_y3BIfQSde6ZIIFXG1qAmqdCA==&ch=sLdrI97goOnRmHFfibZXi4qZQXuvnpWs8GRetNjw7FmLPV_NKtGzow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013-3Wwea0PSScIe3nfPIcb1seDKeTmDA2F71WqVq-nlQBswurY33uA6N61W3JAGZretKrHgIrK1q87Sd83A7lbPxbmsbx0txKYrmokGACKObL4tfhXlZggXwh4TxZWTYR8Gv9sVog5rsqYJtoGcggqq9_uJhbvATjbYTezvy4vfiT4rrvgbv5Wgq1SWVlGQ_MhDegfeEBaHfT9ZBtJB9Wyicn4MMR0bx6jWNJ7xs57XkFXXJ9_6XRaSSETnykKHT1bgM2W5gf_G4=&c=zjP5-3FVopzYZyVcIxa_cBNZej4Mf_y3BIfQSde6ZIIFXG1qAmqdCA==&ch=sLdrI97goOnRmHFfibZXi4qZQXuvnpWs8GRetNjw7FmLPV_NKtGzow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013-3Wwea0PSScIe3nfPIcb1seDKeTmDA2F71WqVq-nlQBswurY33uA6N61W3JAGZrOgM4KUAmt5kkTBDeCuqQekD7ce45X_Uj1rDlYz6G0XcUNJ5C-RFpCzy61vueLdnItJRLfETi5gA_w6HLeOJn-pcELEpzDnk3aPNwEDHHmJ3YcEm7Pu5ByiDZPFKwg35gSOIWCMn758gAdyDWgobQApdRleeT6gNloM3WakXKl7ZveQZwYYujQgDw9kW0A6a4zgm0maphOtmyzg8tlGuL3A==&c=zjP5-3FVopzYZyVcIxa_cBNZej4Mf_y3BIfQSde6ZIIFXG1qAmqdCA==&ch=sLdrI97goOnRmHFfibZXi4qZQXuvnpWs8GRetNjw7FmLPV_NKtGzow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013-3Wwea0PSScIe3nfPIcb1seDKeTmDA2F71WqVq-nlQBswurY33uA6N61W3JAGZrzids7Bt9fdoAvxD1TzO6jkaD66v9Okq4XhiKy7qywlQVw_hxzTecyVQGI2OYGuQWE-QGulpk6H3QBtfv51aafpD8CMpQsk4-u-uWF74_5NWQc08E8d6XUPo7_wrV9NQOhbdaq_tK5xz7DWvdRkhnGPrT_-26ux2lAtbWW_h9d8MAe0knwTIFzbGVZSPpAN6TZVJTfbcqbP8=&c=zjP5-3FVopzYZyVcIxa_cBNZej4Mf_y3BIfQSde6ZIIFXG1qAmqdCA==&ch=sLdrI97goOnRmHFfibZXi4qZQXuvnpWs8GRetNjw7FmLPV_NKtGzow==
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How important is the critical information infrastructure? 
http://www.net-security.org/secworld.php?id=17989  

Trey Ford on Mapping the Internet with Project Sonar  
http://threatpost.com/trey-ford-on-mapping-the-internet-with-project-sonar/111176  
 

How Hackers Abused Tor To Rob Blockchain, Steal Bitcoin, Target Private Email And Get Away 
With It 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/thomasbrewster/2015/02/24/blockchain-and-darknet-hacks-lead-to-
epic-bitcoin-losses/  
 
NSA director wants gov't access to encrypted communications 
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2888193/nsa-director-wants-govt-access-to-encrypted-
communications.html  
 
Chrome warns users of devious software that could impact Google's business 
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2887972/chrome-warns-users-of-devious-software-that-
could-impact-googles-business.html  
 
How your phone and fitness band could end up giving evidence against you 
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/feb/24/privacy-criminal-terrorism-suspects-i-cloud-
phone-fitness-band-laptop  
 
Gemalto Hack May Have Far-Reaching Effects 
http://threatpost.com/gemalto-hack-may-have-far-reaching-effects/111186  
 
DOJ R&D Agency Awards Grants For Speedier Digital Forensics 
http://www.darkreading.com/analytics/doj-randd-agency-awards-grants-for-speedier-digital-
forensics-/d/d-id/1319198?  
 
Security Software Found Using Superfish-Style Code 
http://www.forensicmag.com/news/2015/02/security-software-found-using-superfish-style-code  
 
Wall Street Banks And Law Firms Pairing Up To Take On Cybercrime 
http://www.pymnts.com/news/2015/wall-street-banks-and-law-firms-pairing-up-to-take-on-
cybercrime/#.VOyHAWM4erM 

Illinois Cops Pay Hackers $500 Ransom to Unlock a Computer 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-02-23/illinois-cops-pay-hackers-500-ransom-to-
unlock-a-computer  
 
GOP lawmaker: ISIS shouldn't have access to Twitter 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013-3Wwea0PSScIe3nfPIcb1seDKeTmDA2F71WqVq-nlQBswurY33uA6N61W3JAGZrRDMcKkJvb7Dz1V0TnYan7xJWfeH4gb3u09voAyY5jNUN6b_H5_CJpmbI08Bgzw3JnE388IOqGn3Iy7XWltTA5UZc5EAZSzZV4JgEM8wrpgIXJE6nMt_Ld_DgQB_N6HWQItfpQ-JNhfiavRFLFs_plg==&c=zjP5-3FVopzYZyVcIxa_cBNZej4Mf_y3BIfQSde6ZIIFXG1qAmqdCA==&ch=sLdrI97goOnRmHFfibZXi4qZQXuvnpWs8GRetNjw7FmLPV_NKtGzow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013-3Wwea0PSScIe3nfPIcb1seDKeTmDA2F71WqVq-nlQBswurY33uA6N61W3JAGZr45Yt3ZG6r98yuEySUm69VtNuRxpvt9OitZJe_vy235BgpV4pR04Y8p6Lv3nw-E_EhiTqGLRM_YtaOZUEvFXyFqyJLrejvsKCf4cgEheunUheT1DZYbbF9pMv-DtgP6BFvsSRqA9aNpAMLh1rfm5IOuZGQyqIuphKLv67canG95kwR0v-U8ABl2CMU0ImLlzO&c=zjP5-3FVopzYZyVcIxa_cBNZej4Mf_y3BIfQSde6ZIIFXG1qAmqdCA==&ch=sLdrI97goOnRmHFfibZXi4qZQXuvnpWs8GRetNjw7FmLPV_NKtGzow==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001mmrlKJL-woyi4bL6UhbNP6vMGaUFSAZg3J-ZSzdGmHeuE0I-MPhG51I0RahIwXwGURYNa5io-HnxuCBjTvi61lvXdUKvYrrrsnRwVMD7T3Cx1G6l7_G-MKOsts01rXFA5GqB4JgYvtvzwE0TqghiY2DXpPseKZTQvp1pi-_5T6oxpUNEL_ricscoJ7MSfYDhBRBSiW_BV_Vuaf4C74O-QtQfSv8MX7A_HMjb9gD9UCG_a1EVgDlakwm2_ceN4-oIbWAIODTOCzL_UYyy9rO0eudRAhzz7XIym7grDAEUwHcq6La3_ZWLqw==&c=QxUt1lm_4sEnhCgwX4mNQPaCfrgxnHL6k8jPoKa6MQcFQUAabk2lhw==&ch=FJfHM8EbXkQ-jdbFgjoU2OJdpGxsQJLHysmYXlbn1zKl4fsL57hhZQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001mmrlKJL-woyi4bL6UhbNP6vMGaUFSAZg3J-ZSzdGmHeuE0I-MPhG51I0RahIwXwGURYNa5io-HnxuCBjTvi61lvXdUKvYrrrsnRwVMD7T3Cx1G6l7_G-MKOsts01rXFA5GqB4JgYvtvzwE0TqghiY2DXpPseKZTQvp1pi-_5T6oxpUNEL_ricscoJ7MSfYDhBRBSiW_BV_Vuaf4C74O-QtQfSv8MX7A_HMjb9gD9UCG_a1EVgDlakwm2_ceN4-oIbWAIODTOCzL_UYyy9rO0eudRAhzz7XIym7grDAEUwHcq6La3_ZWLqw==&c=QxUt1lm_4sEnhCgwX4mNQPaCfrgxnHL6k8jPoKa6MQcFQUAabk2lhw==&ch=FJfHM8EbXkQ-jdbFgjoU2OJdpGxsQJLHysmYXlbn1zKl4fsL57hhZQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001mmrlKJL-woyi4bL6UhbNP6vMGaUFSAZg3J-ZSzdGmHeuE0I-MPhG51I0RahIwXwGhmxfWMXdup0vmwxI33x8PwwDdWz9eGDF8nP26p9MhGdBVPzg9-Nz8m5RcbVKtCG28poWBKMx6Xk4iVPg7UFIDeAytF4NJKMbzu4QhCpk3s08c-r-fGakBho1osKLGbs5pjskJQ7BgE8gGE8wLk0BqCaTtz2sciWJKkXTPgUcxjWmQD8tLdj215tryruUyMaTTEInTNc_V5lRFbAK9MahVJoaVbX_YvQz&c=QxUt1lm_4sEnhCgwX4mNQPaCfrgxnHL6k8jPoKa6MQcFQUAabk2lhw==&ch=FJfHM8EbXkQ-jdbFgjoU2OJdpGxsQJLHysmYXlbn1zKl4fsL57hhZQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001mmrlKJL-woyi4bL6UhbNP6vMGaUFSAZg3J-ZSzdGmHeuE0I-MPhG51I0RahIwXwGhmxfWMXdup0vmwxI33x8PwwDdWz9eGDF8nP26p9MhGdBVPzg9-Nz8m5RcbVKtCG28poWBKMx6Xk4iVPg7UFIDeAytF4NJKMbzu4QhCpk3s08c-r-fGakBho1osKLGbs5pjskJQ7BgE8gGE8wLk0BqCaTtz2sciWJKkXTPgUcxjWmQD8tLdj215tryruUyMaTTEInTNc_V5lRFbAK9MahVJoaVbX_YvQz&c=QxUt1lm_4sEnhCgwX4mNQPaCfrgxnHL6k8jPoKa6MQcFQUAabk2lhw==&ch=FJfHM8EbXkQ-jdbFgjoU2OJdpGxsQJLHysmYXlbn1zKl4fsL57hhZQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001mmrlKJL-woyi4bL6UhbNP6vMGaUFSAZg3J-ZSzdGmHeuE0I-MPhG51I0RahIwXwGuxjp3kmGD7SxrdhRqg_jmVyKiuQqI-H3_4_Km5IaNemB7qvDYX1AaEzFjifDnw5cpdP9Klx6ES9IBrC_40IOeuGm1sxt9rZkigsytPLuPk6s04RBc-z83BjUK_RXSs8jCtHdPuL8GUibLOG5_Qm_9LfAjycXqbNYPaNimc4ug6z7Z4oQ3SWgPx_V4qcKU1gaxVgDAB1EwQyeQqK4PJqzK7GC5pO0UGyBW4Kydd2tMf5GV8fy6iOC6A==&c=QxUt1lm_4sEnhCgwX4mNQPaCfrgxnHL6k8jPoKa6MQcFQUAabk2lhw==&ch=FJfHM8EbXkQ-jdbFgjoU2OJdpGxsQJLHysmYXlbn1zKl4fsL57hhZQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001mmrlKJL-woyi4bL6UhbNP6vMGaUFSAZg3J-ZSzdGmHeuE0I-MPhG51I0RahIwXwGuxjp3kmGD7SxrdhRqg_jmVyKiuQqI-H3_4_Km5IaNemB7qvDYX1AaEzFjifDnw5cpdP9Klx6ES9IBrC_40IOeuGm1sxt9rZkigsytPLuPk6s04RBc-z83BjUK_RXSs8jCtHdPuL8GUibLOG5_Qm_9LfAjycXqbNYPaNimc4ug6z7Z4oQ3SWgPx_V4qcKU1gaxVgDAB1EwQyeQqK4PJqzK7GC5pO0UGyBW4Kydd2tMf5GV8fy6iOC6A==&c=QxUt1lm_4sEnhCgwX4mNQPaCfrgxnHL6k8jPoKa6MQcFQUAabk2lhw==&ch=FJfHM8EbXkQ-jdbFgjoU2OJdpGxsQJLHysmYXlbn1zKl4fsL57hhZQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001mmrlKJL-woyi4bL6UhbNP6vMGaUFSAZg3J-ZSzdGmHeuE0I-MPhG51I0RahIwXwGt4Nh9V3q77_C2dIbRcYQVzxw9NLN1O_KVSx1pvFxOcItT0CVmb4rxk9fb3opjUSv9uVmUgpWQpw9ng7UPaAP03JjxMOgQECQdsAIPid31PVWZpB9NOyz_9-oxVqTOEQk-1iYHGXBn974xFqCs13etxgAAG263kiksJHA8XRhh9jI5_ZN8mo6w_uEVEgYemj44dmoGc0qT4RwV4yzdtpEH4xTJMrnTw61qlxbKAQXjmzjiFOCSb3GOg==&c=QxUt1lm_4sEnhCgwX4mNQPaCfrgxnHL6k8jPoKa6MQcFQUAabk2lhw==&ch=FJfHM8EbXkQ-jdbFgjoU2OJdpGxsQJLHysmYXlbn1zKl4fsL57hhZQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001mmrlKJL-woyi4bL6UhbNP6vMGaUFSAZg3J-ZSzdGmHeuE0I-MPhG51I0RahIwXwGt4Nh9V3q77_C2dIbRcYQVzxw9NLN1O_KVSx1pvFxOcItT0CVmb4rxk9fb3opjUSv9uVmUgpWQpw9ng7UPaAP03JjxMOgQECQdsAIPid31PVWZpB9NOyz_9-oxVqTOEQk-1iYHGXBn974xFqCs13etxgAAG263kiksJHA8XRhh9jI5_ZN8mo6w_uEVEgYemj44dmoGc0qT4RwV4yzdtpEH4xTJMrnTw61qlxbKAQXjmzjiFOCSb3GOg==&c=QxUt1lm_4sEnhCgwX4mNQPaCfrgxnHL6k8jPoKa6MQcFQUAabk2lhw==&ch=FJfHM8EbXkQ-jdbFgjoU2OJdpGxsQJLHysmYXlbn1zKl4fsL57hhZQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001mmrlKJL-woyi4bL6UhbNP6vMGaUFSAZg3J-ZSzdGmHeuE0I-MPhG51I0RahIwXwGunsn-QGpqTNKjy6KWg1Eju_lsWrMeoyNhJLOHpzdGx1l4BfYJFDpjIusN-G_SzA7_eOAbZHDx6z_jMyKLXKtkgxdEnMStKBxCinwf1ssHIaW7W6mfb_Ui-H4Wx-9WOAzXhGplJQ6TkXo2iY8czTNXTXE2yYplPWnO91o5XGjXSg=&c=QxUt1lm_4sEnhCgwX4mNQPaCfrgxnHL6k8jPoKa6MQcFQUAabk2lhw==&ch=FJfHM8EbXkQ-jdbFgjoU2OJdpGxsQJLHysmYXlbn1zKl4fsL57hhZQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001mmrlKJL-woyi4bL6UhbNP6vMGaUFSAZg3J-ZSzdGmHeuE0I-MPhG51I0RahIwXwGpeLoDssF6K3c4c7CR2V0CAipRqztZBTR2rhmtqRmMrY34Gs0rCK12TSITMe9dxWAm2TgDkrahnhMS7Sml0c4Z2pr85pXABXtqKJE1fHq328vMNHn0KAvudj6UtcQ95rLbBsE2Zyrp2pQublFxjRsqQplcIUfhDQPSYc9j6QWnHF4BdKD5d31masc5KFj1F1Om3PvAJt8iBXYAQzqKDzddjo2spXsWhboqbnkx7oul8rgRi5qQfiDJA==&c=QxUt1lm_4sEnhCgwX4mNQPaCfrgxnHL6k8jPoKa6MQcFQUAabk2lhw==&ch=FJfHM8EbXkQ-jdbFgjoU2OJdpGxsQJLHysmYXlbn1zKl4fsL57hhZQ==
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http://thehill.com/blogs/floor-action/house/233660-gop-lawmaker-isis-shouldnt-have-access-to-
twitter  
 
Feds offer $3M reward for Gameover Zeus botnet suspect 
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2888437/feds-offer-3m-reward-for-gameover-zeus-
botnet-suspect.html  
 
5 Ways To Prepare For IoT Security Risks 
http://www.darkreading.com/endpoint/5-ways-to-prepare-for-iot-security-risks/d/d-id/1319215?  
 
From Hacking Systems To Hacking People 
http://www.darkreading.com/vulnerabilities---threats/insider-threats/from-hacking-systems-to-
hacking-people-/a/d-id/1319195?  
 
WordPress Analytics Plugin Leaves 1.3 Million Sites Vulnerable to Hackers 
http://thehackernews.com/2015/02/wordpress-slimstat-plugin.html  
 
Windows? NO, Linux and Mac OS X Most Vulnerable Operating System in 2014 
http://thehackernews.com/2015/02/vulnerable-operating-system.html  
 
Banking malware spreading via Microsoft Word macros 
http://grahamcluley.com/2015/02/banking-malware-spreading-via-microsoft-word-macros/  
 
Cybercrime ring controlling millions of PCs crippled 
http://www.businesstimes.com.sg/technology/cybercrime-ring-controlling-millions-of-pcs-crippled 

Iran Behind Cyber-Attack on Adelson's Sands Corp., Clapper Says 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-02-26/iran-behind-cyber-attack-on-adelson-s-
sands-corp-clapper-says  
 
GOP chairman: White House not supporting Intel cyber bill 
http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/234040-intel-panel-looking-for-white-house-support-on-
cyber-bill  
 
James Clapper, intel chief: Cyber ranks highest on worldwide threats to U.S. 
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2015/feb/26/james-clapper-intel-chief-cyber-ranks-
highest-worl/  
 
Obama to create center for 'connecting the dots' on cyberthreats 
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2015/feb/25/obama-create-new-cyber-threat-center/  
 
Hackers exploit router flaws in unusual pharming attack 
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2889841/hackers-exploit-router-flaws-in-unusual-
pharming-attack.html  

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LFzUqS3GmRmmjb1zrkJL6mZZKVbr3iWHL-5mh4m47MAxqAKmRqP1Z5NPEIB2WEeL7SEEqbk_LwZPWP1YHaNc-HxtWBRfdTc64L6b8O8LIOEQWXyqPROO6oE-rw_qa6_iXdlmxFm4eAmGt1rBLTahlw5qhWD9xZuryAJSnB1gmMllaOR3iilX9ZKFnOTUbkj2y881ahqtCIk4_XNrp1SJTYtgmbbDxtWs5LgE6pAzX5u9FFyTiiVsFkdmv1uY8HJMUYK0uBrPmuTQPNTFuznZ_C-2aeXldc_n&c=iFEfQIsGNgfYiowXqosGRFJkWogK2sN_RLL4ZpE-4AwzSMOH0NALNw==&ch=Ql70QapT29l2AGncTaan_vJnL0KZrXnmWNY4WN18H911a1NZt7RYig==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001LFzUqS3GmRmmjb1zrkJL6mZZKVbr3iWHL-5mh4m47MAxqAKmRqP1Z5NPEIB2WEeL7SEEqbk_LwZPWP1YHaNc-HxtWBRfdTc64L6b8O8LIOEQWXyqPROO6oE-rw_qa6_iXdlmxFm4eAmGt1rBLTahlw5qhWD9xZuryAJSnB1gmMllaOR3iilX9ZKFnOTUbkj2y881ahqtCIk4_XNrp1SJTYtgmbbDxtWs5LgE6pAzX5u9FFyTiiVsFkdmv1uY8HJMUYK0uBrPmuTQPNTFuznZ_C-2aeXldc_n&c=iFEfQIsGNgfYiowXqosGRFJkWogK2sN_RLL4ZpE-4AwzSMOH0NALNw==&ch=Ql70QapT29l2AGncTaan_vJnL0KZrXnmWNY4WN18H911a1NZt7RYig==
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Komodia Certificate Manipulation Likely Led To Man-In-The-Middle Attacks: 
http://threatpost.com/komodia-certificate-manipulation-likely-led-to-man-in-the-middle-
attacks/111303  
 
Ramnit Botnet Disrupted By International Public-Private Collaboration 
http://www.darkreading.com/ramnit-botnet-disrupted-by-international-public-private-
collaboration/d/d-id/1319224?  
 
Dusting for Cyber Fingerprints: Coding Style Identifies Anonymous Programmers 
http://www.forensicmag.com/news/2015/02/dusting-cyber-fingerprints-coding-style-identifies-
anonymous-programmers  
 
Administration's cyber sharing proposal a 'policy puzzle,' not a panacea 
http://www.federalnewsradio.com/473/3807872/Administrations-cyber-sharing-proposal-a-
policy-puzzle-not-a-panacea  
 
The growth of cyber crime and why it may take a Manhattan Project-scale response to stop 
http://news.nationalpost.com/2015/02/25/the-growth-of-cyber-crime-and-why-it-may-take-a-
manhattan-project-scale-response-to-stop/ 

Pentagon using deep web tool to 'scoop up' data on Islamic State 
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2015/feb/27/pentagon-using-experimental-deep-web-
tool-scoop-da/  
 
Computer Forensics Critical in the Trial of Silk Road's Ross Ulbricht 
http://www.hstoday.us/blogs/best-practices/blog/computer-forensics-critical-in-the-trial-of-silk-
roads-ross-ulbricht/9987ea04f49ef70c674fe18de08ee6f0.html  
 
Listen up! Qualcomm's ultrasonic 3D fingerprint scanner could one day give passwords the 
finger (hands-on) 
http://www.cnet.com/news/qualcomm-snapdragon-sense-id-3d-fingerprint-scanner-hands-on/  
 
Iran Blamed for Destructive Cyber Blitz on Sands Casino 
http://www.forensicmag.com/news/2015/02/iran-blamed-destructive-cyber-blitz-sands-casino 
 
Personal data on 50,000 Uber drivers exposed in breach 
http://www.networkworld.com/article/2890473/personal-data-on-50000-uber-drivers-exposed-in-
breach.html  
 
How a Blu-ray disc could install malware on your computer 
http://www.pcworld.com/article/2890932/how-a-bluray-disc-could-install-malware-on-your-
computer.html  
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Cybercrime could become more lucrative than drugs, police chief warns 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/crime/11441232/Cybercrime-could-become-more-
lucrative-than-drugs-police-chief-warns.html  
 
Feds Admit Stingrays Can Disrupt Cell Service of Bystanders 
http://www.wired.com/2015/03/feds-admit-stingrays-can-disrupt-cell-service-bystanders/  

 
Banks and Tech Chiefs Unite to Press Congress for Anti-Hacking Bill 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-03-02/banks-join-tech-chiefs-to-press-congress-
for-anti-hacking-bill  
 
Obama warns China on cyber rules 
http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/234372-obama-china-must-change-cyber-rules-to-do-
business-with-us  

Seagate Business NAS Firmware Vulnerabilities Disclosed  
http://threatpost.com/seagate-business-nas-firmware-vulnerabilities-
disclosed/111337#sthash.nfbrK6XJ.dpuf  
 

Signal 2.0 Brings Encrypted Messaging to iPhone 
http://threatpost.com/signal-2-0-brings-encrypted-messaging-to-iphone/111370  

D-Link Routers Haunted by Remote Command Injection Bug 
http://threatpost.com/d-link-routers-haunted-by-remote-command-injection-
bug/111355#sthash.bfonf9HZ.dpuf  

Older Keen Team Use-After-Free IE Exploit Added to Angler Exploit Kit 
http://threatpost.com/older-keen-team-use-after-free-ie-exploit-added-to-angler-exploit-
kit/111350#sthash.kmO5pb2m.dpuf  

Mozilla Pushes Hot Fix to Remove Superfish Cert From Firefox  
http://threatpost.com/mozilla-pushes-hot-fix-to-remove-superfish-cert-from-
firefox/111335#sthash.cYWBLgJJ.dpuf 
 
What You Need To Know About Nation-State Hacked Hard Drives 
http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/what-you-need-to-know-about-nation-state-
hacked-hard-drives-/d/d-id/1319296?  
 
Sophisticated Cyber Crime Methods are Changing the Definition of Hacking  
http://www.forensicmag.com/news/2015/03/sophisticated-cyber-crime-methods-are-changing-
definition-hacking  
 
DARPA's Plan X for the Future 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013luUtJ9EGguGYgyjU5U4tQKx3XZTI1D3dWS5ko7K8hVlfs3Wwu6APc5Gq5OHyxC2oGN_I-YlZ9kP0eFS4c2fdF6jyhoPKbWIGE1aMXJMLRel064d_s_l-IFBlfkmG_mI3rxj2WBCdy1SLUNhJ-exZHtnjEBOtYogplNcEy4uBNKWzMb1MPIWKUlu3ZlSrzK-_wQCleKBcPeB2aNNyKsNl259Mp9pgjd7h-24QgC5ExZlM9Ay7GtJfa8FPzCusS4t4Jmg92oxyti9ztYaO-JYnZvmuhqPMnSAbFPC95XPFokZ5h4nsRlDGr6jIRfWwo5_&c=Lc7gqSFuHszzkljcBq0w-xVjWJabkezUoZfOy5duBM4aEEGa5ehGEg==&ch=2VxtJExxZHQzcGUaz68Nk4Olvu4Zd8Y4cuh7zALzMyZF8ge5zcTItw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013luUtJ9EGguGYgyjU5U4tQKx3XZTI1D3dWS5ko7K8hVlfs3Wwu6APc5Gq5OHyxC2oGN_I-YlZ9kP0eFS4c2fdF6jyhoPKbWIGE1aMXJMLRel064d_s_l-IFBlfkmG_mI3rxj2WBCdy1SLUNhJ-exZHtnjEBOtYogplNcEy4uBNKWzMb1MPIWKUlu3ZlSrzK-_wQCleKBcPeB2aNNyKsNl259Mp9pgjd7h-24QgC5ExZlM9Ay7GtJfa8FPzCusS4t4Jmg92oxyti9ztYaO-JYnZvmuhqPMnSAbFPC95XPFokZ5h4nsRlDGr6jIRfWwo5_&c=Lc7gqSFuHszzkljcBq0w-xVjWJabkezUoZfOy5duBM4aEEGa5ehGEg==&ch=2VxtJExxZHQzcGUaz68Nk4Olvu4Zd8Y4cuh7zALzMyZF8ge5zcTItw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013luUtJ9EGguGYgyjU5U4tQKx3XZTI1D3dWS5ko7K8hVlfs3Wwu6APc5Gq5OHyxC2hFPnAdsZnbg2ideZsWLKL_XhsrWUfGqVFDDW_OD0LSCn7jk2Cl387ATT7oD-C0XicVrSBvPK9HBPGTG2BASZZs4iyGtWXxP5l6zFFWCDwWvz_4oJZZ0tKeEtK-iQ7Y5r3129tXB8a4AVc9Jb33OYzm9dMGv9X5wDsEnGRYNheYLHMBBRl-j_XxydVgSMWfQw5otuNInwpfQ=&c=Lc7gqSFuHszzkljcBq0w-xVjWJabkezUoZfOy5duBM4aEEGa5ehGEg==&ch=2VxtJExxZHQzcGUaz68Nk4Olvu4Zd8Y4cuh7zALzMyZF8ge5zcTItw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001F4NRFyjtm8jtpowBZ1tonZ8rQWEagllFHdkdel1DPobIg-rSWBlqFY8bSkji0AHp4qfLdT6Q-CKqk49wV5c-kg2FulJwH8MEDgOReDhkIfJUDnAjf2swizzPQBCL2K0u7sSe-FuHzWKj4rHdzmv560Ccq8Xu-BWTqT02JTPtZTdcCdxQyG5B6_c8QHWNUYBizUP81vAJNvvrUGcutwIGybtQh6eHMWXjB7OaVIH4AIlh6DZzB4Zc6GMl4rwo1gUglFh3QwKN0B-dDi9NuXXlmiVCIUozyRKLjvGk1iwir98=&c=ThtepsiDj8zD32voJz9QUnXACI7Khvrujpwj91nYpX33cU8PMH-ZVQ==&ch=QodEClbUWvSYQEUJhqp9i9wbYLSAT64ZTrFvxewMxzwCp5E3sRvXzg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001F4NRFyjtm8jtpowBZ1tonZ8rQWEagllFHdkdel1DPobIg-rSWBlqFY8bSkji0AHp4qfLdT6Q-CKqk49wV5c-kg2FulJwH8MEDgOReDhkIfJUDnAjf2swizzPQBCL2K0u7sSe-FuHzWKj4rHdzmv560Ccq8Xu-BWTqT02JTPtZTdcCdxQyG5B6_c8QHWNUYBizUP81vAJNvvrUGcutwIGybtQh6eHMWXjB7OaVIH4AIlh6DZzB4Zc6GMl4rwo1gUglFh3QwKN0B-dDi9NuXXlmiVCIUozyRKLjvGk1iwir98=&c=ThtepsiDj8zD32voJz9QUnXACI7Khvrujpwj91nYpX33cU8PMH-ZVQ==&ch=QodEClbUWvSYQEUJhqp9i9wbYLSAT64ZTrFvxewMxzwCp5E3sRvXzg==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001F4NRFyjtm8jtpowBZ1tonZ8rQWEagllFHdkdel1DPobIg-rSWBlqFY8bSkji0AHpYUTJ3VKyyFNVaJTMlbuC6ZkadPcVvhGHYdw4QKG_BMhxJMYHy-aNP-SEjiUIdP3xqRhwqoIMVEUZi3grYRDQ3ob_WL3cRUeLzDtQ48L4Tq3b3GKP67ozPijnb_2IMSA5_hm0eWFPOl8v8t6YNyepmDrL08NhIFFUA7sCEsmrqU4uQTPL-U2PJY8gXFkDM6MyWkDt97e1Q2upDLH7NzTuQUxWLnraPnep&c=ThtepsiDj8zD32voJz9QUnXACI7Khvrujpwj91nYpX33cU8PMH-ZVQ==&ch=QodEClbUWvSYQEUJhqp9i9wbYLSAT64ZTrFvxewMxzwCp5E3sRvXzg==
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NAB to establish training academy  
http://www.thenews.com.pk/Todays-News-6-304691-NAB-to-establish-training-academy  
 
FREAK out: Apple and Android SSL is WIDE OPEN to snoopers 
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2015/03/03/government_crippleware_freaks_out_tlsssl/  
 
Norwich University partners with new cyber intelligence tool 
http://vtdigger.org/2015/03/03/norwich-university-partners-new-cyber-intelligence-tool/  
 
This guy's light bulb performed a DoS attack on his entire smart house 
http://fusion.net/story/55026/this-guys-light-bulb-ddosed-his-entire-smart-house/  
 
Time Is Running Out on NSA Reform 
http://www.nationaljournal.com/tech/time-is-running-out-on-nsa-reform-20150303  
 
Cyberspace Conflict Growing More Destructive, NSA's Chief Says 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-03-04/cyberspace-conflict-growing-more-
destructive-nsa-s-chief-says  
 
Regulator accused of overstepping on cybersecurity enforcement 
http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/234496-regulator-accused-of-overstepping-on-
cybersecurity-enforcement  
 
US air traffic control system is riddled with vulnerabilities 
http://net-security.org/secworld.php?id=18040  
 
Disappointed Much? Google Backs Down On Android Encryption Promise 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/thomasbrewster/2015/03/03/disappointed-much-google-backs-
down-on-android-encryption-promise/  
 
Apple and Google 'FREAK attack' leaves millions of users vulnerable to hackers 
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/mar/04/freak-attack-leaves-millions-of-apple-and-
google-users-vulnerable-to-hackers  
 
MongoDB phpMoAdmin GUI Tool Zero-day Vulnerability Puts Websites at Risk 
http://thehackernews.com/2015/03/phpMoAdmin-mongoDB-exploit.html 
 

The former spy who infiltrated Congress's cyber policy debate 
http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Passcode/2015/0305/The-former-spy-who-infiltrated-
Congress-s-cyber-policy-debate  
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Hacking Putin's Eyes: How To Bypass Biometrics The Cheap And Dirty Way With 
Google Images 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/thomasbrewster/2015/03/05/clone-putins-eyes-using-google-
images/  
 
U.S. Department of Defense Hacking Suspect Arrested in U.K. 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-03-06/u-s-department-of-defense-hacking-
suspect-arrested-in-u-k-  
 
Hacked insurer Anthem refuses security check from federal watchdog 
http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/234850-anthem-denies-regular-federal-inspection-
following-breach  
 
Time for all Windows users to FREAK out over encryption bug 
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2893370/time-for-all-windows-users-to-freak-out-over-
encryption-bug.html  

Mandarin Oriental Confirms Data Breach at U.S., European Hotels 
http://threatpost.com/mandarin-oriental-confirms-data-breach-at-u-s-european-
hotels/111453#sthash.3cIpl3WU.dpuf 
 
Efforts To Team Up And Fight Off Hackers Intensify 
http://www.darkreading.com/analytics/efforts-to-team-up-and-fight-off-hackers-intensify/d/d-
id/1319368?  
 
New Model Uses 'Malicious Language Of The Internet' To Find Threats Fast 
http://www.darkreading.com/new-model-uses-malicious-language-of-the-internet-to-find-threats-
fast/d/d-id/1319361? 
 
Clinton Ran Homebrew Computer System for Official Emails 
http://www.forensicmag.com/news/2015/03/clinton-ran-homebrew-computer-system-official-
emails 

Domain keywords used to spot phishing sites 
http://www.networkworld.com/article/2893641/security0/domain-keywords-used-to-spot-
phishing-sites.html 

How Hackers Could Use A Nest Thermostat As An Entry Point Into Your Home 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/aarontilley/2015/03/06/nest-thermostat-hack-home-network/  
 
Alternative Cyber Info-Sharing Bill Circulates 
http://www.govinfosecurity.com/alternative-cyber-info-sharing-bill-circulates-a-7986  
 
CIA Creates Digital Innovation Directorate 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001FN9riIot825vSiUb6rqsb8Abgb512fK5kIVTh3_f_3yFzpKRXiJiQRbIZLDIOceCLCu_ge22vxOJqW66r2G3eTeKpouUvWm8FaRy5Rlc9olgXW3FHGjf4rgLzZBnDyGxYmQxt6Pdivmvy7hpkfW_67NKTV1vjtNS9pPNUUAg90-CLmJK0HTLKZo-yB_JzXhecykoSPEh1tftnGSiwCAyaNlmOos4c2IHuzi7bl4D6uMaGWReVe9s2mlZApQy4jh8E40lNCL1afAjUuFESV2lLQ==&c=jXzMDND2Av4yJmaMMcSibcQ2iaYKt4dcKh8OeRH3_m32g5A2OZsY5A==&ch=zru9qdc6lk18J9CmInHlOA30LmbdZ92zDi8svZuN-a_XRq92dXdalQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001FN9riIot825vSiUb6rqsb8Abgb512fK5kIVTh3_f_3yFzpKRXiJiQRbIZLDIOceCLCu_ge22vxOJqW66r2G3eTeKpouUvWm8FaRy5Rlc9olgXW3FHGjf4rgLzZBnDyGxYmQxt6Pdivmvy7hpkfW_67NKTV1vjtNS9pPNUUAg90-CLmJK0HTLKZo-yB_JzXhecykoSPEh1tftnGSiwCAyaNlmOos4c2IHuzi7bl4D6uMaGWReVe9s2mlZApQy4jh8E40lNCL1afAjUuFESV2lLQ==&c=jXzMDND2Av4yJmaMMcSibcQ2iaYKt4dcKh8OeRH3_m32g5A2OZsY5A==&ch=zru9qdc6lk18J9CmInHlOA30LmbdZ92zDi8svZuN-a_XRq92dXdalQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001FN9riIot825vSiUb6rqsb8Abgb512fK5kIVTh3_f_3yFzpKRXiJiQRbIZLDIOceCPEiNhP9wq_ALfOLAhXeeaq3uvear8ba61qsZL_LTVH_yQgLcA8mHqtF8ct56JMzMSjqisRpD8DCizKQXXdmgn_fzT2WV7gDJESviqQOdASJPgO9cNSdHzZSUhwDgcZnNgZZ6W7cTQWRuU6o38Vep5WS0Jf9q9yxnHJXwaz3lVc0XoyEg-zHCVPKnMC3XuMq20l47_Nk7MTnPpW84hlBd3axDw3NQNJvb6IDcKaqS0CM=&c=jXzMDND2Av4yJmaMMcSibcQ2iaYKt4dcKh8OeRH3_m32g5A2OZsY5A==&ch=zru9qdc6lk18J9CmInHlOA30LmbdZ92zDi8svZuN-a_XRq92dXdalQ==
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001FN9riIot825vSiUb6rqsb8Abgb512fK5kIVTh3_f_3yFzpKRXiJiQRbIZLDIOceCyqZJVL7fJMygVcMxA9aqHxulpeetwPd9Pj7_d5sPlqmSKeL2US5071IOK1Q8TUaRZTtke3e3vkTztIqZFqbUHiMUIFD9QnqeXObNt9_vrup7Um4NHeMebeRLqT2KDBRckUETbRtP0C_xc1B_9fqyjbSmTnuf95piYl5H5kcFa0ur28f_nIAXknvew5f98GWwSuAeRdn7S69bHp96xUMndzQusTul0h4d&c=jXzMDND2Av4yJmaMMcSibcQ2iaYKt4dcKh8OeRH3_m32g5A2OZsY5A==&ch=zru9qdc6lk18J9CmInHlOA30LmbdZ92zDi8svZuN-a_XRq92dXdalQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001FN9riIot825vSiUb6rqsb8Abgb512fK5kIVTh3_f_3yFzpKRXiJiQRbIZLDIOceCyqZJVL7fJMygVcMxA9aqHxulpeetwPd9Pj7_d5sPlqmSKeL2US5071IOK1Q8TUaRZTtke3e3vkTztIqZFqbUHiMUIFD9QnqeXObNt9_vrup7Um4NHeMebeRLqT2KDBRckUETbRtP0C_xc1B_9fqyjbSmTnuf95piYl5H5kcFa0ur28f_nIAXknvew5f98GWwSuAeRdn7S69bHp96xUMndzQusTul0h4d&c=jXzMDND2Av4yJmaMMcSibcQ2iaYKt4dcKh8OeRH3_m32g5A2OZsY5A==&ch=zru9qdc6lk18J9CmInHlOA30LmbdZ92zDi8svZuN-a_XRq92dXdalQ==
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WZoLpeMiI9CtLdWJ-GuReDeSzjwW9LFJh3HFlnOhSViArN6_KjUuf9Nu7D4WR9Ohn4DJEeHVZD77zBwmIGwADJ6r_OMbWTIupOblPvJIp7jvSHNHXfIPX5iOrvU3owIRf7WicSn3cQnQ0RZ2-8868doSkjBz0oLUpM3h7W0KhUeJAIolTKVxl44ecPIOorFdEUZ-XZ4PrlfpVoedlXh8VLyYT0-CGCRmAA-GQv8FuY5m7zSaQyMgmA==&c=SGPqkSEwOOSR5hXfUSkcQCEFWfB8zinnXQuKtfRaH-clTBRfz9m3jw==&ch=rsOpOSvo3jI1SNVDEdVW3Oni2y0SJgf_tRaQzsLsZKVWGk_LQHXzSA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WZoLpeMiI9CtLdWJ-GuReDeSzjwW9LFJh3HFlnOhSViArN6_KjUuf9Nu7D4WR9OhmHr6eSuMtoI3cauvldLYnkaHBT399I-xdkgsh1R_JwqdB_A06QYU8K3A_wBwY4XE4KxV2wOkr7KQNF8f3QHcvXJizi02aS5qFiBcrOAJUnugV2hXXedLsb6Pi9SHugD2JYR7nmfkwHvqIWGJ697Q9ZKkvKB_0BHU_jKaEMwOKNIV2YNdkU03sN6sh1aTrQ6u&c=SGPqkSEwOOSR5hXfUSkcQCEFWfB8zinnXQuKtfRaH-clTBRfz9m3jw==&ch=rsOpOSvo3jI1SNVDEdVW3Oni2y0SJgf_tRaQzsLsZKVWGk_LQHXzSA==
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Rowhammer Hardware Exploit Poses Threat to DRAM Memory in Many Laptops, PCs 
http://threatpost.com/rowhammer-hardware-exploit-poses-threat-to-dram-memory-in-many-
laptops-pcs/111532#sthash.HMWHS9uL.dpuf  

New Technique Complicates Mutex Malware Analysis 
http://threatpost.com/new-technique-complicates-mutex-malware-analysis/111517  
 
OTR.to - Secure 'Off-the-Record' p2p Encrypted Messaging Service 
http://thehackernews.com/2015/03/otr-secure-off-record-p2p-chat.html  
 
Researchers Get Trolled by Chinese, Pre-Malwartized Xiaomi Mi4 was Duplicate 
http://thehackernews.com/2015/03/xiaomi-mobile-security.html  
 
OVERNIGHT CYBERSECURITY: Cyber boom hits Wall Street 
http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/overnights/235118-overnight-cybersecurity-cyber-boom-
hits-wall-street  

 
Kik Adds Tools to Prevent Child Exploitation on Messaging App 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-03-10/kik-adds-tools-to-prevent-child-
exploitation-on-messaging-app  

Clinton: Private email had 'no breaches' 
http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/235229-clinton-private-email-had-no-breaches  
 
Wikipedia, others suing NSA over mass-surveillance program 
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2015/mar/10/wikipedia-suing-nsa-over-internet-spying/  
 
Lawsuit seeks damages against automakers and their hackable cars 
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2895057/lawsuit-seeks-damages-against-automakers-
and-their-hackable-cars.html  
 
Tool allows account hijacking on sites that use Facebook Login  
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2895035/tool-allows-account-hijacking-on-sites-that-use-
facebook-login.html  

Yahoo Patches Critical eCommerce, Small Business Vulnerabilities 
https://threatpost.com/yahoo-patches-critical-ecommerce-small-business-
vulnerabilities/111519#sthash.a8CVQnI5.dpuf 

Equation APT Group Attack Platform A Study in Stealth 
https://threatpost.com/equation-apt-group-attack-platform-a-study-in-
stealth/111550#sthash.LFEJi1Sn.dpuf 
 
Microsoft Patches Old Stuxnet Bug, FREAK Vulnerability 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WZoLpeMiI9CtLdWJ-GuReDeSzjwW9LFJh3HFlnOhSViArN6_KjUuf9Nu7D4WR9Ohnh8j4juWpuy4b9qYj6-FLo4qhZu5cpFT3YzaBMbKJceLTZeab1iqPh8Sl90pJRdfzvTsow4mMweXRIYGQUcjZeIW-C_J82jbauqlknYOS34tE3tW4NWzTDbG1jJYwJKmPyWhSD8WNYiak-syS8RsQDivw_YY3vOR_lWx251CpMLtcZxjYSka5IHSYoOhEN6sY9A_lfgJzMMpxwE1hJam6bs2sccT3qGprmFpRElmPFowE4XZNR3kKjF_r9_VJJlb&c=SGPqkSEwOOSR5hXfUSkcQCEFWfB8zinnXQuKtfRaH-clTBRfz9m3jw==&ch=rsOpOSvo3jI1SNVDEdVW3Oni2y0SJgf_tRaQzsLsZKVWGk_LQHXzSA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WZoLpeMiI9CtLdWJ-GuReDeSzjwW9LFJh3HFlnOhSViArN6_KjUuf9Nu7D4WR9Ohnh8j4juWpuy4b9qYj6-FLo4qhZu5cpFT3YzaBMbKJceLTZeab1iqPh8Sl90pJRdfzvTsow4mMweXRIYGQUcjZeIW-C_J82jbauqlknYOS34tE3tW4NWzTDbG1jJYwJKmPyWhSD8WNYiak-syS8RsQDivw_YY3vOR_lWx251CpMLtcZxjYSka5IHSYoOhEN6sY9A_lfgJzMMpxwE1hJam6bs2sccT3qGprmFpRElmPFowE4XZNR3kKjF_r9_VJJlb&c=SGPqkSEwOOSR5hXfUSkcQCEFWfB8zinnXQuKtfRaH-clTBRfz9m3jw==&ch=rsOpOSvo3jI1SNVDEdVW3Oni2y0SJgf_tRaQzsLsZKVWGk_LQHXzSA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WZoLpeMiI9CtLdWJ-GuReDeSzjwW9LFJh3HFlnOhSViArN6_KjUuf9Nu7D4WR9Oh0FO9T_yZcxstdZqYznPAvraigxzIgdt5Og_qhW72meY-l2LXiIHGNt8Wh7lYSqV6blW1rYB6nme4cb7M5yrWu-21eRwQN8RW5utXTYDNgLJTg1tm_2Y0BnsF71ewhoMx_NDXIvynrJgZ416eCCVk8fJkSTosXpvyd9CDL2nVPsd4z826zYKcSw==&c=SGPqkSEwOOSR5hXfUSkcQCEFWfB8zinnXQuKtfRaH-clTBRfz9m3jw==&ch=rsOpOSvo3jI1SNVDEdVW3Oni2y0SJgf_tRaQzsLsZKVWGk_LQHXzSA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WZoLpeMiI9CtLdWJ-GuReDeSzjwW9LFJh3HFlnOhSViArN6_KjUuf9Nu7D4WR9OhZ-cTQjSqBX-WhwQ-GI7HF17p7KlyEgiyFzN4WQZ0IxhDbYRSk-PnUGNwAiervuB1ooM_31wocCKNNp5jqCQeHi2-l6pn997s6jtWW0CoZR9UA_nhvUPAkG2rx4-JtF1zdbzGVrmE1HeiqFDnGE9d_QxRFek5EMMnIjmfRr35X5xAIQR-bdIpfw==&c=SGPqkSEwOOSR5hXfUSkcQCEFWfB8zinnXQuKtfRaH-clTBRfz9m3jw==&ch=rsOpOSvo3jI1SNVDEdVW3Oni2y0SJgf_tRaQzsLsZKVWGk_LQHXzSA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WZoLpeMiI9CtLdWJ-GuReDeSzjwW9LFJh3HFlnOhSViArN6_KjUuf9Nu7D4WR9OhPzWhThW2xGgGncOXCwdxd1rGMSJ6bPdti4EOR9RKTizn_D-5f4ftMDShYcVAK8i6fEGoJi-fGkDluDnTKaRF-51kAefpLRYWAArO3denfUfpd6CuTUKxPZf5b9hoHJ8hVzV6CPbZwlmmpwXIU08scsyLjHdo_thnDO4A1ntO0Oo=&c=SGPqkSEwOOSR5hXfUSkcQCEFWfB8zinnXQuKtfRaH-clTBRfz9m3jw==&ch=rsOpOSvo3jI1SNVDEdVW3Oni2y0SJgf_tRaQzsLsZKVWGk_LQHXzSA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WZoLpeMiI9CtLdWJ-GuReDeSzjwW9LFJh3HFlnOhSViArN6_KjUuf9Nu7D4WR9Oh4xbKf8BWBHmzqCDWIDiIXTp4wrC9B3SFee6Y8d9BtJYHY4dAMFnDFWC-aaA3bJeZJKnr6qga6uabg7alDxJrcZAbnyKsE9Psk_mv_UJc73R-MjRHl-WVWTMf7SMmJVC6r1uuY0KNBvSu7Z5GbOKJOH7Pc11qLMv8Q6684BijhdF5YLACFUfq2HWPTRZGtrEnV-TY7ltSKdOvuMaWqdhgZmnTZ3-h6NpItYNhPWPBNEk=&c=SGPqkSEwOOSR5hXfUSkcQCEFWfB8zinnXQuKtfRaH-clTBRfz9m3jw==&ch=rsOpOSvo3jI1SNVDEdVW3Oni2y0SJgf_tRaQzsLsZKVWGk_LQHXzSA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WZoLpeMiI9CtLdWJ-GuReDeSzjwW9LFJh3HFlnOhSViArN6_KjUuf9Nu7D4WR9Oh4xbKf8BWBHmzqCDWIDiIXTp4wrC9B3SFee6Y8d9BtJYHY4dAMFnDFWC-aaA3bJeZJKnr6qga6uabg7alDxJrcZAbnyKsE9Psk_mv_UJc73R-MjRHl-WVWTMf7SMmJVC6r1uuY0KNBvSu7Z5GbOKJOH7Pc11qLMv8Q6684BijhdF5YLACFUfq2HWPTRZGtrEnV-TY7ltSKdOvuMaWqdhgZmnTZ3-h6NpItYNhPWPBNEk=&c=SGPqkSEwOOSR5hXfUSkcQCEFWfB8zinnXQuKtfRaH-clTBRfz9m3jw==&ch=rsOpOSvo3jI1SNVDEdVW3Oni2y0SJgf_tRaQzsLsZKVWGk_LQHXzSA==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013NtinvU8l89eeUZxU6UsvY_qYXwjozI9TLW6PDbz80Rhkq79hJkZXIH0RUQxitF2-ZDamXHqqhB2xW-MiG2vo3cJK9Sz3y2QLxsVsJLvzOKB2pMSDL9nL_Ocfew24BK72QpJFQzlwBrFXzLir30N0hAsQ6wjoeNN3TUxaOTK4TRSAGMmDJ2ez4VKBxM4AO56mGwbyOKpJHAxnKJb0-GACXD9b2sCck0LFaXBdks-Ta8WM66--w4hB4qA3-DFkEAn6vjqNipeP7v2kMxeohTSbXWCUFMk19KTnFEpmBIpklQ=&c=piq4hD3Q1kTaYNC615MZLzEkahDqny65X32JN9SzWdYp6FxOHUTgwg==&ch=cuoSWQF9idvSGgeagIoSFa1dj4LL8nBLIxYKAnk6hVPXNGWRgf2u-Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013NtinvU8l89eeUZxU6UsvY_qYXwjozI9TLW6PDbz80Rhkq79hJkZXIH0RUQxitF2-ZDamXHqqhB2xW-MiG2vo3cJK9Sz3y2QLxsVsJLvzOKB2pMSDL9nL_Ocfew24BK72QpJFQzlwBrFXzLir30N0hAsQ6wjoeNN3TUxaOTK4TRSAGMmDJ2ez4VKBxM4AO56mGwbyOKpJHAxnKJb0-GACXD9b2sCck0LFaXBdks-Ta8WM66--w4hB4qA3-DFkEAn6vjqNipeP7v2kMxeohTSbXWCUFMk19KTnFEpmBIpklQ=&c=piq4hD3Q1kTaYNC615MZLzEkahDqny65X32JN9SzWdYp6FxOHUTgwg==&ch=cuoSWQF9idvSGgeagIoSFa1dj4LL8nBLIxYKAnk6hVPXNGWRgf2u-Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013NtinvU8l89eeUZxU6UsvY_qYXwjozI9TLW6PDbz80Rhkq79hJkZXIH0RUQxitF2yHnGgaYAuRhFqKeMuPrOhgDl4mGNfojrenW4xGN_V93ddaKaysNSWILZ1f2mZ_bIH2r6PdKJqUmohms0-Y1bKBXozLJOs_xvKMKAWWp8qn6QgU9WwJuuBg1ZTuMU-SpqtSwDx2-FjxF_51GdGp0Amu_rU9kCcK84XHdl8k4iVm-QQHPBJlzPm_eJ3qN7gN0AYOZkJMtHaXc=&c=piq4hD3Q1kTaYNC615MZLzEkahDqny65X32JN9SzWdYp6FxOHUTgwg==&ch=cuoSWQF9idvSGgeagIoSFa1dj4LL8nBLIxYKAnk6hVPXNGWRgf2u-Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013NtinvU8l89eeUZxU6UsvY_qYXwjozI9TLW6PDbz80Rhkq79hJkZXIH0RUQxitF2LuCDmAsIe8prkau7iHumoKFTC3uHKbTi8LClA7QQgRReCwldgOwbUsn3qP7KADwLmOvrIarQI5kiPpSu4uexhK15yiP3Fya6wI-GaeP_XmextDcPnPGX6SZ_JUBLp92e9_dyLv1VT9cWGWxTOexczOx7F95UjwEBeuD2ZY_ke2nhym1WDor2zUsinVYUUiPZoRQPGcDs992ySc8v6Fwluw==&c=piq4hD3Q1kTaYNC615MZLzEkahDqny65X32JN9SzWdYp6FxOHUTgwg==&ch=cuoSWQF9idvSGgeagIoSFa1dj4LL8nBLIxYKAnk6hVPXNGWRgf2u-Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013NtinvU8l89eeUZxU6UsvY_qYXwjozI9TLW6PDbz80Rhkq79hJkZXIH0RUQxitF25e4E057Ij7fDRm8Rv4pxM89YFVQGP2oYK841_JAk9HEiBxDiYmcPGDq9iwAUFivvmxSeQGv54KjYQOJVlOlJNofb3Q3S5C4tcwo4ZjaVfC-m4SFVSgNqgfUxZ4TPOXuGvruZwBNTdGltlCClbWJVEgSskTt2nL8c65Ea9AZxJQV7Ohbcb7aBo64k9dUIfN-werCSu1ju4bokN6zztrAvBRpbQ2onRbSgaP6y8xMflFdCTP-0_gHvPQ==&c=piq4hD3Q1kTaYNC615MZLzEkahDqny65X32JN9SzWdYp6FxOHUTgwg==&ch=cuoSWQF9idvSGgeagIoSFa1dj4LL8nBLIxYKAnk6hVPXNGWRgf2u-Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013NtinvU8l89eeUZxU6UsvY_qYXwjozI9TLW6PDbz80Rhkq79hJkZXIH0RUQxitF25e4E057Ij7fDRm8Rv4pxM89YFVQGP2oYK841_JAk9HEiBxDiYmcPGDq9iwAUFivvmxSeQGv54KjYQOJVlOlJNofb3Q3S5C4tcwo4ZjaVfC-m4SFVSgNqgfUxZ4TPOXuGvruZwBNTdGltlCClbWJVEgSskTt2nL8c65Ea9AZxJQV7Ohbcb7aBo64k9dUIfN-werCSu1ju4bokN6zztrAvBRpbQ2onRbSgaP6y8xMflFdCTP-0_gHvPQ==&c=piq4hD3Q1kTaYNC615MZLzEkahDqny65X32JN9SzWdYp6FxOHUTgwg==&ch=cuoSWQF9idvSGgeagIoSFa1dj4LL8nBLIxYKAnk6hVPXNGWRgf2u-Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013NtinvU8l89eeUZxU6UsvY_qYXwjozI9TLW6PDbz80Rhkq79hJkZXIH0RUQxitF2t62liquUhuZ0Xu-9es15_0kFCQ1DHgI0yumTEEFVjK4zdvarzv1sK_3AZoLRjRJ-NHyJz8AYpc3e9ZvLZXXB7KKaYUx0VQI2MuHBKfQueyB2rucWUbAOGS-oZBxbe1nmQYKXZgMeGy7HK-r2K-8bSMGoLKppq7blf8suZ47Cala76aiCKN8JEsNgMVQIxD5965-NytGYEAG1NtI7U_6Az17bxPWrJ1CHIVCwHxtIh64=&c=piq4hD3Q1kTaYNC615MZLzEkahDqny65X32JN9SzWdYp6FxOHUTgwg==&ch=cuoSWQF9idvSGgeagIoSFa1dj4LL8nBLIxYKAnk6hVPXNGWRgf2u-Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013NtinvU8l89eeUZxU6UsvY_qYXwjozI9TLW6PDbz80Rhkq79hJkZXIH0RUQxitF2t62liquUhuZ0Xu-9es15_0kFCQ1DHgI0yumTEEFVjK4zdvarzv1sK_3AZoLRjRJ-NHyJz8AYpc3e9ZvLZXXB7KKaYUx0VQI2MuHBKfQueyB2rucWUbAOGS-oZBxbe1nmQYKXZgMeGy7HK-r2K-8bSMGoLKppq7blf8suZ47Cala76aiCKN8JEsNgMVQIxD5965-NytGYEAG1NtI7U_6Az17bxPWrJ1CHIVCwHxtIh64=&c=piq4hD3Q1kTaYNC615MZLzEkahDqny65X32JN9SzWdYp6FxOHUTgwg==&ch=cuoSWQF9idvSGgeagIoSFa1dj4LL8nBLIxYKAnk6hVPXNGWRgf2u-Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013NtinvU8l89eeUZxU6UsvY_qYXwjozI9TLW6PDbz80Rhkq79hJkZXIH0RUQxitF2Npffh-F5qLWVO2W4eQOqah2WXenc5V0jvsbFRpcB8uhxlARcF5rScJPHHSYLfPPKDo9boOzRVV8XGvYiJcpVjgQOqt9wVphLz4Y8hvikrEDpc_0t5w8wIO5UGIhJol6fI_O--pOFA0bWJFbfnXl62iy5-IjI_a90PTCbGqUJsEhdeRWERdmN1jZbl4LjV4kugs7lw9NcuOhaYOM0FzYZrpyxjgma20uv7IpoR6Ai7tA=&c=piq4hD3Q1kTaYNC615MZLzEkahDqny65X32JN9SzWdYp6FxOHUTgwg==&ch=cuoSWQF9idvSGgeagIoSFa1dj4LL8nBLIxYKAnk6hVPXNGWRgf2u-Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013NtinvU8l89eeUZxU6UsvY_qYXwjozI9TLW6PDbz80Rhkq79hJkZXIH0RUQxitF2Npffh-F5qLWVO2W4eQOqah2WXenc5V0jvsbFRpcB8uhxlARcF5rScJPHHSYLfPPKDo9boOzRVV8XGvYiJcpVjgQOqt9wVphLz4Y8hvikrEDpc_0t5w8wIO5UGIhJol6fI_O--pOFA0bWJFbfnXl62iy5-IjI_a90PTCbGqUJsEhdeRWERdmN1jZbl4LjV4kugs7lw9NcuOhaYOM0FzYZrpyxjgma20uv7IpoR6Ai7tA=&c=piq4hD3Q1kTaYNC615MZLzEkahDqny65X32JN9SzWdYp6FxOHUTgwg==&ch=cuoSWQF9idvSGgeagIoSFa1dj4LL8nBLIxYKAnk6hVPXNGWRgf2u-Q==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0013NtinvU8l89eeUZxU6UsvY_qYXwjozI9TLW6PDbz80Rhkq79hJkZXIH0RUQxitF23YORYmT3yeGchBpn7VD_ZK9HuQQbAFz_1U1nKrrWrYLH6NRoLmt7jks1Zp_Xm161b-p0Wsgl3qfQaOoIOYk4yu_QIQzOON2lwGTyy4pOAzpTaVVMOzbAdRdFKwwU0nEzFosaT0RW-vbeQpnzWyehslXrmbXkhdRIc0on5LFqpThkx1Xqpdzj_ZDuJhBx60Vnl139oDSgdAOlpbbo90iToZUTKxzA-6M9&c=piq4hD3Q1kTaYNC615MZLzEkahDqny65X32JN9SzWdYp6FxOHUTgwg==&ch=cuoSWQF9idvSGgeagIoSFa1dj4LL8nBLIxYKAnk6hVPXNGWRgf2u-Q==
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https://threatpost.com/microsoft-patches-old-stuxnet-bug-freak-vulnerability/111565  
 
Patched Windows Machines Exposed To Stuxnet LNK Flaw All Along 
https://threatpost.com/patched-windows-machines-exposed-to-stuxnet-lnk-flaw-all-along/111558 
 
Cloudflare Aims To Defeat Massive DDOS Attacks With Virtual DNS 
https://threatpost.com/cloudflare-aims-to-defeat-massive-ddos-attacks-with-virtual-dns/111555  
 
OpenSSL Security Audit Ready To Start 
https://threatpost.com/openssl-security-audit-ready-to-start/111538  
 
Point-of-Sale Device Manufacturer Investigating Card Breach At Soup Franchise 

http://www.darkreading.com/point-of-sale-device-manufacturer-investigating-card-breach-at-
soup-franchise/d/d-id/1319408?  
 
Cyber Risk May Take a Bite Out of Apple Watch  
http://www.forensicmag.com/news/2015/03/cyber-risk-may-take-bite-out-apple-watch 

Accused Russian Hacker on Tropical Holiday Nabbed by U.S. Agents 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-03-11/accused-russian-hacker-on-tropical-
holiday-nabbed-by-u-s-agents  
 
Global Cyber Surveillance May Help Prevent Lone Wolf Attacks 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-03-11/cyber-tech-can-prevent-lone-wolf-attacks-
israeli-experts-say  
 
Prepare for damaging cyberattack, FBI agent warns 
http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/235394-prepare-for-damaging-cyberattack-fbi-agent-
warns  
 
Senate Intel panel to mark up cyber bill 

http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/235357-intel-panel-to-mark-up-cyber-bill  
 
Experts believe Clinton emails could be recovered 
http://thehill.com/policy/technology/235407-experts-believe-clinton-emails-could-be-recovered  
 
Google researchers hack computers using DRAM electrical leaks 
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2895898/google-researchers-hack-computers-using-
dram-electrical-leaks.html  
 
Was Clinton Server Exposed to Hacks? 
http://www.govinfosecurity.com/interviews/was-clinton-server-exposed-to-hacks-i-2602  
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Equation APT Group Attack Platform A Study in Stealth 
https://threatpost.com/equation-apt-group-attack-platform-a-study-in-stealth/111550  
 
Details Surface on Stuxnet Patch Bypass 
https://threatpost.com/details-surface-on-stuxnet-patch-bypass/111579  

 
Senate Panel Advances Anti-Hacking Bill Amid Privacy Gaps 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-03-12/senate-panel-advances-anti-hacking-bill-
amid-privacy-objections  
 
Wyden blasts cyber threat-sharing bill 
http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/235563-wyden-blasts-cyber-threat-sharing-bill  
 
Google error leaks website owners' personal info 
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2896225/google-error-leaks-website-owners-personal-
info.html  

Google Apps 'Defect' Leaks Private WHOIS Data Of 280,000 
https://threatpost.com/google-apps-defect-leaks-private-whois-data-of-
280000/111624#sthash.4D6KfSc1.dpuf  
 
Senate panel secretly approves cyberthreat-sharing bill 
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2896320/senate-panel-secretly-approves-cyberthreat-
sharing-bill.html  
 
Privacy fears over 'smart' Barbie that can listen to your kids 
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/mar/13/smart-barbie-that-can-listen-to-your-kids-
privacy-fears-mattel  

CryptoLocker Variant Coming After Gamers 
https://threatpost.com/cryptolocker-variant-coming-after-gamers/111611  
 
Adobe Flash Player Update Patches 11 Critical Vulnerabilities 
http://thehackernews.com/2015/03/adobe-flash-player-update.html  
 
This 'Killer USB' can make your Computer explode 
http://thehackernews.com/2015/03/killer-usb-explode-computer.html  
 
Software Spots Online Child Sex Abuse 
http://www.forensicmag.com/topics/digital-forensics  
 
Politics Intrude as Cybersecurity Firms Hunt Foreign Spies 
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http://www.forensicmag.com/news/2015/03/politics-intrude-cybersecurity-firms-hunt-foreign-
spies 

Another Reason To Upgrade To Latest iOS - A $300 Device Can Pop Open Old iPhone 
PIN Locks 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/thomasbrewster/2015/03/16/300-device-can-pop-open-old-iphones-
with-ease/  
 
BlackBerry Uses IBM Software to Make Samsung Tablets Spy-Proof 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-03-14/blackberry-uses-ibm-software-to-make-
samsung-tablets-spy-proof-i796gj1e  
 
Feds search for ways to impede 'cyber bazaar' 
http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/235726-feds-search-for-ways-to-impede-cyber-bazaar  
 
Yahoo puts email encryption plugin source code up for review 
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2896780/yahoo-puts-email-encryption-plugin-source-
code-up-for-review.html  
 
'Google VPN' in-built Hidden Service spotted in Android 5.1 
http://thehackernews.com/2015/03/google-vpn-connectivity-services.html  
 
US at Odds With Google on Computer Search-Warrant Proposal 
http://www.forensicmag.com/news/2015/03/us-odds-google-computer-search-warrant-proposal  
 
MIT launches three-pronged effort to thwart cyber attacks 
http://www.networkworld.com/article/2896324/security0/mit-launches-three-pronged-effort-to-
thwart-cyber-attacks.html  
 
Grissom High 'CyberSloths' take 1st place in national cyber security finals 
http://www.al.com/news/huntsville/index.ssf/2015/03/grissom_high_cybersloths_take.html  
 
Piecing Together Digital Evidence In Boston Marathon Bombing Trial 
http://radioboston.wbur.org/2015/03/13/digital-forensics  
 
Gamers beware! - Malware attacks "save files" 
http://newsfirst.lk/english/2015/03/hardcore-gamers-at-risk-malicious-software-demands-
ransoms/83732 

FBI request to expand hacking power advances 
http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/235910-fbis-hacking-request-gets-initial-approval  
 
North Korea accused of cyberattack on nuclear power operator 
http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/235906-north-korea-accused-of-cyberattack-on-nuclear-
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power-operator  
 
Researchers find same RSA encryption key used 28,000 times 
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2897718/researchers-find-same-rsa-encryption-key-used-
28000-times.html 
 
Breach Bill: Adverse Impact on Privacy? 
http://www.govinfosecurity.com/blogs/breach-bill-adverse-impact-on-privacy-p-1829  
 
Tired of forgetting your password? Yahoo says you don't need one any more 
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/mar/16/yahoo-passwords-sxsw-encryption-tools-
google  

Stealthy, Persistent DLL Hijacking Works Against OS X  
https://threatpost.com/stealthy-persistent-dll-hijacking-works-against-os-
x/111661#sthash.H7fiibow.dpuf  
 
Yahoo pays $24,000 to Hacker for finding Security Vulnerabilities 
http://thehackernews.com/2015/03/yahoo-bug-bounty.html  

Breach Best Practices: It's Time for Incident Response to Grow Up 
http://www.forensicmag.com/blogs/2015/03/breach-best-practices-its-time-incident-response-
grow  
 
DOJ Trying to Assure Court Authority to Shut Down Botnets 
http://www.forensicmag.com/blogs/2015/03/doj-trying-assure-court-authority-shut-down-botnets 

Microsoft Joins Rush To Kill The Password, Adds Biometric Authentication In Windows 10 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/aarontilley/2015/03/17/microsoft-windows-10-biometric/  
 
Ex-NSA Researcher Finds Sneaky Way Past Apple Mac's Gatekeeper 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/thomasbrewster/2015/03/17/apple-mac-gatekeeper-bypass-
exacerbated-by-unencrypted-av-downloads/ 
 
Senate Intel panel releases final cyber bill text 
http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/236039-senate-intel-panel-releases-final-cyber-bill-text  
 
Second health insurer reports data breach 
http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/235979-second-major-health-insurer-breached  
 
Premera, Anthem data breaches linked by similar hacking tactics 
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2898419/data-breach/premera-anthem-data-breaches-
linked-by-similar-hacking-tactics.html  
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001o1H1V5kV_fGIvgKjVOlOqDzA8nrb3Y688_n668osEaaHTQDlaUdBd4vhrOahdRQNDsmOq4dDvLBQm2Pkq5IbYhYRFElfGL2CrioiRb1iRMqMZuavyzaCL5Li8B5SRgfTaMzm6CUHDqq5HER5RbL-U5oEZJGDLvMmyn4gCuCLrcy-V9UZVhLE_70Rj4-TZt77BcYoKaPZZqhT9tjKhuKEvG2-4IhG0a4FRp9tVGGZhzeLOR3Y5e__fpIbFCxLNq1Cb1aOGGBJU8yA9BD-pcDS0A==&c=9QLho_yuK3jfRdDQHyzERnk9oUU8LeuaH95BtKuWaOSsbzDZPVYBQw==&ch=PTwPisuz_fqFgI5QT11kAwulbs7Kti9M0EoqsRCUSFk7LEE9lF93oQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001o1H1V5kV_fGIvgKjVOlOqDzA8nrb3Y688_n668osEaaHTQDlaUdBd4vhrOahdRQNlQV-j4RgjjEdO04yikeCRlp26hTtcOF7igxz_uT1r5RJmAyvnPgT6pTJFP38LfyNTmD9rJZGbVLjNFbPOuLvf4DLA9RP4hF9C-jBQRgvITUGI5WRGj48EeP2dZQF__2do-pkakh8sLJMQa7S6iyGd-CxapnO06dQh3AOfPXQzTKctfe5qczUTegmIIqA1bk8XT8RUFNsq9U=&c=9QLho_yuK3jfRdDQHyzERnk9oUU8LeuaH95BtKuWaOSsbzDZPVYBQw==&ch=PTwPisuz_fqFgI5QT11kAwulbs7Kti9M0EoqsRCUSFk7LEE9lF93oQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001o1H1V5kV_fGIvgKjVOlOqDzA8nrb3Y688_n668osEaaHTQDlaUdBd4vhrOahdRQNfJWlm833RWvG8AReIzrmedddXBeShgGzbJz2eZtp2ikO1MCKGKBPM4Am5lDZXHRUSo8b6SHdPGTlEW_WzAZbkTcCgYjgTj3if9XErIVgdh0CuYsUax8GYADrbNmUvJSD74KipIsSY9HfI4YoyzpPSZ-zrgRDKbu61nreLvEEe7Bx6RH-fkH3_RCdARBOh8PGJYtAUJRIia3mF4Lu4dtapteGDjakHEpfuSD4kjT98e1tQ4KAA1sQgFAoMd2updLV&c=9QLho_yuK3jfRdDQHyzERnk9oUU8LeuaH95BtKuWaOSsbzDZPVYBQw==&ch=PTwPisuz_fqFgI5QT11kAwulbs7Kti9M0EoqsRCUSFk7LEE9lF93oQ==
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McCaul to Unveil Threat Info-Sharing Bill 
http://www.govinfosecurity.com/mccaul-to-unveil-threat-info-sharing-bill-a-8022  
 
North Korea web outage response to Sony hack, lawmaker says 
http://www.stripes.com/news/pacific/north-korea-web-outage-response-to-sony-hack-lawmaker-
says-1.335165  

Microsoft Warns Fraudulent Certificate Could Lead to MiTM Attacks 
https://threatpost.com/microsoft-warns-fraudulent-certificate-could-lead-to-mitm-
attacks/111670#sthash.D3myKIPd.dpuf 
 
How to perform Forensic Analysis using Log Data 
http://thehackernews.com/2015/03/network-forensic-analysis.html  
 
Deanonymizing Tor Users With Raptor Attacks 
http://www.forensicmag.com/news/2015/03/deanonymizing-tor-users-raptor-attacks  
 

'Voodoo' Hackers: Stealing Secrets From Snowden's Favorite OS Is Easier Than You'd Think 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/thomasbrewster/2015/03/18/hacking-tails-with-rootkits/ 
 

Victims of Target breach eligible for $10K payout 
http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/236244-target-to-settle-data-breach-for-10-million  
 
FFIEC to Prepare New Cyber-Risk Policy 
http://www.govinfosecurity.com/ffiec-to-prepare-new-cyber-risk-policy-a-8030  

New BIOS Implant, Vulnerability Discovery Tool to Debut at CanSecWest 
https://threatpost.com/new-bios-implant-vulnerability-discovery-tool-to-debut-at-
cansecwest/111710#sthash.u8SPjP2T.dpuf 

The Bot Threat For the Rest of Us: Application-Layer Attacks 
http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/the-bot-threat-for-the-rest-of-us-application-layer-
attacks-/a/d-id/1319510?  
 
French Surveillance Bill Would Legalize Data Monitoring 
http://www.forensicmag.com/news/2015/03/french-surveillance-bill-would-legalize-data-
monitoring  
 
DeepCode Tool Detects Software Flaws Before Release 
http://www.forensicmag.com/blogs/2015/03/deepcode-tool-detects-software-flaws-release  
 
'Black Box' Brouhaha Breaks Out Over Brute Forcing iPhone PIN Lock 
http://www.forensicmag.com/blogs/2015/03/black-box-brouhaha-breaks-out-over-brute-forcing-

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001o1H1V5kV_fGIvgKjVOlOqDzA8nrb3Y688_n668osEaaHTQDlaUdBd4vhrOahdRQNPVPuCz4ikN0e5MlyAqfYvbabwd8Xl2KG23bxSg7i_M6Jj-UoW-XZvG5kTuhUSjwkSmZwgUrA36PJVvQv_FopbiRiTQTWoP70pTXI1_2uAkEqet5CfGSnAbKoCYt34jv0pLKfp9nNuQ8mWvN6yuB5aqjG122MmVLCIrLpJXhihUN9Q92HqZh1yg==&c=9QLho_yuK3jfRdDQHyzERnk9oUU8LeuaH95BtKuWaOSsbzDZPVYBQw==&ch=PTwPisuz_fqFgI5QT11kAwulbs7Kti9M0EoqsRCUSFk7LEE9lF93oQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001o1H1V5kV_fGIvgKjVOlOqDzA8nrb3Y688_n668osEaaHTQDlaUdBd4vhrOahdRQN1IiWhhCad6nIejc11boaW1kULLDjjcdfSpesxsFJaFZqUMLaw1S-NyDSZ48DEKz3ykRbxbbJVwRjUzIgyx9ivZGtK-w6ywnKHCidwgWX-k9gMivJBOSEG7OTqrjI86scnfUisS8VLqEP8ths9bfzgBAoePm4lel4qgzPLGSzAl2Vqb_qLpyVwWJlDPOvroNRJLO1TVaPqCnBI9zW-jewcdnGiT4SbFtt&c=9QLho_yuK3jfRdDQHyzERnk9oUU8LeuaH95BtKuWaOSsbzDZPVYBQw==&ch=PTwPisuz_fqFgI5QT11kAwulbs7Kti9M0EoqsRCUSFk7LEE9lF93oQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001o1H1V5kV_fGIvgKjVOlOqDzA8nrb3Y688_n668osEaaHTQDlaUdBd4vhrOahdRQN1IiWhhCad6nIejc11boaW1kULLDjjcdfSpesxsFJaFZqUMLaw1S-NyDSZ48DEKz3ykRbxbbJVwRjUzIgyx9ivZGtK-w6ywnKHCidwgWX-k9gMivJBOSEG7OTqrjI86scnfUisS8VLqEP8ths9bfzgBAoePm4lel4qgzPLGSzAl2Vqb_qLpyVwWJlDPOvroNRJLO1TVaPqCnBI9zW-jewcdnGiT4SbFtt&c=9QLho_yuK3jfRdDQHyzERnk9oUU8LeuaH95BtKuWaOSsbzDZPVYBQw==&ch=PTwPisuz_fqFgI5QT11kAwulbs7Kti9M0EoqsRCUSFk7LEE9lF93oQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001o1H1V5kV_fGIvgKjVOlOqDzA8nrb3Y688_n668osEaaHTQDlaUdBd4vhrOahdRQNXHQh8JZp-cEqt2hk6fT8-1LJhTF3QhwGWDirV2cYFWl_kiEVmNelMFpwFny8Nc2MGhyE37B__UkuIXWqIZih23KZiA5RVoSg4zD2VPGPFbERVIUzwAMg4AJLrxaafUh9ZLF0lsLAwlC15bKqLun_TytqbFAXRA3a5m-1zBFCeoK9_qDjqPn0FwC3cRG9DTk5tikTdtxIfg-QId93xlC8iA3wrs92n7IaKZTndS8woWc=&c=9QLho_yuK3jfRdDQHyzERnk9oUU8LeuaH95BtKuWaOSsbzDZPVYBQw==&ch=PTwPisuz_fqFgI5QT11kAwulbs7Kti9M0EoqsRCUSFk7LEE9lF93oQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001o1H1V5kV_fGIvgKjVOlOqDzA8nrb3Y688_n668osEaaHTQDlaUdBd4vhrOahdRQNXHQh8JZp-cEqt2hk6fT8-1LJhTF3QhwGWDirV2cYFWl_kiEVmNelMFpwFny8Nc2MGhyE37B__UkuIXWqIZih23KZiA5RVoSg4zD2VPGPFbERVIUzwAMg4AJLrxaafUh9ZLF0lsLAwlC15bKqLun_TytqbFAXRA3a5m-1zBFCeoK9_qDjqPn0FwC3cRG9DTk5tikTdtxIfg-QId93xlC8iA3wrs92n7IaKZTndS8woWc=&c=9QLho_yuK3jfRdDQHyzERnk9oUU8LeuaH95BtKuWaOSsbzDZPVYBQw==&ch=PTwPisuz_fqFgI5QT11kAwulbs7Kti9M0EoqsRCUSFk7LEE9lF93oQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001o1H1V5kV_fGIvgKjVOlOqDzA8nrb3Y688_n668osEaaHTQDlaUdBd4vhrOahdRQNqKZnA6bncytfRIIpr6o9Z8n3DcngyzoYpSDXWQTGuTFdVcRoItIVVTKSniXOb18X1LhRu1mUTommWJNymqlByJ_0hiu_uWOzIHBURrbWQ5Gr9zbK2y5B6zco0iIlf3hZ3Lm6Q-hx1YgtHfcFRdWTUtWlz7hnyBGrBq6i8F78cqc=&c=9QLho_yuK3jfRdDQHyzERnk9oUU8LeuaH95BtKuWaOSsbzDZPVYBQw==&ch=PTwPisuz_fqFgI5QT11kAwulbs7Kti9M0EoqsRCUSFk7LEE9lF93oQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001o1H1V5kV_fGIvgKjVOlOqDzA8nrb3Y688_n668osEaaHTQDlaUdBd4vhrOahdRQNdX3dJ57hSA_pdE0qQrNM5UMrfbCTEYvHwKwcitWjg7i_zv0JyDTSSbGptRIZ4G_cejAp_jBrl4SPBonkTAL-4xr-lr69ZeZ7RhieylmvIkuCv6IBtCtmdG24rcdN1jsjLwVRQMghg2IVEK9-71zW-WJ5A0rOwX3kHS_AMOJWaL3O93XucP7o5nF8YVKEOevG&c=9QLho_yuK3jfRdDQHyzERnk9oUU8LeuaH95BtKuWaOSsbzDZPVYBQw==&ch=PTwPisuz_fqFgI5QT11kAwulbs7Kti9M0EoqsRCUSFk7LEE9lF93oQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ssE4YTtGbXUWZNzVO_EdCdPYKlxh4RByNlgTgB_rqzIN3rCWEZgQgSOVICnv8YX2lcRTOSD6J9QtGx_nqb9ZcNQcAUWFYSFD56Zc5-Ku1f7DGxxz0zJe-qLRKOD1Ctu-2k57_qTNzv-IjoK6jh-tdpfi4twbdgiHqURcBMWEm70IORshnVNmxzwZLL9LbOjSK5-cB4kMAmpYD4MO4fr9kVMoMr6UcCNFyy4APEc-VZW-8xZTyNVWE7G_39ZJbAUKVlfo8vq6LyM=&c=RK3gsT6YcUgCEkVxGGvyYA9GjsXyxORcLOwX9HzQNLoX4pVNbj0-xA==&ch=aC-2GrKs3NlAdWcXiXFMF8YdWVIyG3-eV4iYSRCK4-soDOMCiECo3g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ssE4YTtGbXUWZNzVO_EdCdPYKlxh4RByNlgTgB_rqzIN3rCWEZgQgSOVICnv8YX2lcRTOSD6J9QtGx_nqb9ZcNQcAUWFYSFD56Zc5-Ku1f7DGxxz0zJe-qLRKOD1Ctu-2k57_qTNzv-IjoK6jh-tdpfi4twbdgiHqURcBMWEm70IORshnVNmxzwZLL9LbOjSK5-cB4kMAmpYD4MO4fr9kVMoMr6UcCNFyy4APEc-VZW-8xZTyNVWE7G_39ZJbAUKVlfo8vq6LyM=&c=RK3gsT6YcUgCEkVxGGvyYA9GjsXyxORcLOwX9HzQNLoX4pVNbj0-xA==&ch=aC-2GrKs3NlAdWcXiXFMF8YdWVIyG3-eV4iYSRCK4-soDOMCiECo3g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ssE4YTtGbXUWZNzVO_EdCdPYKlxh4RByNlgTgB_rqzIN3rCWEZgQgSOVICnv8YX2fUJ-k4PHUEKuQFwhNFxJ_FSd0ux7grCnAuCnTbHtStk1wl-hoTR9pAQRbOLZ9d0ZehTk4a-AJJLwoPYRYwmR_6KSFDSuWidq_6dyzxw8gqpRLvQ6xBPdh-nHaxYEHN4cdv_dCO3M2wQBMDechZQ68tMFtv2ln30prAO3ink-SaFRtdHMSEgND5CLIffpbPqQTID0ibimrmu1A5Xi-phA_A==&c=RK3gsT6YcUgCEkVxGGvyYA9GjsXyxORcLOwX9HzQNLoX4pVNbj0-xA==&ch=aC-2GrKs3NlAdWcXiXFMF8YdWVIyG3-eV4iYSRCK4-soDOMCiECo3g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ssE4YTtGbXUWZNzVO_EdCdPYKlxh4RByNlgTgB_rqzIN3rCWEZgQgSOVICnv8YX22am-uFlbEQM9BIb3VhQVywMHHRuWpCtyksCyjh1ov9eSQNWSteoVJwt2Z1m-xL-Ddz1AdCgGAs41GfskN48yXAwDAEOyIsN0n4RLaApfIBRAWMy2N8WZcAQsnYqhReTj4tMRPUbQGRT6RoDvlXDXYfLiArM_BTYcoREtVQD_Qdr1SmT9lnK4nQ==&c=RK3gsT6YcUgCEkVxGGvyYA9GjsXyxORcLOwX9HzQNLoX4pVNbj0-xA==&ch=aC-2GrKs3NlAdWcXiXFMF8YdWVIyG3-eV4iYSRCK4-soDOMCiECo3g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ssE4YTtGbXUWZNzVO_EdCdPYKlxh4RByNlgTgB_rqzIN3rCWEZgQgSOVICnv8YX26WyXZcDFI-wSTcNvb6BUO7x5QDudKX-Ac2iG0KsQllDAa09K_h4dSoFvnxk4YpRT4x5j6-eeP2UQRVxl4IdJ_vemdD21zyhf1k1UERltsebAeUphy6Dv3hJQ2z9DMCzAG4u8PPM0xsnsEtMs_ELtDCWiL_saJqTyY_h5pBGYrtrHXUaH2U-VDjT7Edo9xx8PIvjBnlvX7MhYH9ToCAUB6kPPftJVR5QRQrhwkNzCJnkYIsPPmmqUgg==&c=RK3gsT6YcUgCEkVxGGvyYA9GjsXyxORcLOwX9HzQNLoX4pVNbj0-xA==&ch=aC-2GrKs3NlAdWcXiXFMF8YdWVIyG3-eV4iYSRCK4-soDOMCiECo3g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ssE4YTtGbXUWZNzVO_EdCdPYKlxh4RByNlgTgB_rqzIN3rCWEZgQgSOVICnv8YX26WyXZcDFI-wSTcNvb6BUO7x5QDudKX-Ac2iG0KsQllDAa09K_h4dSoFvnxk4YpRT4x5j6-eeP2UQRVxl4IdJ_vemdD21zyhf1k1UERltsebAeUphy6Dv3hJQ2z9DMCzAG4u8PPM0xsnsEtMs_ELtDCWiL_saJqTyY_h5pBGYrtrHXUaH2U-VDjT7Edo9xx8PIvjBnlvX7MhYH9ToCAUB6kPPftJVR5QRQrhwkNzCJnkYIsPPmmqUgg==&c=RK3gsT6YcUgCEkVxGGvyYA9GjsXyxORcLOwX9HzQNLoX4pVNbj0-xA==&ch=aC-2GrKs3NlAdWcXiXFMF8YdWVIyG3-eV4iYSRCK4-soDOMCiECo3g==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ssE4YTtGbXUWZNzVO_EdCdPYKlxh4RByNlgTgB_rqzIN3rCWEZgQgSOVICnv8YX2gIyF7xVlK78AnoWsQuWpgQKk59bplVouzxRFHaNYspwZXKuvu0n_rVVLIf1ApFqQ9ub9uIXkwkEK0jY9bt1bquAezI2CtwIFJ9nEt1Qkfclg2PH9O9e95AwbKuq2Av4igfeZPRpBWzXoDYjS-VzoEyFI5jYDpFDQHfC82sX1lN7HxP39qi4yfkErX9BTCUvuqCtrNI1KnDzVEtfRVMHFaVNG80miMmTyOmQKH8njV576i-a0nyWoodcD8jhXzece&c=RK3gsT6YcUgCEkVxGGvyYA9GjsXyxORcLOwX9HzQNLoX4pVNbj0-xA==&ch=aC-2GrKs3NlAdWcXiXFMF8YdWVIyG3-eV4iYSRCK4-soDOMCiECo3g==
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iphone-pin-lock  
 
Mobile Device Search and Seizure in a Post-Riley World 
http://www.forensicmag.com/articles/2015/03/mobile-device-search-and-seizure-post-riley-world  
 
Mobile Phones are FREAKing Out 
http://www.forensicmag.com/news/2015/03/mobile-phones-are-freaking-out 

China Finally Admits It Has Army of Hackers 
http://thehackernews.com/2015/03/china-cyber-army.html  
 
The Company Securing Your Internet Has Close Ties to Russian Spies 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-03-19/cybersecurity-kaspersky-has-close-ties-to-
russian-spies  
 
Cyber Attacks Upend Attorney-Client Privilege 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-03-19/cyber-attacks-force-law-firms-to-improve-
data-security  
 
VA official 'perplexed' by lawmaker's claims of nation-state breach 
http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/236360-va-official-perplexed-by-lawmakers-breach-
allegations 
 
At least 700K routers given to customers by ISPs can be hacked 
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2899663/at-least-700k-routers-given-to-customers-by-
isps-can-be-hacked.html 
 
Chinese anti-censorship group Greatfire.org suffers massive hack 
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/mar/20/chinese-anti-censorship-group-greatfire-
org-suffers-massive-hack-google  
 
Drupal Patches Critical Password-Reset Vulnterability 
http://thehackernews.com/2015/03/hacking-drupal-website.html  
 
Bomber's Computer Contained Extremist Materials 
http://www.forensicmag.com/news/2015/03/bombers-computer-contained-extremist-materials 
 
US Offers First Bounty for Cyber Criminal 
http://www.forensicmag.com/news/2015/03/us-offers-first-bounty-cyber-criminal 
 
China Reveals Its Cyberwar Secrets 
http://www.forensicmag.com/news/2015/03/china-reveals-its-cyberwar-secrets 
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How to tell if you've been hacked 
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/mar/23/how-to-tell-if-youve-been-hacked  

CA Linked to Chinese Registrar Issued Unauthorized Google Certificates  
https://threatpost.com/ca-linked-to-chinese-registrar-issued-unauthorized-google-
certificates/111774  
 
Will POSeidon Preempt BlackPOS? 
http://www.darkreading.com/will-poseidon-preempt-blackpos/d/d-id/1319585?  
 
Adobe Flash Vulnerability Remains Exploitable Four Years After Patch 
http://freedomhacker.net/adobe-flash-vulnerability-exploitable-four-years-later-3838/  
 
How cyberattacks can be overlooked in America's most critical sectors 
http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Passcode/2015/0323/How-cyberattacks-can-be-overlooked-in-
America-s-most-critical-sectors  
 
Full, cracked version of NanoCore RAT leaked, onslaught of infection attempts expected 
http://net-security.org/malware_news.php?id=2995  
 
Malware Can Steal Data From Non-Networked Computers, Via Heat 
http://www.popsci.com/malware-can-steal-data-heat-new-hotness  
 
Sensitive data resides in the cloud 
http://net-security.org/secworld.php?id=18121  
 
Amazon's Twitch Site Hacked 
http://blogs.wsj.com/digits/2015/03/23/amazons-twitch-site-hacked/  
 
Ghosts reappear (deep) inside the machine: BIOS bootkits & UEFI exploits 
http://www.scmagazineuk.com/ghosts-reappear-deep-inside-the-machine-bios-bootkits-uefi-
exploits/article/404797/  
 

ISACA Lays Out Forensics for the Data Breach Era 
http://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/isaca-lays-out-forensics-for-the/  
 
Taking the Tech Track 
http://www.usnews.com/news/college-of-tomorrow/articles/2015/03/26/taking-the-tech-track  
 
State-backed cybercrime hits our screens 
http://www.theguardian.com/symantec-fujitsu-partner-zone/2015/mar/26/state-backed-
cybercrime-hits-our-screens  
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UK attacks on crypto keys and digital certificates endemic 
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/4500243119/UK-attacks-on-crypto-keys-and-digital-
certificates-endemic  
 
Lessons From The New Threat Environment From Sony, Anthem And ISIS 
http://techcrunch.com/2015/03/24/the-new-threat-environment/  
 
Multifunctional Vawtrak malware now updated via favicons 
http://net-security.org/malware_news.php?id=2997  
 
National Breach Notification Bill Advances 
http://www.govinfosecurity.com/national-breach-notification-bill-advances-a-8051  
 
SSL/TLS Suffers 'Bar Mitzvah Attack' 
http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/ssl-tls-suffers-bar-mitzvah-attack-/d/d-
id/1319633?  
 
NSA Doesn't Need to Spy on Your Calls to Learn Your Secrets 
http://www.wired.com/2015/03/data-and-goliath-nsa-metadata-spying-your-secrets/  
 
Hacking a car: Is it really that easy? (video) 
http://www.cnet.com/videos/car-tech-101-hacking-a-car-is-it-really-that-easy/ 

China Finally Admits It Has Army of Hackers 
http://thehackernews.com/2015/03/china-cyber-army.html  
 
The Company Securing Your Internet Has Close Ties to Russian Spies 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-03-19/cybersecurity-kaspersky-has-close-ties-to-
russian-spies  
 
Cyber Attacks Upend Attorney-Client Privilege 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-03-19/cyber-attacks-force-law-firms-to-improve-
data-security  
 
VA official 'perplexed' by lawmaker's claims of nation-state breach 
http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/236360-va-official-perplexed-by-lawmakers-breach-
allegations 
 
At least 700K routers given to customers by ISPs can be hacked 
http://www.computerworld.com/article/2899663/at-least-700k-routers-given-to-customers-by-
isps-can-be-hacked.html 
 
Chinese anti-censorship group Greatfire.org suffers massive hack 
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/mar/20/chinese-anti-censorship-group-greatfire-
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jiU8xI2LmIzLDR5Ay6CPoAC3aLUBiJ7Z1bZfbLjeZthDBC1yHNGCCRmX_YaBTvhy3_3DKOipSE5m-TKqBwcsCBuA7GveEnvbrzT9M7XYecDgbcmIA0uDhMCSl5QIxyc1BXf_vaTh6KMB5Yj4ITsqIbGzsOGJqaDJThHvwY0tHfu4WKcJ98w4BBCzEV3VQ8UuqokeRl_VanTmXnVNaHIo_0VjyTyoEpfWoUa28wbxZ2K7IMMuRfljeF28-J2D7Ret1tEBD3_gupbsL600CdD0U414l60NnZdKIV-_zHcg1xU=&c=hJcIqnLMWeib1KH1dSPH7JmVUHGKWfAQCn-8BAzFwRX-FilPSNymLw==&ch=_nzcLVMztZgKHz1vsookeBhylhkLU0CxY0xzhILb3StDqVc0sNQCjQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jiU8xI2LmIzLDR5Ay6CPoAC3aLUBiJ7Z1bZfbLjeZthDBC1yHNGCCRmX_YaBTvhy3_3DKOipSE5m-TKqBwcsCBuA7GveEnvbrzT9M7XYecDgbcmIA0uDhMCSl5QIxyc1BXf_vaTh6KMB5Yj4ITsqIbGzsOGJqaDJThHvwY0tHfu4WKcJ98w4BBCzEV3VQ8UuqokeRl_VanTmXnVNaHIo_0VjyTyoEpfWoUa28wbxZ2K7IMMuRfljeF28-J2D7Ret1tEBD3_gupbsL600CdD0U414l60NnZdKIV-_zHcg1xU=&c=hJcIqnLMWeib1KH1dSPH7JmVUHGKWfAQCn-8BAzFwRX-FilPSNymLw==&ch=_nzcLVMztZgKHz1vsookeBhylhkLU0CxY0xzhILb3StDqVc0sNQCjQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jiU8xI2LmIzLDR5Ay6CPoAC3aLUBiJ7Z1bZfbLjeZthDBC1yHNGCCRmX_YaBTvhykDVJao_ulGOxC_buqfEtmptoP-cKihvqjPvFoSKBdhF2qgSrsYlR5lfR2vogk4oxwtsQBAo76Jc-AS1nLrFgqeI-opjiojYnS1viXGFhjWcNoqKoc6DrW1w6j6B0TiRmemRnnpr-cEQIq7wmQaZ_kLLvmBm2aCgltrGR9xHP_h2BlV-ztnlV1D_emdnKat27EHaKVJJMPz0ps4c-0hkCyLqtF1ZYIhyk&c=hJcIqnLMWeib1KH1dSPH7JmVUHGKWfAQCn-8BAzFwRX-FilPSNymLw==&ch=_nzcLVMztZgKHz1vsookeBhylhkLU0CxY0xzhILb3StDqVc0sNQCjQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jiU8xI2LmIzLDR5Ay6CPoAC3aLUBiJ7Z1bZfbLjeZthDBC1yHNGCCRmX_YaBTvhykDVJao_ulGOxC_buqfEtmptoP-cKihvqjPvFoSKBdhF2qgSrsYlR5lfR2vogk4oxwtsQBAo76Jc-AS1nLrFgqeI-opjiojYnS1viXGFhjWcNoqKoc6DrW1w6j6B0TiRmemRnnpr-cEQIq7wmQaZ_kLLvmBm2aCgltrGR9xHP_h2BlV-ztnlV1D_emdnKat27EHaKVJJMPz0ps4c-0hkCyLqtF1ZYIhyk&c=hJcIqnLMWeib1KH1dSPH7JmVUHGKWfAQCn-8BAzFwRX-FilPSNymLw==&ch=_nzcLVMztZgKHz1vsookeBhylhkLU0CxY0xzhILb3StDqVc0sNQCjQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jiU8xI2LmIzLDR5Ay6CPoAC3aLUBiJ7Z1bZfbLjeZthDBC1yHNGCCRmX_YaBTvhyXfMvJGXNp272eSSisNckaugtPMBSirtlZJxQQ395ivElYbG3zvvtLph_IDKc6IPN41Vl8TMFK69n3jgPrbyWWOWyhEWpldFXEZOuxKEQP__U7TqJBEq2Dwv1BlMaYGD7yK_XVGMexNQkLjHN_GEe6NmrZc0TZViFuFu_4MzemY36sEy6MyIj2z7I8V2nxgwMLwubXQsB0Z0XX8EsUkDMUw==&c=hJcIqnLMWeib1KH1dSPH7JmVUHGKWfAQCn-8BAzFwRX-FilPSNymLw==&ch=_nzcLVMztZgKHz1vsookeBhylhkLU0CxY0xzhILb3StDqVc0sNQCjQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jiU8xI2LmIzLDR5Ay6CPoAC3aLUBiJ7Z1bZfbLjeZthDBC1yHNGCCRmX_YaBTvhyXfMvJGXNp272eSSisNckaugtPMBSirtlZJxQQ395ivElYbG3zvvtLph_IDKc6IPN41Vl8TMFK69n3jgPrbyWWOWyhEWpldFXEZOuxKEQP__U7TqJBEq2Dwv1BlMaYGD7yK_XVGMexNQkLjHN_GEe6NmrZc0TZViFuFu_4MzemY36sEy6MyIj2z7I8V2nxgwMLwubXQsB0Z0XX8EsUkDMUw==&c=hJcIqnLMWeib1KH1dSPH7JmVUHGKWfAQCn-8BAzFwRX-FilPSNymLw==&ch=_nzcLVMztZgKHz1vsookeBhylhkLU0CxY0xzhILb3StDqVc0sNQCjQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jiU8xI2LmIzLDR5Ay6CPoAC3aLUBiJ7Z1bZfbLjeZthDBC1yHNGCCRmX_YaBTvhyIM21Kb_fHwHpAT0Ir2_jTpOjFdO8OvJSRpMklNfPtMeeoPNHXCUm7ejBv4_i0hnE7ephduJlEQMitldPoiLzfEvt0HHKb2sFJPh1KDj_YS00YTK8buLNRaaG7M1vmdEQrjvcPyOV6FqBjzVu4mMRb3dVjQY1HunEaAZ61CrHKuEr-QdWDQCXL7jDQs0m2l_sEZ-0OrPEN9yXpGG9beulBiLNXn4yHBLxszZuoz5At5o=&c=hJcIqnLMWeib1KH1dSPH7JmVUHGKWfAQCn-8BAzFwRX-FilPSNymLw==&ch=_nzcLVMztZgKHz1vsookeBhylhkLU0CxY0xzhILb3StDqVc0sNQCjQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jiU8xI2LmIzLDR5Ay6CPoAC3aLUBiJ7Z1bZfbLjeZthDBC1yHNGCCRmX_YaBTvhyIM21Kb_fHwHpAT0Ir2_jTpOjFdO8OvJSRpMklNfPtMeeoPNHXCUm7ejBv4_i0hnE7ephduJlEQMitldPoiLzfEvt0HHKb2sFJPh1KDj_YS00YTK8buLNRaaG7M1vmdEQrjvcPyOV6FqBjzVu4mMRb3dVjQY1HunEaAZ61CrHKuEr-QdWDQCXL7jDQs0m2l_sEZ-0OrPEN9yXpGG9beulBiLNXn4yHBLxszZuoz5At5o=&c=hJcIqnLMWeib1KH1dSPH7JmVUHGKWfAQCn-8BAzFwRX-FilPSNymLw==&ch=_nzcLVMztZgKHz1vsookeBhylhkLU0CxY0xzhILb3StDqVc0sNQCjQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jiU8xI2LmIzLDR5Ay6CPoAC3aLUBiJ7Z1bZfbLjeZthDBC1yHNGCCRmX_YaBTvhyBpOCWUQHr6z_FRxuSFFkVs63MCq07m0nHwRSvTWpDJsRiT_GiEGvxPfhRbjp-QTcZUiRuDfhiQgpo_naFiQ9EWUUmpj_rfYnwJV7dk2ijpnddMP9WlTt-PbenJPqReknH4JsQHds3lZs3V7yBvjjVjpKcvpantu6QcnNg2fV82oKq-zLip-klbxxHLp-h669LaIU8I_B4KvjeQON3vmRYXhApRaONa5A9KMmSCBRo-lMV3ZIV71oP_tMBK4-aTqr&c=hJcIqnLMWeib1KH1dSPH7JmVUHGKWfAQCn-8BAzFwRX-FilPSNymLw==&ch=_nzcLVMztZgKHz1vsookeBhylhkLU0CxY0xzhILb3StDqVc0sNQCjQ==
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org-suffers-massive-hack-google  
 
Drupal Patches Critical Password-Reset Vulnterability 
http://thehackernews.com/2015/03/hacking-drupal-website.html  
 
Bomber's Computer Contained Extremist Materials 
http://www.forensicmag.com/news/2015/03/bombers-computer-contained-extremist-materials 
 
US Offers First Bounty for Cyber Criminal 
http://www.forensicmag.com/news/2015/03/us-offers-first-bounty-cyber-criminal 
 
China Reveals Its Cyberwar Secrets 
http://www.forensicmag.com/news/2015/03/china-reveals-its-cyberwar-secrets 

Autofill mistake exposes Obama's passport data 
http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/237431-autofill-mistake-exposes-obamas-passport-data  
 
Feds charge former agents with bitcoin money laundering 
http://thehill.com/regulation/cybersecurity/237373-federal-investigators-accused-of-bitcoin-
money-laundering  
 
Report: China hijacking computers worldwide to suppress information 
http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/237428-china-created-worldwide-digital-army-to-surpress-
content-report-says  
 
China suspends rollout of controversial cyber rules 
http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/237380-china-suspends-portion-of-controversial-cyber-
rules  
 
Ad Networks Ripe for Abuse Via Malvertising 
https://threatpost.com/ad-networks-ripe-for-abuse-via-malvertising/111840  
 
5 Biggest Hosting Companies hacked by Syrian Electronic Army 
http://thehackernews.com/2015/03/website-hosting-services.html  
 
US Army Picatinny Arsenal Website Defaced by Saudi Hackers 
http://www.forensicmag.com/news/2015/03/us-army-picatinny-arsenal-website-defaced-saudi-
hackers  
 
Taiwan Wants Stronger Cyber Ties with US to Counter China Threat 
http://www.forensicmag.com/news/2015/03/taiwan-wants-stronger-cyber-ties-us-counter-china-
threat  
 
Security Attacks via Malicious QR Codes 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jiU8xI2LmIzLDR5Ay6CPoAC3aLUBiJ7Z1bZfbLjeZthDBC1yHNGCCRmX_YaBTvhyBpOCWUQHr6z_FRxuSFFkVs63MCq07m0nHwRSvTWpDJsRiT_GiEGvxPfhRbjp-QTcZUiRuDfhiQgpo_naFiQ9EWUUmpj_rfYnwJV7dk2ijpnddMP9WlTt-PbenJPqReknH4JsQHds3lZs3V7yBvjjVjpKcvpantu6QcnNg2fV82oKq-zLip-klbxxHLp-h669LaIU8I_B4KvjeQON3vmRYXhApRaONa5A9KMmSCBRo-lMV3ZIV71oP_tMBK4-aTqr&c=hJcIqnLMWeib1KH1dSPH7JmVUHGKWfAQCn-8BAzFwRX-FilPSNymLw==&ch=_nzcLVMztZgKHz1vsookeBhylhkLU0CxY0xzhILb3StDqVc0sNQCjQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jiU8xI2LmIzLDR5Ay6CPoAC3aLUBiJ7Z1bZfbLjeZthDBC1yHNGCCRmX_YaBTvhyFVXeyCME3hdzjHJ-2Q2UQcwQOyepAF4XSoA_jtlgEZXfa2jY9Hzf0031WqUMEQezj1Exh_Wz_Ish80Y15RPgbUmPaMdv3sHoyOJ7OQnZ7CHnX_qvoJj1d7ZabxUbKe2TuPl8D94bN4gmTYI-P-uZW4QeYjOsJrQV&c=hJcIqnLMWeib1KH1dSPH7JmVUHGKWfAQCn-8BAzFwRX-FilPSNymLw==&ch=_nzcLVMztZgKHz1vsookeBhylhkLU0CxY0xzhILb3StDqVc0sNQCjQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jiU8xI2LmIzLDR5Ay6CPoAC3aLUBiJ7Z1bZfbLjeZthDBC1yHNGCCRmX_YaBTvhyD-nCLxUjemFIBFEA9NWH4XwUHjNo6b4VFszyJTOKVytoDpCSviT0042BLBI0vTGIv5-Rtfjbkgso7da7yZca8z72bJSom8yuH8d2oUk5vvWvIaYuVvrafCN8bJu1nIog6Qv1guP86aamSDFPo1Fd38M-YcDuX8bthUv-AIajaZXHlCQtaxB4pmlgFqwNfx-njLyzS2r-nWg=&c=hJcIqnLMWeib1KH1dSPH7JmVUHGKWfAQCn-8BAzFwRX-FilPSNymLw==&ch=_nzcLVMztZgKHz1vsookeBhylhkLU0CxY0xzhILb3StDqVc0sNQCjQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jiU8xI2LmIzLDR5Ay6CPoAC3aLUBiJ7Z1bZfbLjeZthDBC1yHNGCCRmX_YaBTvhyn-lx4N4skDdeqNk2hVNnakqm1cFugaAWPyQ82ubCoZbDjNbffvTFHhgc3v3wofHOBPzNKFmZrTqLd3YNLjEfeqdzxXEOjXHIK0jILKCu4L9ZpQcmChwIAF25Un1wx21VhXy5uExRd9v30keFbV-2xBdvdMNzVELe4UzaTDmx2a672989tuJzJZO5PlZm0XHn&c=hJcIqnLMWeib1KH1dSPH7JmVUHGKWfAQCn-8BAzFwRX-FilPSNymLw==&ch=_nzcLVMztZgKHz1vsookeBhylhkLU0CxY0xzhILb3StDqVc0sNQCjQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001jiU8xI2LmIzLDR5Ay6CPoAC3aLUBiJ7Z1bZfbLjeZthDBC1yHNGCCRmX_YaBTvhy1KNn-_zsgoti4D1brJW-33hR38MXie7dVBuXNwpC38gw-MRzTVAppBAyL_QPSf2RfhNemFx-mp9F7aMIY2EgogDa2snoviCVvUbjRtunY9Ep7HryVCRbiiCGz0QRicl5E-BWzUufH8ONvNNZvEs2MmR9NlfZe6CROzcHCu-AIzw3hPVP2PafXg==&c=hJcIqnLMWeib1KH1dSPH7JmVUHGKWfAQCn-8BAzFwRX-FilPSNymLw==&ch=_nzcLVMztZgKHz1vsookeBhylhkLU0CxY0xzhILb3StDqVc0sNQCjQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ITDdgBZCBda5SeBaXuwTOpS65KK9h4o2AFZb7cf9cAkeMorgcBsxRww37MQ6xnF2MtjBMENQcmh7YODkh81xikpQwM9BYmUwya3g3VK5ZeBNtxs6NzJa4kOMIOKLO6MwJf7e4mOtwqSaEbtaoAHnlHYiskkLb14QkyS6V5wZW4XyTpk2NAR0Tgita2pD30-p1k23RllOMwDnNIQZC9Wfkynl3YEEfYRbq5yKdO-B7JLdSSgcO2AVYFE_Cqp4o6Qy4fyhTbOtzP1gwUe1ICWLjg==&c=wqCQVCPEIUxA_tkGI05QaN5nxdI98tORNgLoh5Eu0Uf0_oWVuiY4bQ==&ch=bbAaZQQFf9jr18Qgz1b7U_50EeQZpvLFvRrICx7knHvKn7f18ow4vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ITDdgBZCBda5SeBaXuwTOpS65KK9h4o2AFZb7cf9cAkeMorgcBsxRww37MQ6xnF2-7pomN844F9zpavOv-xQn84rumarftOVCtPEc7ozJfB-M0ZRxGHWfHjnsHDalBqhS1aHXFkJI8RWd3oBjqbDwduchQPwR2gc6LiPuB1sjaPg5jTAE1N11LmHHi_WP73LxlYmA8hYeyoZbFfWOoTbvIt1Yevt4ggslRWnRKigcb8KCUgYJ-fV8TZfbjg4_8zDGNRnCIZT3-62ZSyHfBA2InOR2Zf3CMt9&c=wqCQVCPEIUxA_tkGI05QaN5nxdI98tORNgLoh5Eu0Uf0_oWVuiY4bQ==&ch=bbAaZQQFf9jr18Qgz1b7U_50EeQZpvLFvRrICx7knHvKn7f18ow4vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ITDdgBZCBda5SeBaXuwTOpS65KK9h4o2AFZb7cf9cAkeMorgcBsxRww37MQ6xnF2-7pomN844F9zpavOv-xQn84rumarftOVCtPEc7ozJfB-M0ZRxGHWfHjnsHDalBqhS1aHXFkJI8RWd3oBjqbDwduchQPwR2gc6LiPuB1sjaPg5jTAE1N11LmHHi_WP73LxlYmA8hYeyoZbFfWOoTbvIt1Yevt4ggslRWnRKigcb8KCUgYJ-fV8TZfbjg4_8zDGNRnCIZT3-62ZSyHfBA2InOR2Zf3CMt9&c=wqCQVCPEIUxA_tkGI05QaN5nxdI98tORNgLoh5Eu0Uf0_oWVuiY4bQ==&ch=bbAaZQQFf9jr18Qgz1b7U_50EeQZpvLFvRrICx7knHvKn7f18ow4vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ITDdgBZCBda5SeBaXuwTOpS65KK9h4o2AFZb7cf9cAkeMorgcBsxRww37MQ6xnF2ZPkPaABwQDCs2k4ifQn5Lkn7JvmTWoRQ4_Kzdp_H0LIGqxRwKigzBdjA7chvSCpRsnuD6HTtpz4j6jS1e9u49BwUtzMrWtZbgwiOR50yraTlRvP3mLfnD68zmlpOT5tFcK0NpIAOPlE2cwHrwEfHeAdeKINKxTzK7pjyRIQDUyibnpKUW6EfvkfLfPZ9l0XnPZdPX4fpp8f6BRmC5xPyM_QRkKFo3dT599wpVPXvmxcjSfj6E-SdfA==&c=wqCQVCPEIUxA_tkGI05QaN5nxdI98tORNgLoh5Eu0Uf0_oWVuiY4bQ==&ch=bbAaZQQFf9jr18Qgz1b7U_50EeQZpvLFvRrICx7knHvKn7f18ow4vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ITDdgBZCBda5SeBaXuwTOpS65KK9h4o2AFZb7cf9cAkeMorgcBsxRww37MQ6xnF2ZPkPaABwQDCs2k4ifQn5Lkn7JvmTWoRQ4_Kzdp_H0LIGqxRwKigzBdjA7chvSCpRsnuD6HTtpz4j6jS1e9u49BwUtzMrWtZbgwiOR50yraTlRvP3mLfnD68zmlpOT5tFcK0NpIAOPlE2cwHrwEfHeAdeKINKxTzK7pjyRIQDUyibnpKUW6EfvkfLfPZ9l0XnPZdPX4fpp8f6BRmC5xPyM_QRkKFo3dT599wpVPXvmxcjSfj6E-SdfA==&c=wqCQVCPEIUxA_tkGI05QaN5nxdI98tORNgLoh5Eu0Uf0_oWVuiY4bQ==&ch=bbAaZQQFf9jr18Qgz1b7U_50EeQZpvLFvRrICx7knHvKn7f18ow4vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ITDdgBZCBda5SeBaXuwTOpS65KK9h4o2AFZb7cf9cAkeMorgcBsxRww37MQ6xnF2IXQhrGllC_9j_RdvArvXHuh4BQnqSjO4Y5LO57hXQV1bCDUbAOCrLArnMOJiRr3zr7QChbNfQZfw3BOIJ6YWg-C7ss0m2b40o4bbgEdzS7mXuVI03FH4oCXuBzFdmCYZdU5UeN42NpjcXHBbYnZ685L7ryKPTtRrQhjiZ5pAvp_dy5PGKVHZbei_YM9xluEGWKOpZQ8K9Pf_ptmWdJU_Mdc-oSFE8aUg&c=wqCQVCPEIUxA_tkGI05QaN5nxdI98tORNgLoh5Eu0Uf0_oWVuiY4bQ==&ch=bbAaZQQFf9jr18Qgz1b7U_50EeQZpvLFvRrICx7knHvKn7f18ow4vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ITDdgBZCBda5SeBaXuwTOpS65KK9h4o2AFZb7cf9cAkeMorgcBsxRww37MQ6xnF2IXQhrGllC_9j_RdvArvXHuh4BQnqSjO4Y5LO57hXQV1bCDUbAOCrLArnMOJiRr3zr7QChbNfQZfw3BOIJ6YWg-C7ss0m2b40o4bbgEdzS7mXuVI03FH4oCXuBzFdmCYZdU5UeN42NpjcXHBbYnZ685L7ryKPTtRrQhjiZ5pAvp_dy5PGKVHZbei_YM9xluEGWKOpZQ8K9Pf_ptmWdJU_Mdc-oSFE8aUg&c=wqCQVCPEIUxA_tkGI05QaN5nxdI98tORNgLoh5Eu0Uf0_oWVuiY4bQ==&ch=bbAaZQQFf9jr18Qgz1b7U_50EeQZpvLFvRrICx7knHvKn7f18ow4vw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001ITDdgBZCBda5SeBaXuwTOpS65KK9h4o2AFZb7cf9cAkeMorgcBsxRww37MQ6xnF2QLQvt-7nbmBqpWx2MUqaWDml40Dor0m8J3bhFWho7bGv4Uxu6dodf8J90AFiBjqXZ9U3Y7hteL51Sg-WdPw82wh1vmMpVYH88ARGXWo7OO018ZPScBjOjdkD5iGDilUCK8FmmSsec6jw5toKYr2IM1ykEW3JMc1Ex4YB622rXUOQIFWz5HVB9g==&c=wqCQVCPEIUxA_tkGI05QaN5nxdI98tORNgLoh5Eu0Uf0_oWVuiY4bQ==&ch=bbAaZQQFf9jr18Qgz1b7U_50EeQZpvLFvRrICx7knHvKn7f18ow4vw==
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